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FOREWORD
When I was first presented with the opportunity to undertake this research project, the
world was in the grip of stay-at-home orders and lockdown restrictions, imposed because
the ravages of COVID-19 had spread rapidly to every city and continent on the globe.
Setting off within this unprecedented time, never in our living memory have so many people
spent so much of their time confined (whether voluntarily or by government restriction)
in their homes resulting inevitably, in a questioning and critiquing of the benefits and
shortcomings our own immediate domestic settings. This surreal time, coupled with my
personal experiences living in the urban density of Hong Kong and finally, a curiosity to
unpackage the increasing polarisation of community backlash against urban apartment
development in Sydney spurred the ideas underpinning this research project.
By its very nature, the survey attempted in this research project cannot, be wholly
comprehensive. It has been however, my hope to provide a broad outline of both an evolution
of living densely as well as provide an overview of current global policies and guidelines
as well as speculating suggestions for contemporary and future planning of apartments.
I have first tried here to review and challenge not only our current preconceptions of
urban density and its perceived failures, but tried to demonstrate where we can move
forward, instead of resorting simply to the knee jerk belief that suburban housing is our
solution to the problems of the contemporary city. Density in this sense is considered not
in its populist and fearful conception as equated with cramped, unsafe, and tall, but as an
opportunity to be diverse, vibrant, and sustainable.
In part two of this research project, I move into a brief history of apartment living, showing
that contrary to our recent beliefs – the idea of living collectively within what we might
consider an ‘apartment building’ or ‘residential tower’ is by no means a recent invention.
Throughout the world and throughout history, cities have been focused with the concept
of density, creating the conditions for intense cultural exchange facilitated by density’s
inherent diversity. Parts three and four represents the qualitative and quantitative data
collection undertaken for this research project. Beginning with a visual comparison of the
various housing policies taken from around the world – we can begin to see what attributes
have been classified as ‘important’ or key considerations in the development of apartment
housing policy whilst a quantitative comparison begins to show what policy and decision
makers from around the world have deemed to be ‘acceptable’ or ‘minimum’ standards
for apartment living. Paired with this comparative study is a series of three conversations
with leading practitioners on city building share their views on the opportunities and the
shortfalls of existing housing policy.
The final part of this research project, termed “an attempt at synthesis” highlights
that the solution to our current predicaments for urban housing and particularly, the
polarised ideological battle between the suburban and urban is not so much a narrative
around better policies, higher standards, or improved quality, but far more to do with
mindsets and shifting preconceptions. In presenting seven propositions for mindset
shift linked to seven preconceptions of apartments, I hope to at least introduce a means
by which design practitioners can start to think more wholistically and become more
aware of their thoughts and their actions in the design of human habitats. Ultimately,
the challenge confronted by architecture in the urban context is not the design of the
perfect façade, the pristinely carbon neutral apartment or the tallest sculptural tower, but
far more esoteric and ultimately a question which I have only just begun to unpackage –
How do we create a home?
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“For our house is our corner of the world.
As has often been said, it is our first universe,
a real cosmos in every sense of the word.
If we look at it intimately, even the humblest dwelling has beauty.”

- Gaston B achel ard , The P oetics
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Nature of Living Densely
The course of human development passed a pivotal moment in 2007
when, for the first time in history, over 50% of the world’s population
found themselves living in urban, rather than rural settings.2 The
remarkable pace of urban dwelling has grown from a yearly average
of 57 million in the 1990s, to an annual average of 77 million between
2010-2015, with the United Nations predicting that the number of people
living in densely populated areas is expected to hit 68% of the global
population by 2050.3 Translating this unprecedented growth into the
construction of new buildings and we suddenly find that almost 80%
of edifices which will make up the cities of 2050 have already been
built or are currently under construction with the associated operational
emissions from heating, cooling and lighting buildings likely to account
for 28% of global carbon emissions.4
This growing body of figures on urbanism is compounded by the
fact that housing accounts for “70% of land use in most cities and
determines urban form and densities, also providing employment and
contributing to growth…since 1996, in Europe and the US, housing has
become more of an asset for investment than a place to live.”5 Recently,
an increasingly speculative residential market, fuelled by low interest
rates has meant that “…commoditization of housing has strengthened
the perception of shelter as a speculative financial asset, generating
an artificial sense of wealth and an unsustainable cycle of debt which
culminated in the housing foreclosure crisis and the global economic
downturn of 2007-2009.”6 Tedious though all of these statistics
maybe, they indicate, critically, that the imperative to understand
the long-term consequences of our design decisions in dense, urban
environments has never been more necessary or urgent. As the idea of
living together becomes an inevitable kind of modus vivendi, the time
is right to consider how our urban habitats originated, what the state
of our metropolises are today and where our cities are headed. Thus,
to even begin scratching the surface of this hugely interwoven web of
issues around living densely, this report has been structured to enable
an unpackaging of the perceptions, the history, and the policies around
apartment living.

01.01 - Urban Density, Hong Kong Style
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Perceptions. We are all naturally protective of the
immediate environments they inhabit, not least because it
often represents the single largest financial investment an
individual will make in their lifetime. Across the middle
three quintiles of the Australian population, the primary
residence accounts for a household’s 29% - 54% of their
total assets and in America, this share is even higher, with
the primary residence accounting for 62% of household
assets.7 Beyond the economic however, it is also well
established that “Dwellings become ‘home’ as a result
of the social, emotional and psychological meanings that
inhabitants attach to them.”8 Consequently, when new
developments push into established city or suburban
contexts, possibly under the guise of urban renewal, there
is an almost natural predisposition to respond with a fear
of overdevelopment, as well as inherited preconceptions
of density as resulting in a perceived loss of community
and amenity.9 For others however, high-rise housing is
only on the rise, having become particularly popular since
the 2000s, both as an economic and social tool for innercity regeneration as well as a fashionable lifestyle choice
in the age of globalisation.10 Chapter 2 begins with this
narrative, seeking to untangle the apparently oppositional
sides of ‘dense -v- sparse’, ‘urban -v- suburban’, ‘apartment
-v- house’ to review whether these oppositions truly are as
divergent as they appear and how we can begin to think of
cities more holistically, rather than as a polarised decision
between two absolutes or worse, an imposed condition
without the freedom of choice.
History. Challenging another assumption in the story
of urban density is the belief that suburban housing has
been the norm and apartment living, a recent phenomenon.
By tracing the origins of apartments back to the cities of
Imperial Rome, Chapter 3 examines the historical context
for and of the development of apartment living, moving
from urban settlements in Shibam Hadramwat in Yemen
to the early concepts of social housing by the Peabody
Trust in 19th Century England. Through brief interludes
into specific buildings, places and moments in history, this
section seeks to identify, perhaps surprisingly, that many of
the innovations we associate with modern apartment living
today, from urban farming to natural cross ventilation are
not modern inventions but are descendants from a long
lineage of dense apartment contexts which have always
been a part of human settlements and communal living.

Policy. Returning to the contemporary context of
apartment design, the two subsequent chapters provide
a select overview of current policies, opinions, and
observations on density. Beginning with a qualitative
analysis of apartment design objectives and criteria,
a comparison is made between what priorities are similar or
different in the guidelines for apartment development form
around the globe. This is followed by a brief numerical
comparison, seeking to establish broadly accepted terms
of reference in terms of minimum size and configuration
of units. In Chapter 5, three interviews were selected –
a critic (and urbanist), an architect (and researcher) and
a city counsellor (and architect), to provide a short cross
section on the contemporary challenges and opportunities
in continuing to shape our cities for a denser and more
sustainable future.
Having traversed the contexts of the social,
the historical and the political of apartment design and
urban density, Chapter 6 presents a synthesis of the lessons
learned. Not seeking to impose minimum standards or
numerical controls, but rather, shows that the heart of
the issues examined lie in the mindset of what we think
apartments are – investments, not homes. To shift discourse
away from this, seven propositions are outlined to open the
discussion towards a more holistic approach to apartment
design endeavouring to place the human experience, both
as individual and as part of an urban community, at the
centre of future conversations around apartment design
and urban development.

Potential.

Endeavouring to finish with a hint of optimism, the final
Chapter views the inevitability of “Housing [as] inseparable
from urbanisation” not with negative, apocalyptic lenses,
but with the prospect that through collective action and
re-thinking, we can generate more diverse, more inclusive
and more sustainable urban environments.11 Hope, in this
context, is an essential part of the story of apartment living,
not because it is a magical panacea which will solve all of
the contemporary city’s ailments, but because, if density is
done well, it can just as easily be part of the solution to our
current and future challenges of living in the 21st Century
and hopefully, beyond.

01.02 - Comparison of household wealth composition in the United States of America as a percentage of total wealth.
01.03 - Comparison of household wealth composition in Australia as a percentage of total wealth.
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Chapter 2

Case Concerning Density:
for or against?
Introduction
Utter the word ‘density’ over any conversation, and you will be apt to receive
a multitude of opinions and views. On one end are its avid promoters, chief
among them perhaps being the late New York writer Jane Jacobs, who
passionately argued for the density and diversity we have come to know
as Greenwich Village in New York, saved from obliteration at the hands
Robert Moses’ ensnaring highways. Quick to the defence of density are
the benefits of public transport patronage, community collectivism and,
the sustainable outcomes from efficient land use. For others, disciples
of Ebenezer Howard’s belief in the green belt garden-city and today
sometimes known derogatorily as the NIMBYs (Not in my backyard),
the density of apartments presents a dystopian vision of our cities, where
trees are unceremoniously cut down and replaced with a homogenous,
soulless concrete jungle of investment properties, deprived of community
and life. So often, public policy around dense living has been pressed as
“the panacea for sustainable living” without any consideration of people’s
perceptions, feelings, tensions, and trade-offs which are made in shaping
our cities.12 The one observation we can surmise from these impassioned
positions both for and against density is that it is far more than just a
statistic. It is far more than the often-used estimations of people per unit
of area but speaks to something deeper. Thus, before we can unravel and
explore the increasing polarisation between urban and suburban, or indeed
whether this dichotomy is even necessary in the context of our cities, we
must first ask why this polarisation exists. We must first ask: Why are
people so protective of their homes?

02.01 - Marina City, Chicago, United States of America. Designed in the 1960s,
the project adopted Le Corbusier’s notion of the verical city as a means of
reversing the trend of suburban flight.
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The answer to this question is deeply embodied in our experiences of what a
home stands for and what it means. Joseph Rykwert, architectural historian and
critical theorist reminds us that “Home is where one starts from. That much
is obvious. A home is not the same as a house…”13 He defers to the Jacobean
Judge, Sir Edward Coke, who eloquently writes, “The house of everyman is
to him as his castle and fortress, as well as his defence against injury and
violence, as for his repose.”14 This view moves us towards an understanding that
fundamentally, a home is something more, that it is not just an investment, and
not just a physical space, but rather, an integral part of our psycho-social being.
It is in fact necessary to recognise that “Dwelling is the capacity to achieve a
spiritual unity between humans and things......[and that] places are constructed
in our memories and affections through repeated encounters and complex
associations…[meaning that] attachment to place is an integral part of being in
the world.”15 Under this umbrella of dwelling being a fundamental part of our
experience of the world, the concept of a ‘home’ maybe seen psycho-socially
and experientially as comprising three components – “home as haven, home as
a site of autonomy and home as a source of social status,” which means:
- Home as Haven – A private space of refuge from the world, offering
security both in a physical and a psycho-social sense.
- Home as Autonomy – A place of self-sufficiency and control over its
territory so that it can be enjoyed in comfort, peace, and privacy and
without interference of others,
- Home as Socio-Cultural Grounding – The home as a starting place from
which individuals build and interact with their wider social and cultural
communities.16
With these three broad conceptions in mind, shaping our understanding of what
it means to be at ‘home,’ it becomes possible to see why urban development,
with its agendas of densification, renewal and change comes to be regarded as a
threat to a person’s home, thus elucidating reactions of fear and anger. When our
home is threatened or perceived to be threatened, our natural human instinct
is predisposed to defend ourselves, and we find a means of channelling that
through fear and anguish to protect our haven and our autonomy. In recognising
this, it is now possible to unpackage the arguments both for and against the rise
of urban density in our cities.

High on High-Rise | An Exploration of Urban Density & Apartment Design
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Against Density: The Prosecution’s Position
The suspicion and fear of the danger of living densely is not without
its history and certainly not without its more recent precedent. These
opinions find their origins in Victorian England, the result of illness
which had plagued overpopulated cities due to the mass population
booms stemming from the Industrial Revolution. A rising anticity movement, which favoured residential areas being moved into
suburban settings would also take on a socio-political zeal, “[the]
four great contemporary ideologies: Evangelicalism, Sanitarianism,
Romanticism and Class Segregation. Each, at its core, was an
ideology defined by the logic of avoidance – the determination to
escape the vice…of the city – as much as by the forces of attraction…
[to the] seclusion of the countryside.”17 By exploring how these four
ideologies shaped public opinion on the topic of density, we can
begin to see how the polarised view against apartment development
was formed and how it remains firmly entrenched in the mindsets
of many people today.
Diseases such as typhoid and cholera had returned time and again
to cities of the Industrial Revolution, where rapid development to
satisfy the growth of manufacturing and trade had been built without
consideration for the health and amenity of its inhabitants. It was
not until the latter half of the 19th Century, with a recognised need
for prevention and control of diseases that public health acts were
passed, and sanitation infrastructure projects.18 These projects were
spurred on by English civil servant Sir Edwin Chadwick whose 1842
report into public sanitation ultimately prompted the first modern
legislation targeting public health. An important undercurrent in
his work, however, was a decidedly moral argument in which he

correlated “poorly panned environments with bad
health and/or people’s immoral behaviour…[and]
the core of his case [was] the ability of drains and
clean water to improve morality.”19 Thus, coupled
with the zeal of Protestantism, the uncleanliness
of the city was viewed in both physical and moral
terms, a place deprived of nature’s purity and
a Godless domain.
The disdain for city living and embracing the
country house as the ideal home for living in is
also directly linked to the rise of Evangelical
Christianity. During its rise in the 19th Century,
Evangelicals promoted the belief that “…the
godly household was based on a divinely ordained
division of roles between men and women.
Men, under God, were the spiritual heads of
the Home, but women were entrusted with the
day-to-day management of the household…[thus]
the suburb was coded feminine.”20 Consequently,
apartments were coded as being inappropriate
for homes, being nothing more than a transitory
housing arrangement for “floating populations”
of migrants in large cities which had “no value
to the community,” and in Australia, religious antiapartment lobby groups successfully convinced
multiple councils to ban apartments from being
built in residential zones.21 Apartments, by their

02.02 Gustav Dore’s engraving “Over London by Rail” from the 19th Century presents a dark picture of urban decay,
slums in the form of closely packed townhouses.
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very nature, became perceived as spaces incapable of autonomy,
due to its density, and incapable of offering haven, given the lack of
privacy, and were therefore merely momentary living quarters and
not permanent homes.
American and Australian discourses on increasing density were
framed in similarly religious and moralistic terms. In his first
speech at the founding of the American Institute of Architects in
1857, architect and landscape designer Calvert Vaux declared that
“…a family may live at a hotel or in a boarding-house…[with]
the entire absence of all individuality in the everyday domestic
arrangements, [which] will always render this method of living
distasteful…”22 A stone’s throw away in Toronto, Canada, planning
policies of the early 1910s, “…viewed all apartments as unhealthy
and anti-family, conflating tenements and subdivided houses
with new spacious apartment blocks.”23 From this, we can see
that a new permanent belief had emerged by the 20th Century
– that apartment living was inherently bad, irrespective of its design
intention and quality. Much of this was achieved by American
discourses on density which were deafened by “…public moralists
[who] condemned multiple dwellings, [but] they were not describing
people’s beliefs so much as lashing out against an increasingly
popular practice that they disapproved of…”24 The ideological lines
had been formed, the battle between urban and suburban, with
the latter’s moral superiority trumping even consideration of what
alternative housing choices might desired by the prevailing public
sentiment – the future could only be houses, not apartments.

02.03 John Leech’s caricature of the Thames River bringing disease and death to the purity of London, represented by
an allegorical lady is both a commentary on sanitation and morality.
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In Australia, Christian morality was threatened by the
pleasant beach weather of Sydney. It was of particular
concern in the “…debate about the moral health of cities
[which] was often framed by an implied vice of their
European counterparts. A warmer climate, which enabled
young people to spend more time outdoors…posed
a special threat to the maintenance of public morality.”25
Australian Housing Reformer J.D. Fitzgerald provided
a similar commentary in The Lone Hand magazine,
painting a bleak picture of Sydney’s inner suburbs:
“At the foot of Surry Hills….All round this area the
Chinese gambling-houses are grouped…Around
Wexford Street is a little Johore, a little Macao – a
tolerable imitation of the two-star gambling hells of
the Far East. Plague has visited this place, typhoid
is not unknown in the region, nor diphtheria. It is the
nursery of consumption. To this region also come the
wastrels of our own race…the young and old, the men
and women, careless of life’s purpose, ready for crime
or degradation…”26

In his eyes, urban density was not merely consummate with
the health hazard of the plague, it was also un-Christian
and therefore immoral. His solution was to propose the
eradication of inner city slums, ensuring that we would
then “… save valuable lives which otherwise may be lost,
improve property, which is a national heritage, and with
it the morals, the health and aggregate happiness, and the
corporate wealth of our citizens.”27 These ideas continued
to shape city building in post-Federation Australia, where
“…the ideal of the European city as a symbol of civilized
life still met staunch resistance from Australian city
dwellers frightened of the physical and moral pollution
that they associated with it…” in as late as the 1930s.28
Whilst the religious component has broadly left our
contemporary multicultural and generally secular urban
societies, there can be little doubt that often, the underlying
subconscious bias remains to this day. Indeed it has been
acknowledged that “the origins of single-family zoning in
America are not benign: Many housing codes used density
as a proxy for separating people by income and race.”29
Though often unspoken given its negative connotations,
there remains an underlying association of urban density
with “…‘tenure prejudice’ based on the perceived
inferiority of private or social renter households whose

presence diminishes the desirability of the street or neighbourhood
or complaints about neighbours ‘lowering the tone’…impacting upon
real estate value of homes as sources of economic rather than cultural
capital.”30 Returning to our earlier understanding of home, we can
therefore see that apartments may be perceived as threatening the
socio-economic status of an established community. It is therefore
unsurprising that after a century of demonising apartment living as
inherently immoral and unsuitable for families through a religiously
driven NIMBYism, that single dwelling houses in often mono-cultural
suburbia would become entrenched psychologically as the accepted
norm whilst apartments, an undesirable footnote to the long-term
development of cities in the 20th Century.
The sentiments against urban density were also brewing in Continental
Europe throughout the second half of the 19th Century. French
governments after the revolution during the Second Empire and Third
Republic in particular, opposed what previous ages had celebrated as
“the apartment building’s capacity to create continuity between the
street and the home.”31 Eugene Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, prominent
architectural thinker and lead conservator responsible for the restoration
of Notre Dame de Paris, reasoned that apartment living resulted in the
loss of both architectural individuality and the domestic life, stating that
“nothing can better demoralise a population than those large apartment
houses [maisons a loyer] which efface individual personalities
and where love of family life [le foyer] is barely admissible.”32
In part, Viollet-le-Duc was speaking out against a rising simplification
and the reduction of architectural form into the bare minimum,
a simplistic composition of repeatable elements such as walls,
columns, windows and doors.33 Indeed, these conservative reactions
stemmed from the dramatic economic changes which apartments in
Paris precipitated – that rising investment speculation was creating
an expensive city, pushing people out and creating an exclusive domain
of private inner-city real-estate.34 In some ways, Viollet-le-Duc’s
reasoning preempted the rise of prefabricated homes, mass housing
which would only exacerbate converting homes into machines of
investment rather than living. These attitudes of an over-marketed, overpopular inner-city lifestyle are arguably reflective of the same issues of
gentrification which pervade our cities today.

02.04 Housing Reformer J.D. Fitzgerald, writing in Sydney’s Lone Hand in the early 1900s compared the terrace houses of
Surry Hills to the housing slums found in Naples, Italy, declaring them to be a kind of picturesque insanity as housing.
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Turning to more recent developments in the story of
apartments we should also recall that one of the key tenants
of feeling ‘at home’ is centred around the psychological
sense of security and protection a home provides.
With the increasing anticipation for urban living, it would
be reasonable to expect standards of housing and quality
of building delivery, would at the very least, be safe.
Decidedly not. Today, the self-assured hubris of our
developments rising ever higher, built with ever cheaper
materials and greater efficiencies to generate ever larger
profits has now returned to haunt us. This moment arrived
globally on 14 June 2017, when the Grenfell Tower fire
tragically claimed 72 lives with the subsequent public
inquiry revealing systematic incompetence including
inter alia, the overwhelming desire for cost-cutting and
ignoring of tenant concerns.35 Sadly, this was by no means,
an isolated incident, and nor have flaming apartment towers
been confined to the United Kingdom. Seven years earlier,
on 15 November 2010, fifty-three people sadly died and
another seventy were hospitalised following a horrific fire
in a twenty-eight-storey apartment complex caused during

otherwise routine building maintenance works.36 Less than
a month earlier, five people had been injured at the Wooshin
Golden Suites building fire on 1 October 2010 in Busan,
South Korea, with combustible cladding contributing to the
fire’s spread from the 4th to 38th floor within 20 minutes.37
On 25 November 2014, the twenty-three storey mixed
use Lacrosse apartment building in Melbourne, Australia
also went up in flames.38 Just after Christmas in 2017,
a New York Bronx apartment building fire was started by
a stovetop, sadly killing twelve, including five children.39
Shortly after, on 4 February 2019, another Melbourne
apartment building, the Neo200 tower required evacuation
as fire once again found fuel in combustible cladding.40
As recently as 9 October 2020, an apartment building was
engulfed in flames in Ulsan, South Korea, thankfully with
no casualties but with 91 hospitalisations arising out of
smoke inhalation and injuries associated with evacuation.41
Although fire is arguably the most serious of threats,
other issues around construction quality and poor long
term management have also plagued apartment housing
in recent years, denting confidence globally and raising

02.05 The Grenfell Tower fire which occurred on 17 June 2017 in London, United Kingdom tragically claimed 72 lives and
became a wake up call on apartment safety around the world.
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an increasingly vocal crowd of nay-sayers who believe apartments are
fundamentally bad for our cities. The specific technical details are
beyond the scope of this research project, but the important lesson in
the context of discussing density is recognising how these events leave
a dark impression in the minds of the public and are necessary part of
unravelling the perceptions and fears which plague the conception of
urban living and density.
In tracing the story of anti-density from the moral protestations
of Victorian England to the long line of apartment fires which have
left countless families broken and homeless, it is perhaps unsurprising
that in America for example, “roughly 75% of land in most cities
today, it is illegal to build anything except single-family detached
houses.”42 In New South Wales, Australia, one only has to type in the
words ‘overdevelopment’ and ‘apartments’ as catchwords to generate
a staggering 1821 legal decisions on the CaseLaw archive dating from
1989 onwards, demonstrating an established belief that apartments are
stigmatised as having detrimental impacts upon a local community and
somehow unsuitable.43 Within the various anti-apartment arguments
put forward, there is an underlying fundamental perception that
urban density endangers the tripartite notion of home as haven, as site
of autonomy and as site of social status. Density is a perceived risk which
upsets an established tenure pattern of a particular neighbourhood,
whilst increasing problems of apartment construction exacerbate
an uncertainty and unsafeness in apartment living and finally, that
houses as free-standing structures maintain a deeply entrenched
idea of both social and cultural standing as representing ‘a home.’
It is ultimately these perceptions which have and which continue to
inform both highly rational and charged emotional responses against
the rising tide of dense apartment living.

02.06 The Wooshin Golden Suites Building Fire which occurred on 1 October 2010 in Busan,
South Korea resulted in five injuries but thankfully no fatalities.

02.07 The Shanghai apartment fire on 15 November 2010
sadly claimed 53 lives and injured another 70 individuals.
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For Density: The Defence’s Rebuttal
Sitting in apparent resistance to the suburban
proponents is an impassioned position which
views density in cities as inevitable, primarily
because cities are operating in economic,
social, and cultural ecologies that are radically
different from the outmoded suburban model
of the 20th Century.44 This is not to suggest
that suburban planning was not without
its benefits. As a product of its time, suburbia
“…represented a democratisation of the
development process that allowed millions of
people to have access to better housing.”45 At
the same time however, it should also be equally
recognised that under the right conditions
“Higher densities can yield ecological,
health and social benefits,” with factors such
as “community participation and control of
the planning process,” alongside pre-existing
socio-economic and political structures being
keys to shaping perceptions of urban density.46
Hence, although suburban development in the
19th and 20th Centuries addressed the many
concerns, needs and desires of the age, high
density residential living today, can equally
address contemporary concerns around
sustainable development as well as the haven
and autonomy of the private home.

Whilst by no means an automatic inference, it has been increasingly
acknowledged that policies of brownfield regeneration in existing
cities and compact urban development in new cities can often leads
to a decrease in per capita carbon footprints, achieved through
the efficiency of infrastructure use.47 In some ways, the suburb
is inevitably “parasitic on a town or city. Even when it acquires
an independent administration, it is never a financial centre,
or a centre of power. Suburbs [are] rarely meant to be agriculturally
or industrially productive.”48 The compartmentalisation and
subsequent segregation of the city into functions – home, work,
industry, stemming from Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City concept
served to reinforce the automobile (whether intentional or accidental)
as the preferred connecting tool of the city which today, has resulted
in a vicious cycle of automobile dependency.49 This vicious cycle rests
on the continued presumption that individualism, manifested by the
freedom and autonomy of the car is the ultimate goal, defunding public
transport in the process and ultimately relying on an ever expanding
web of ensnaring roads, slowly constricting the city’s public spaces
and liveability. Indeed, a comprehensive study of city density and CO2
efficiency by the Postdam Institute for Climate Impact Research in
2015/16 found that doubling the population density of the 5km radius
within a city would improve CO2 efficiency by at least 43%, 41% and
36% for traffic, residential and commercial emissions respectively.50
Thus, the individualised mobility of suburban living afforded by the
private car and its extensive infrastructure support system is something
which has become fundamentally untenable in our age of urgent
necessary climate action, with increasing urban density serving as a
means of reducing the profound impact our cities have on the natural
environment.

The ‘Problem’
Insufficient Road
Capacity

Standard Review

Standard Response

Prediction study on
private transport
usage

Limitation Reached
Road Capacity is
once again reached

Expand Provision of
Road Infrastructure

The Vicious Cycle
of Automobile
Dependency

Promotion
Encourage use
of private motor
transport

Public Transit
Decline
Degredation and
de-funding of existing
public transport
infrastructure

The ‘Problem’
Persists
Increased congestion
arising from effects

Exacerbated Effect
Decline of public
transport patronage
increases private
vehicle usage

02.08 One of the many diagrams presented
by Ebenezer Howard as a model for the
Garden City, containing its commercial
core, surrounded by houses and the rural
farms beyond.
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02.09 The Vicious Cycle of Automobile Dependency
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Defending density also requires us to challenge a prominent
negative perception associated with apartment living – the perceived
loss of privacy associated with a feeling of being crowded or
overlooked by windows and balconies from adjacent neighbours.51
Such feelings arise because the private domain of the home as
domestic space is often idealised as promising complete retreat from
the public gaze, in theory, allowing us to have unincumbered privacy,
autonomy and personal fulfilment.52 The reality of inhabiting any
community however, irrespective of suburban or urban contexts,
is that a degree of compromise and tension necessarily exists between
neighbours. In fact, the protection of autonomy is by no means
a problem exclusively confined to apartment living. Indeed,
suburban tree disputes maybe singled out as an example and
“a particular object of tension” because whilst a tree may offer
privacy for one neighbour, it can be considered a nuisance
by another neighbour in terms of obscuring light, blocking
views, and damaging property both above ground and below.53
So heated is this debate between neighbours in New South Wales,
Australia that an entire Division of the Land and Environment
Court is dedicated exclusively to manage such disputes, with its
authority invested in a specific legislative instrument – the Trees
(Disputes Between Neighbours) Act 2006 and a courtroom where
only 11% of cases were resolved by alternative dispute resolution
without a formal hearing in 2019.54 In the concrete jungle of Hong
Kong, the perceived loss of autonomy and control over the home
and un-neighbourliness is often associated with abusive use of
common areas and inconsiderate pet ownership which results in
the dissatisfaction of residents in neighbours, but this is managed
and mitigated through body corporate management practices and
policies for regulation of other anti-social behaviours.55 In doing
so, there is a broad collective understanding amongst neighbours of
an apartment complex that a degree of cooperation and collective
responsibility is expected and required to maintain the overall
harmony of the residential community and a shared quality of
life.56 Animosity and tension between neighbours alongside
a system of management, be it through friendly discussion, external
management or court directions is clearly something which arises
from an individual’s perceived loss of control over domestic space
and is something arguably universal to all typologies of inhabitation,
not just apartments. Overall, therefore, the pursuit of a home where
an individual has absolute autonomy in terms of privacy, and control
is perhaps more an unattainable ideal, and the focus should instead
be on how we can achieve degrees of cooperation to encourage,
if not ensure, a shared and agreed level of respect for each neighbour’s
autonomy and privacy.

Animosity towards apartment living can often also arise through the
belief that the sole aim of development is to squeeze more and more
people into smaller and smaller homes on ever more expensive parcels
of land. It has been observed that “densification often goes hand in hand
with reduction in unit size: the logic of development finance means many
new residential blocks are dominated by small one- and two-bed flats…
[and] critics worry that we are building substandard housing that will
end up occupied by those with no choice.”57 Indeed the United Nations
has soberly reported that all around the world, “…middle-class formal
home-ownership has been systematically ‘enabled’, but ever-growing
numbers of poor citizens have been durably ‘disabled’ from access
to adequate housing, remaining confined in single-room or informal
housing, not to mention sheer homelessness.”58 Whilst these biases can
exist, particularly within our neoliberal profit oriented contexts, it is
also worth noting that development which is well planned and carefully
considered can be effective in decreasing pressure for development on
the urban fringe or countryside, reducing urban sprawl. It can also be
a means of reviving derelict and disused land in existing developed
areas.59 Singapore’s public housing schemes for example have been used
as an effective means of increasing urban density whilst also providing
higher standards of living for its population since the 1970s, with three
key factors “…reasserted as critical to this outcome: a housing delivery
system that seeks a high-quality total living environment, emphasises
a sense of belonging, and, most importantly, puts residents at its centre.
These factors are key pillars in producing sustainable housing.”60

02.10 One of numerous examples of Hong Kong’s soaring skyscraper
apartments. Living in such dense conditions, tensions are bound to
arise and sometimes requires an independent management body to
manage, mitigate and settle disputes between neighbours.
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02.11 Skyville @ Dawson by WOHA
Architects is another Singaporean example
of new generation public housing, providing
gardens, a range of housing typologies and
a variety of public amenities to serve both
the local and wider community’s needs.
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Another crucial aspect of density is the diversity which
arises from the convergence of cultures. Cities are
often composed of a mix of “…poorly designed and
windowless micro-apartments with few environmentally
friendly features versus larger middle-class apartments
and monstrous penthouses where over-consumption
proliferates. Contradictions born of both poverty and
prosperity, sprawl and towers, commercial standardisation
and innovations at the margins characterise all capitalist
societies.”61 It is however, a direct result of these
complexities and contradictions that the city is in fact,
a place of “…flourishing diversity [which] sprout strange
and unpredictable uses and peculiar scenes. But this is not
a draw-back of diversity. This is the point, or part of it.”62
Singapore for example has implemented arguably one of
the most intrusive, yet potentially successful multiracial
policies for its public housing programmes. Arising from
the inter-racial violence riots in the 1960s, the Singaporean
government mandated through its 1989 Ethnic Integration

Policy that various income and racial groups must be given
proportional quotas such that each housing development
becomes a microcosm of society’s socio-economic and
ethno-cultural mix at large, actively seeking to avoid
the emergence of low-income or etho-centric enclaves.63
These spaces are intended to encourage greater social
cohesion and endeavour to develop a community spirit
through a fairer distribution of a city’s resources by
providing equitable access to community services and
facilities.64 Through this, Singapore’s housing policy has
been considered successful both in terms of increasing
home ownership whilst simultaneously contributing to
social stability, socio-cultural diversity and better economic
growth demonstrating that diversity in our cities plays
a critical aspect of our collective urban future. Indeed the
global consulting firm, McKinsey & Company, has found
that ethically and culturally diverse business environments
improved general performance of companies by 36%
compared to monocultural settings, strongly suggesting

that diversity facilitates environments conducive to an intermingling of perspectives
and fostering of innovation.65 In fact, the diversity of cities “…rests on the fact that in
cities so many people are close together, and among them contain so many different
tastes, skills, needs, supplies, and bees in their bonnets.”66 Thus, the cross pollination
of peoples, cultures, identities and ideas in denser urban contexts transcends the monocultural spaces often found in suburban contexts, making cities more socially resilient
places which offers economic stability alongside a diversity of choice, flexibility and
adaptability to meet current and future needs as a city inevitably continues to grow
and change.67
In some ways, we have always considered the home in economic terms and as theorist
Pier Vittorio Aureli has observed, the house “is also the locus of economy in its
original sense of okionomia, oikos nemein, or house management …Economy thus
implies the translation of life into a typical spatial arrangement. The form of the
house is thus the most tangible manifestation of economy.”68 Sadly, recent apartment
housing in Australia but also further afield has suffered a spiralling decline in quality,
as housing has been seen increasingly as an “investor-grade product” for a speculative
neoliberal market rather than as homes for people.69 Changing this perception and
approach is fundamental to the sustainable growth of our cities. At the moment,
it has only served to demonise apartments as a typology altogether, not a difficult task
when we also call to mind two hundred years of moral sentiment against apartments
as demonstrated in the previous section. Disregarding apartment housing altogether,
however, is dangerous, as it fundamentally neglects both the inevitable fact that our
urban populations will only continue to grow in the coming decades and ignores
the unsustainability of growth as suburban sprawl. By recognising that apartment
living can be a positive form of inhabitation, providing the same benefits of home
as autonomy and haven alongside the added benefits of shared infrastructure and
greater socio-cultural cohesion, we can move beyond the black and white dichotomy of
‘house -v- apartment’ or ‘urban -v- suburban’ towards a more wholistic understanding
of the city.

02.12 Left | The Pinnacle @ Duxton by ARC Studio Architecture + Urbanism
in collaboration with RSP Architects, Planners & Engineers in Singapore is a
government housing project providing 35 different unit typologies to promote
diversity of inhabitation and use, catering to a broad cross-section of society.
02.13 Above | The Pinnacle @ Duxton - one of the many sky gardens provided
for both communal and wider public access.
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Verdict: Towards Appropriate Density
Like two households, both alike in dignity and
diametrically oppositional, the polarised view
around urban density and apartment living is
likely to remain hotly contested within the court
of public opinion. Yet, having unpackaged both
the case for and against urban density we find that
community advocates on both sides share in fact,
many mutual concerns, and considerations around
the creation of healthy places for inhabitation
and living. It was Isaac Newtown who said that
for every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction, and the same may be said of opinions
on city density. What the previous sections have
endeavoured to show briefly is that within the
debate around density, both sides are in fact, often
argued in terms of similar categories which can
be broadly summarised as:
Mobility
Land Use
Social / Psychological
Economic
Public Amenity / Infrastructure
Sustainability70

Category

Mobility
Land Use
Social /
Psychological
Economic
Public
Amenity /
Infrastructure
Sustainability

Whilst on the surface, the categorisations and arguments presented
around density appear to be wholly tangible and purely statistical,
there is an underlying premise which returns us to the three
principles of what it means to be at home – as haven, as autonomy,
as socio-cultural grounding. Consequently, when the privacy,
security or territory of the home appears under attack, or is
perceived to be under attack, it becomes our natural human instinct
to resist the change and resist out of a fear of the unknown. Often,
the fear arises because of misunderstanding or miscommunication
around “the aims of intensification, [meaning] it is unlikely that
urban dwellers will accept the compromises they are sometimes
being asked to make and will not relate the local effects with the
social aims of sustainable development.”71 Whist historically this
has been tied to the supposed immorality of urban living, it has
more recently reared its head in planning policies wholly driven by
economic gain, resulting in substandard apartment conditions and
devastating building fires. All these perceptions inevitably build
a negative vision of apartment living as being inherently dangerous,
impermanent, and poor quality, without recognition of the diversity
urbanisation can bring and the efficiencies brought about by shared
infrastructure, public space, and community amenity.

Arguments Against
Density

Arguments Promoting
Density

Increased congestion as transport increases,
overpopulation leading to traffic safety
concerns in local road networks.
Reduced open space because of land
amalgamations and privatisation.

Greater patronage of public transport arising
from higher density which contributes to
ending the cycle of automobile dependency.
Efficiency in infrastructure provision and
maximisation of land potential.

Cramped living environment leading to
decline in quality of life, loss of privacy and
amenity.
Increased economic burden arising from costs
of maintaining infrastructure. Increased cost
of housing and land.
Loss of community because of overcrowding,
also exacerbating pressure on public
amenities.

Improvement of housing choice and creation
of more culturally and socially diverse
communities.
Creating critical density mass required for
economic development of businesses and
networks.
Vertical cities providing improved green
space and critical mass to support community
amenities.

Increased pollution and energy consumption
arising from dense infrastructural needs.
Exacerbation of the Urban Heat Island Effect.

Energy efficiencies achieved through
centralised systems and reduced dependency
on private car use.
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The aim of showing these positions together is not to
suggest who is ultimately ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ in this
debate, which is probably an impossible and ultimately
futile exercise. Whilst it has often been presented to us
that density is “posed as a trade-off between detached
homes with big yards or sky-scraping apartment towers,
[the] reality [is], the housing stock in most communities
is much more diverse than these two extremes…”72
Simultaneously, we must recognise that our cities are
constantly changing, becoming denser and more diverse as
factors such as the global aging population set to hit 25%
by 2050 (almost one billion people) requiring us to think
more laterally about living together in the 21st Century.73
These issues necessitate greater variety of housing
options and accessibility to services in our city contexts
beyond the perceptions of an either/or absolutist approach.
The city must evolve to become a ‘decentralised’ sphere
with a polycentric approach to enable a varying degree of
density with a mix of access to different housing types and
services.74 Thus, “density” must be viewed as more than
just representation of a ratio of units to any given area
(eg. Apartments per hectare, Floor Space Ratio), but is more
importantly, also a human dimension strongly influenced
by individual perceptions of needs, comfort, context and
environment.75

02.14 Opposite Page Left | Summary table of arguments for and against the
concept of density across broadly common categories.
02.15 Above Right | Older public housing buildings in Hong Kong, following a
standardised pattern of ‘cookie cutter’ types.
02.16 Right | Aerial image of a typical suburb in Glendale, Arizona, United
States, demonstrating perhaps the nature of urban sprawl and similarly, that
houses can equally become a standardised pattern of ‘cookie cutter’ types.
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To begin encapsulating the true degree of diversity in our cities,
as well as recognising that a city operates through a heavily
interwoven network of neighbourhoods, streets and suburbs,
rather than isolated and independent enclaves, we must adopt
a tripartite notion of density which moves us away from a purely
rational approach (i.e. density as a number) and begins to consider
both the contextual considerations and the social perceptions of
density in a holistic manner. Such an approach moves us away from
the conception of the house as a noun, “a symbolic dimension of
the domestic realm” into housing as an action which “…focuses on
the functioning of the house: the process of maintaining life
and making it productive.”76 This revised definition of urban
density is centred equally by considerations of the individual, the
environmental and the socio-political, involving:
- Individual: Local perceptions, behaviours and needs around
inhabiting a particular neighbourhood.
- Environmental: Qualities of the physical and ambient
environment to facilitate urban density, including existing
and future community facility and infrastructure needs.
- Socio-Political: Quantitative metrics (ratios), Policies and
guidelines to meet anticipated infrastructural demands.77
Moving towards a broader view and understanding the complexities
which make up our urban settings shifts us away from narrow,
compartmentalised opinions of being either community destroying
developer driven apartment advocates or change fearing NIMBY
homeowners. Through this, we can engage with the question of
urban density with an open mind and understand a diversity of
perspectives, seeking common ground to address shared concerns
and ultimately working collectively towards a socially and
environmentally conscious outcome.

Individual
Local conditions,
perceptions,
behaviours
and needs

Environmental
Physical and ambient
environment community facilities
and infrastructure

A tripartite
conception of
DENSITY

Socio-Political
Quantitative
metrics, policies and
guidelines to meet
future urban needs

02.17 | The Tripartite Conception of Density
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Chapter 3

From Shibam Hadramawt
to Manhattan
a brief history of living densely
Introduction
Architecture which strives to reach for the sky is nothing new. From the fabled Tower
of Babel to the Pharaohs’ Pyramids of Egypt, from the Cathedrals of Gothic France and
Germany to the glass corporate skyscrapers which grace every major city of the world
today, the idea of reaching up has existed since time immemorial. Yet behind all these
symbolic buildings of power and prestige stretching vertically was a pairing of residential
buildings, reaching upwards instead of outwards and challenging our contemporary notion
that living densely is somehow a relatively recent and undesirable phenomenon. From
the Roman insulae to the Chinese tulou, from the Parisian pied-a-terre to the Brooklyn
tenement, apartments and dense living have in fact been permeating throughout the entire
spectrum of history, transcending both cultural and social borders. In some instances,
apartments were born more out of necessity than of preference – the result of community
protection from external threats of invasion, or the pragmatic needs of limited space and
the ever-present pressures of economics. At the same time however, many of the attributes
we associate with apartment living today, be it proximity to an economic hub or the
vibrance of being near seats of society, culture or politics have also pervaded concepts of
urban living throughout history.

03.01 - Traditional ‘Apartments’ in Shibam Hadramawt, Yemen.
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Apartments Since Romulus and Remus
The 2nd Century B.C.E (Before Common Era) was a triumphant
period for Rome. The destruction of Corinth by Consul Lucius
Mummius and the fall of Carthage in the Third Punic War led
by Scipio Aemilianus saw Rome’s two Mediterranean rivals fall
into line as provinces of the Empire. With this, came a period of
unprecedented growth in the Roman capital. In a passing comment
on the history of Rome in 191 B.C.E., the historian Livy recounted
that “…two tame oxen had climbed the stairs of a multi-storey
building, ending up on the tiled roof.”78 Unremarkable though this
comment may seem, its significance to the history of apartments
cannot be overlooked. Livy’s off the cuff remark on a mundane
aspect of city life is in fact, one of the earliest known accounts
of Rome as a vertical city, a place where its massively growing
population lived in multi-storey residential buildings known as
insulae.
The Roman insulae, the Latin word for ‘island,’ was an ancient
solution “…to save land space and increase settlement density, often
appearing side-by-side in a standard style.”79 Catering to people
from across the Empire who lived and worked in Rome, these dense
urban areas were “…swarm[ing] with traders speaking all known
languages [with] the houses reach[ing] as high as five stories and
inhabited from top to bottom.”80 Sometimes reaching up to six or eight

stories also shaped the formation of construction
regulations in Ancient Rome.81 Vitruvius, the
Roman architect and engineer for example, cites
“a public law mandating wall thickness of a half
Roman feet (443.5 mm), demonstrating that the
Romans were aware of the load-bearing necessity
of large buildings [which] required a minimum
foundation mass.”82 The result of this was a street
pattern defined by heavy, almost cavernous spaces
on the ground floor, tapering out as the building
rose higher and higher.
These often-large city-block size complexes are
also remarkable for their diversity of function,
comparable to the mixed-use developments
of today. These insulae would often contain
“Gardens, houses, store-rooms, and apartments…”
collectively as a one singular complex, an ancient
form of mixed-use development.83 More similar
still, these insulae would often “…contain
a mixture of domestic or commercial functional
elements…[and] residential apartments on the
upper floors were common by the first century

03.04 - Internal courtyard of a Tulou
complex with contemporary decorations in
anticipation of festivities.

B.C.”84 The resulting effect was a city skyline historically thought
to have been ‘jagged’ where a mix of buildings across different
heights and built in a ziggurat or ‘wedding-cake’ manner defined
the dominant skyline of Rome.85 The Romans were therefore one of
the earliest societies to see the functional necessity of living densely,
with the city of Rome reaching its zenith population of one million,
an accomplishment not seen again in Europe until the Industrial
Revolution.
Records of living in apartments resurfaces once again between the
9th and 11th Century in the city of Misr al-qadima, known today as
Cairo, Egypt. The city was founded in 969 as the new centre of the
Fatimid Caliphate which ruled territories across the Mediterranean
coast of Africa and was widely regarded as a centre of Islamic art
and culture. The esteemed Persian writer, Nasir Khusrow, in his
travel opus, Safarnarma, poetically describes the scene:
“Looking at the town of Misr from a distance, one has the
impression of a mountain. There are houses fourteen stories
high, while others are limited to seven. A person I believe
trustworthy has told me that a certain man laid out a
garden on the terrace of a seven-storey house…he installed
a water wheel, powered by an ox, which raised water to the
terrace where he had planted orange…banana, and other
fruit trees…each [of these houses] can hold 350 people.”86
Here we see that not only was apartment living regarded as a norm,
but that the amenity of what we would refer today to as a roof garden
or a form of urban farming is not an invention of our contemporary
apartments, but something which was already exercised over
a millennium ago.

03.02 - Visual Reconstruction of the Roman Insulae by Viollet-le-Duc
in The Habitation of Man in All Ages.

Co-living arrangements maybe an increasing
trend in our modern cities, a recognition of
the benefits of shared community living but
again, this typology we take as a new urban
trend is anything but contemporary. Against the
foothills of tea and rice plantations in Fujian, the
Hakka Chinese of the Ming Dynasty protected
their communities through co-living buildings.
Extended families and clan groups of up to 800
people lived collectively in multistorey circular
apartment structures, known as tulous, or earthen
buildings which functioned as a communal village
unit known as “a little kingdom for the family’
or ‘bustling small city.”87 Solid walls and few
windows faced out, with the majority of tulous
containing only one entry point, ensuring that
the village tower was a formidable fortification
to protect the residential community within.88
Each room was constructed to be identical, with
the orientation into the central courtyard aimed at
fostering social interaction. Whilst families would
each occupy individual suite of rooms, the entire
clan could congregate in the courtyard, used for
major social events such as ancestor worship
and wedding celebrations.89 Living within the
protected walls of the tulou, village clans offered
their members protection, whilst simultaneously
sharing resources and fostering a profoundly
intimate sense of community.

03.03 - View of the Minnan Tulou Cluster in Fujian Province, China
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The Middle Ages of Europe also saw multistorey buildings
arise out of both functional necessity alongside an added
desire for economic gain. Wishing to stay safely behind
the fortified walls of medieval towns, houses rising upward
over five or six stories would be “…divided horizontally
as well as vertically, to form tenements; [and] such
subdivision to make different residential units was distinct
from the very common letting off of floors or cellars for
shops and workshops.”90 Housing upwards rather than
outwards also became increasingly commonplace in
Venice after the 14th Century. Known as “case di sazenti”
(houses of servants), these rapidly evolved into places
“…suitable for professionals, working shopkeepers, selfemployed artisans or labourers…” as the Venetian city
and trade networks grew and became known as case di
stazio or, housing for noblemen.91 The most prominent of
these was the Procurate Vecchie of 1512, formed during
the enlargement of Piazza San Marco and running parallel
to the newly formed square and developed specifically as
rental apartments.92 Not only did these apartments provide
much needed income for the Commune of Venice, but
its inhabitants, the noblemen of a growing trade empire,
retained their proximity and access to the Palazzo Ducale,
Venice’s seat of power.

Running along some of Venice’s all-important trade
routes with the ‘Far East’ for spice lay another important
city of rising apartments. Contemporaneously named
‘The Manhattan of the Desert,’ the city of Shibam
Hadramawt in modern-day Yemen was a dense place, the
result of “an urban response to the need for refuge and
protection by rival families, as well as their economic
and political prestige.”93 Owing to its unforgiving desert
surroundings, a simple construction method of mixing
soil, hay and water into bricks enabled thick walls, with
windowless ground floors for livestock and grain storage
and uppermost levels serving as family rooms and social
areas.94 In a triumph of engineering before engineers,
the average building rises to six or seven stories high
and tallest mud buildings in the town measuring over
35 metres.95 Hidden behind thick mud brick walls and
rising above the plateau, these apartments provided the
families of Shibam not merely protection from external
invaders, but also insulated them from the worst of the
region’s soaring desert heat by day, whilst allowing cool
air to flow through the town’s narrow alleyways by night.

03.05 Right | The Procuratie defining
the northern edge of St. Mark’s
Square, with St. Mark’s Bascilica and
the Campanile to the right.
Opposite Page
03.06 Top Left | Detail of the
Procuratie with its continuious
facade, traditionally occupied by
ground floor shops and upper level
apartments.
03.07 Top Right | Elevation view of
an apartment in Shibam. Note that
the ground floor is wholly enclosed
for storage, whilst large windows
servicing the apartment units are
generally located on upper floors.
03.08 Bottom | Aerial view of
Shibam Hadramawt, Yemen,
otherwise known as ‘The Manhattan
of the Desert.’
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Le Pied-a-Terre: Density Becomes Fashionable

As networks between nations became more formalised
during the Renaissance, so systems of mercantilism
demanded a rise for mixed-use developments comprising
both housing and shops. Contained in Sebastian Serlio’s
Seven Books of Architecture is one such example,
the loggia per mercanti da negotiare of 1540-1542,
a four storey building which contained eight shops and
a four-seat communal privy on the ground floor, and selfcontained apartments on the upper three floors and built to
suit the housing needs of Florentine merchants trading in
Lyons, France.100 Recognising the economic benefits and
convenience of multi-use building, Parisians adopted this
structure and made it their own. The French apartments of
the 17th and 18th Century developed by Claude-Nicolas
Ledoux presented an early model for co-living, whereby
workers housing would be grouped into apartments,
with bedrooms “planned around a pavilion with kitchen,
dining room and communal services.”101 In section, these
apartment buildings would contain workshops to the
rear and shops to the street, with several high-ceiling
apartments on the lower floors and topped by an attic with
a two-slope curb-roof named after the French architect,
Francois Mansart – the mansard roof. It is in the designs
of Serlio and Mansart which formed the early foundations
for apartments that would combine the needs of different
functions – residential and commercial, parallel to the
housing needs of different classes – the merchant gentry
and their workers under a single roof.

The Venetian apartments of the Procurate was an early demonstration
that apartment living was not, as is often misconstrued, a form of
mass housing designed for the poor. City living and apartment
living was often prized by the elite, for its conveniences and for
its proximity to a society’s seat of power. As power became
increasingly consolidated and the conception of nations become
more pronounced from the 15th Century onwards, so the gentry
followed their Lords and Kings into the city. In 16th Century
Scotland, it was the upper class who championed apartment living,
referred to as ‘flaets’ (meaning a floor or storey) and eventually
becoming our contemporary term, flats.96 One of the oldest known
tenements in Edinburgh is Gladstone’s Land, dating to 1617 and
known to have been predominantly occupied by upper- and middleclass owners throughout the history of the city’s Old Town.97
Although politics and economics began to play an increasingly
significant role in shaping where and how people lived, other
factors equally exerted their weight in shaping the development of
cities and urban density. Apartment living in Paris was popularised
out of necessity, as laws in the 17th Century contained the city
within existing wall fortifications and prevented its expansion.
There was, however, another factor – religion. Whilst the advent
of Protestantism advocated for the nuclear family unit, confined to
parents and children, the prevalence of Catholicism in France came
also with the expectation that extended families would live together.
This meant that the city became “…accustomed to purpose-built,
middle-income apartment buildings. Apartments within big town
houses – called hotels – and even apartments in royal palaces
[became] considered quite usual private quarters…”98 Thus, this
Parisian housing model could be described as a precursor to what
we would now call intergenerational-housing, where “even the
grandest houses in Paris were likely to contain separate apartments
in which different generations and different siblings lived.”99

03.09 Top Right | Gladstone’s Land (1617) designed as a series of ‘flaets’ to cater for
Edignburgh’s gentry class.
03.10 Right | Apartment houses at 13-15 rue Francois-Miron, 4th Arrondissement of Paris
(16th Century).
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03.11 Floor plans of the ‘Loggia per Mercanti da Negotiare’ designed by
Sebastian Serlio in 1540-1542 and located in Lyon. The ground floor plan
(lower) is designed as eight shops with four fronting a loggia, whilst a central bay
provides access to apartments above.
03.12 Elevation of the ‘Loggia per Mercanti da Negotiare’ (1540-1542).
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Urbanism in Resurgence
Amongst the dark Satanic Mills remains one of the most enduring
and powerful metaphors for the harsh cruelties of city living under
the Industrial Revolution of the 19th Century. It is in this age that for
the first time that ‘working’ and ‘living’ were “radically separated…
The outsourcing of work and thus the exclusion of the public form the
living environment resulted in privacy within the dwelling space.”103
From this radical separation, coupled with mass migration a “fear of
density lay like an incubus on the Victorian imagination” and many of
our contemporary preconceptions of density, as explored in Chapter 2,
became engrained. Cities were overcrowded places which “…lowered
[people’s] morale and predisposed them to depression, drunkenness,
and sexual vice; and it made them nervous, quarrelsome, and coarse.”104
Yet out of this apparent spiralling urban abyss, the new discipline
of urbanism was born from the 1859 writings of Spanish Engineer
Ildefons Cerda who argued that “…[even though] People have lived in
cities for thousands of years…the conditions of modern life demanded
a distinctive understanding of cities.”105 Cerda recognised the urban
city’s radical separation of industry and inhabitation. His plan for
Barcelona centred on city design as “survey before plan,” that networks
and systems of pedestrian movement, waste and sewerage management,
coupled with access to public space, to lighting and ventilation were
the keys to a successful modern city.106 The enshrining of these core
principles formed the foundations for urban planning and land zoning
policies which continue to shape our modern cities.

Running in tandem to Cerda’s transformation
of Barcelona was the reconsideration of
spatial distinctions within the apartments of
Paris. Haussmann’s grand straight boulevards
focused the pedestrian gaze away from the
tree lined streets and apartment buildings
on either side, the perspectival emphasis
instead directing the gaze towards majestic
civic buildings or monuments. This perception
facilitated the further delineation of the street
as an exterior realm, whilst the apartment was
an enclosed, protected and interior domain.107
As the population of Paris exploded from
581,000 to 2,714,000 by the start of the 20th
Century, the need for urban housing was
met equally, with an increasing view that
apartments were a place of “sanctuary from
the noise and activity of the street where
the living rooms within a unit also became
viewed as “public rooms” whilst bedrooms
and studies became increasingly secluded and
interior spaces.108

03.13 Right | L’Avenue de
la Opera, one of Baron
Haussmann’s many triumphal
boulevardes which lead
toward a city monument or
public building.
03.14 Opposite | Aerial
view of Cerda’s plan of
Barcelona as it stands today.
Standard city blocks in-filled
with a mix of public spaces
and facilities.
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Whilst a steady stream of hotel apartments catered to the
people who would eventually become America’s Gilded
Age, the rapid rise of industrialisation and growth in
cities was not without its negative impacts upon housing.
Housing construction for the masses simply could not keep
up with the demands of the city, and the privatisation of
living which arose from the separation of work in factories
and living in houses led to both an immense housing
shortage and cramped, inhumane living conditions.112
Seeking to address this problem, a design competition for
‘better’ apartments was held in Manhattan in 1876. Won
by a surveyor, the proposed apartment sat on an 8-by-33
metre site, planned as a terrace row with four apartments
serviced by two shared bathrooms on each floor.
An internal lightwell ensured that every room would
have an outer window, and its resulting internally pinched
shape gave rise to its name as the New York dumbbell
plan. With the passage of a New York ordinance requiring
external windows to every bedroom the following year,
the dumbbell plan became the staple of developer driven
tenement apartments, rising between five to seven floors
throughout the boroughs of New York.113

Across the Atlantic in the United States of America, apartment
living had equally been taken on as a standard model for housing
rapidly developing cities. The city became a centripetal force
which saw an inversion in the living habits of the wealthy, whose
main residences had shifted from their country estates into city
residences and apartments.109 To meet this demand of luxury urban
housing by the late 1820s, places such as the Tremont House Hotel
had become increasingly commonplace. Whilst its name retained
the word ‘hotel,’ the design and intent for a number of the ‘hotel’
suites was catered for long-term residents.110 This model of longterm hotel accommodation continued to find popularity and
refinement in America, culminating in the 1857 Hotel Pelham,
regarded broadly as the first modern apartment building in the
United States.111 Designed specifically to cater only for long-term
residents, its rooms had no individual kitchens but was luxuriously
serviced, encompassing shared dining halls, a concierge, a porter,
centralised laundry and housecleaning services which makes it
hugely reminiscent of the serviced apartment typology we have now
come to know.

03.15 Top Left | The Tremont House Hotel, Boston, Mass. (1829).
Although self-described as a ‘hotel’, a number of suites were
dedicated specifically for long-term leasing.
03.16 Top | The Hotel Pelham, Boston, Mass. (1857). Often
described as the ‘first apartment building’ in America, the building
operated exclusively as serviced apartments with long-term leases.
03.17 Above | An upper-class early-20th development of the
original New York ‘dumbbell’ plan, with its iconic internal lightwell.
03.18 Comparison of Population Growth in Millions between 1800 - 1910 in London, New York and Paris.
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03.20 The Peabody Trust Housing for the Industrious Poor on Commercial Street,
Spitalfields opened in 1864 and was the first social housing complex in the
United Kingdom.

03.21 Richard Norman Shaw’s Albert Hall Mansions completed in three stages
starting in 1879 popularised the idea of living in apartments ‘a-la-mode-Parisian’
for the middle and upper class of London.

In spite of the rapid urban developments of Cerda’s Barcelona, Haussmann’s Paris
and the oligarchs’ New York, London continued to lead the world as one of the
densest and largest cities in the world. Between 1801 – 1901, the population exploded
from 1.09 million to over 6.5 million, and by then, close to 60% of the English and
Welsh population lived in units of five or more rooms in configurations which served
as the precursor to our modern apartment layouts.114 In recognising that this massive
influx of population also led to housing shortages, private charities were eventually
formed to provide relief and aid. In 1864, the Peabody Trust, the first social housing
provider in the United Kingdom, opened an apartment complex in Commercial Street,
Spitalfields.115 Simultaneously, London echoed the trend of other cities in attracting
a new class of urban elites who left their country manors in favour of serviced
apartments in the city. Queen Anne’s Mansions of 1875 provided the comforts of
middle-class living through self-contained units, with the added benefit of communal
dining rooms and personal attendants.116 It was not until Richard Norman Shaw’s
Albert Hall Mansions built in three phases from 1879 onwards, with its multistorey luxury units comprising servants quarters, dining rooms and drawing room
configurations, that Victorians began to accept the ‘Parisian mode’ of apartment
living.117 The city of the 19th Century was therefore not the dark, dangerous realm
of Dickensian storytelling, but a vibrant and diverse place, comprising a true cross
section traversing social class and even national and cultural identities through the
proliferation of international trade.

03.19 An Advertisement from 1901 for long-term rental of Queen Anne Mansions.
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The Rise and Fall of Modernism
‘Scientific Management’ of global trade and commerce is the
desensitised term given to the ideologies of Taylorism and Fordism
which gave capitalism its authority and credence – rational and
repeatable, consumerism was now as logical as the scientific
method.118 Depending on who you ask, these processes either
revolutionised or (further) dehumanised production and mass labour
in the 20th Century. Ideas of rationalisation and efficiency pervaded
l’espirit nouveau of Modernism at the hands of Le Corbusier,
who’s idealised form of the Dom-ino house was “not the design
of a building but the design of an economic process that, starting
from the architecture of domestic space, would involve the redesign
of the entirety of the city…understood as the ultimate example of
how economy has conquered architectural form.”119 Indeed, Le
Corbusier himself declared that “The law of Economy necessarily
governs our actions…The problem of the house is a problem of the
era…mass production is based on analysis and experimentation.
Heavy industry should turn its attention to building and standardise
the elements of the house…”120 Thus, Modernism took on board the
efficiencies of production into architecture with zeal, focusing on
how housing, with all the utopian ideals which technology promised
could be supplied not just to an elite few, but to the working masses.

The advent of global war in 1939 put a temporary
halt to Le Corbusier’s utopian vision for
The City of Tomorrow. But with the devastation
which World War II brought in Europe, came an
unprecedented need for housing those who had
been displaced by the war. As a result, in 1952,
Le Corbusier’s vision, conceived nearly three
decades earlier, came into fruition as Unité
d’Habitation in Marseilles, France. As the logical
extension of his Five Points of Architecture,
Unité focused on the provision of refined floor
plans which were highly efficient both in terms
of an equity of amenity and the minimisation
of service areas. All other areas outside of the
home would be dedicated to the community
at large. His béton brut apartment block was
conceived as a “vertical garden city” where
families would be given privacy within their
own unit, but outside of this module, spaces for
shopping, eating, exercising, and gathering would
foster community living and congregation –
“a city within a city.”121 The proficiencies of modern
manufacturing had finally been demonstrated as
practical, doable, and effective for the creation of
quality housing for all.

The conveniences of the city’s diversity being
amalgamated onto a singular site, first put
forward at Unité would also find popularity
around the world. When completed in 1964 by
architect Betrand Goldberg, Chicago’s Marina
City apartment towers were the tallest concrete
and residential structures in the world.122 The
intent of the 450-unit complex was to reverse the
increasing trend of ‘urban exodus’ of Chicago’s
city dwellers into the suburbs by promoting the
superior conveniences of the vertical city.123
Larger in scale still was the Barbican Estate,
rebuilt over Blitzed ruins on the north-west corner
of the City of London, containing over 2000 units
alongside school, musical college and an arts
centre comprising galleries and theatres.124 The
development’s aims for “the new urban elite” of
London showed that sufficient investment could
in fact, bring people back into the city from the
suburbs, setting the stage to demonstrate that highrise urban living was not confined to “concrete
monoliths” for “London’s poorest residents.”125
Both of these developments demonstrate an
attempt to challenge the increasing dominance of
suburbia in the Post-War period as the preferred
housing habitat du jour, experimenting with ways
communities and urban fabric could be designed
afresh and created in parallel with dense, urban
housing.

03.22 Right | Author’s interpretation of the Maison Domino
Construction, focusing on the principle of repeatable components
and the column-slab ‘plan libre’ construction central to Le Corbusier’s
ideology.
Opposite Page
03.23 Top Right | Marina City, Chicago., Betrand Goldberg, 1964.
The 450-unit complex along the banks of Chicago’s river boasted
the integration of gyms, shops, restaurants, a marina and parking all
within its walls as a vertical city.
03.24 Right |Barbican Estate, London, United Kingdom. Public
parkland and plaza with one of the apartment blocks in view in the
background. emphasising a mixed use environment but as a wholly
self-contained city behind its walls.
03.25 Far Right | Barbican Estate, London, United Kingdom. View
of housing units and two of the three towers which formed the estate.
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In parallel to the social experiment of creating communities through
apartments was the technological purity and advancement which
Modernist architecture was now expected to represent as part of
post-war reconstruction exemplified through Ludwig Mies Van Der
Rohe’s well known phrase ‘Less is More.’ This principle was made
tangible by his housing project in Chicago – 860-880 Lake Shore
Drive Apartments. The project, like much of his work represented
his belief that “order was the only saving bulwark against pervasive
social decay…[and] his work derived its virtue from the use of the
simplest geometries and the visible statement of the technology by
which the building was put together.”126 The proposal was a direct
manifestation of his ideology that construction ought to be seamless
with design, resulting in a pristinely modular grid for the structure,
the windows and the interior partitions which could be independent
of the site and achieve universality.127 These principles of modularity
were engaged in part, to cater for a rising new generation of city
inhabitants who no longer conformed to the traditional model of
the nuclear family, the result of post-war societal development and
the gradual dissolution of gender and social classes.128 Such was
the case with two projects completed in 1962 in Australia – Robin
Boyd’s Domain Park Towers in Melbourne was designed mainly
containing smaller two bedroom apartments and similarly, Harry
Seidler’s Blues Point Tower in Sydney, with unit sizes starting at
30 sqm.129 Overall however, the proliferation of high-rise buildings
increasingly in private housing developments demonstrates how the
long arm of capitalism was slowly working to redirect the original
Modernist intentions of equitable, utopian housing for its own
gains – namely, by using the same systems of mass production and
efficiency as a way of increasing profits and the value of inner city
land.

03.26 Blues Point Tower, Sydney Australia (1962) by Harry Seidler.
With units starting at 30sqm, the project marked an important
recognition in the changing social demographic of urban living.

03.27 Lake Shore Drive Apartments, Chicago, United States (1957) by Ludwig Mies Van
Der Rohe. The project was an emphasis both of the free plan living model and the use of
repeatable modules to simplify the construction process.
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By the 1970s however, a mere twenty years since the first
large-scale apartments at Unité, cracks were beginning
to show in the apparent utopias of socially oriented
mass apartment housing. Such dense places had become
infamous, “…increasingly characterised with liveability
problems (in particular, it was considered antifamily and
antichildren), putting pressure on many governments to
abandon and demolish Highrise housing.”130 The epitome
of this perspective can be found in St. Louis, Missouri,
where Minoru Yamasaki’s Pruitt-Igoe Housing Scheme of
1956 containing 2,870 apartments came to be seen as a
site of gang activity, drug dealing, prostitution and murder
within a decade of its completion.131 With its failing heaters,
overflowing toilets and infamy cemented in the minds of
the public, Charles Jencks happily declared that it had been
given its “coupe de grace by dynamite” in its nationally
televised implosion in 1972.132
On the opposite side of the globe though, Singapore stands
as one rare exception to this trend, having adopted a radical
and arguably heavy-handed approach to mass housing
following its independence from Malaysia and its own postwar housing crisis. As part of its policy of multiculturalism
and ‘racial harmony’ the government “enforced physical
integration of the races within the housing estates…[where]
the different races have been redistributed by quota…
approximately the proportion of the racial composition
of the total Singaporean population…”133 Today, the city’s
population boasts 85% living in Housing Development
Board (HDB) flats, of which 80% have 99-year leases,
the equivalent of a mortgage resulting in a strong sense
of individual pride and place in the nation’s prosperity.134
The widespread acceptance of high-rise urban living
in Singapore, with its diverse housing choice and
government controlled supply stands in vivid contrast
to the traditional narrative of Modernism’s failure to
provide equitable and quality mass housing, suggesting
that the housing problem was not necessarily due to the
typology of the apartment, and that its demise did not lie
with the implosion of Pruitt-Igoe.

03.28 - The Demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe Housing Project demolished in 1972
is generally regarded as the end of Modernism and the failure of mass urban
housing.
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Indeed, throughout the period of Modernist apartment declines
and the so-called suburban flight, there were also isolated moments
where an attempt to re-invent the apartment was actively pursued.
In Montreal, Canada, Moshe Safdie’s Habitat ‘67 sought to “resist
the lazy distinction of high-rise inner city and low-rise suburbia,”
attempting to demonstrate how an apartment building could
operate within a suburban context, without the tyranny of blandness
which had already become associated with the extremes of both
conditions.135 With the rising awareness of climate change and the
urban heat island effect in the 1980s, botanist Patrick Blanc became
a pioneer of the vertical garden at a civic scale, with projects such
as the garden wall for the apartments next to Herzog de Meuron’s
Caixa Forum, Madrid illustrating his principle for the re-greening
of our cities.136 The popularity of green architecture took on
Blanc’s vertical garden eventually translating it into the Bosco
Verticale (Vertical Forest) apartments in Milan, a pair of stunning
towers supporting 4.4 hectares of vegetation across two twentyfive storey apartment towers.137 Despite the increased embodied
energy in constructing Bosco Verticale, attributed to the numerous
cantilevered concrete vegetation terraces, its green façade has been
successful in bringing down average annual energy consumption by
7.5% and its units remain up to three degrees cooler than the outside
in summer.138 Thus, despite the supposed failure of the Modernist
apartment utopia, the idea of collective dense living was never
completely abandoned, reappearing, reinterrogated and refined with
each project and each passing decade.

03.29 Patric Blanc’s design of a vertical garden wall insulating a five
storey apartment building and defining the piazza entry to Herzog
de Meuron’s Caxia Forum in Madrid.

Almost inevitably, the proliferation and decline
of apartment living in the 20th Century
was both promoted by and a victim of, the
pervading ideology of the era – consumerist
capitalism. As the theorist Pier Vittorio Aureli
aptly summarises:
“Architecture became form devoid of any
reference outside itself at the moment
it was fully conquered by the forces of
industrialization. In other words, the
autonomy of architecture as the possibility
of a self-referential sign became evident
only when the reification of architecture
as a productive and economic apparatus
was completed.”139
It is a direct result of this process that apartment
living in the 20th Century was both venerated and
despised – a symbol of investment wealth and of
social alienation, spaces for the city’s new urban
elite and for a subjugated working class. Yet within
this polarisation, the apartment also came to
embody societal change, with typological variety
enabling the gradual dissolution of traditional
family home structures and the rigid expectations
of class and gender, ultimately contributing to the
inhabited diversity of our modern cities today.

03.30 Habitat ‘67 located in Montreal, Canada was concieved by Moshe Safdie as a way of
creating diversity and density with the principles of a suburban context and repeatable parts
to generate housing which was not ‘bland’ or ‘cold.’
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03.31 Bosco Verticale in Milan contains 4.4 hectares in tree and plant growth, providing a
facade which benefits the inhabitants by lowering average annual energy consumption by
7.5% and keeping units an average of three degrees cooler in summer.
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Apartment Living Revisited
A century of Modernist architectural thinking brought
about both a perceived pinnacle and a perceived demise for
the apartment typology. Yet today, as we enter the second
score of the 21st Century, city living, and its prestige appears
to have found a resurgence once more. As one writer has
eloquently summarised it, “Neighbourhoods that were
once ‘dense’ and ‘overcrowded’ now become ‘compact’
and ‘fine-grained,’ their unwelcome ‘promiscuity’ becomes
an attractive ‘sociability,’ and their once-threatening
‘cosmopolitanism’ a mature ‘sophistication.’”140 Such
privatised spaces are also places of stark contrast between
the privilege of one group and the homeless dispossession
of others and, despite their luxury, the exclusivity of
New York apartments are often more trophy houses than
genuine homes which are ultimately, as Joseph Rykwert
asserts, “no more welcoming or safer than the quarters in
municipal housing slab blocks in the immediate post war
period.”141 The proliferation of such apartments can be
found along the hallowed billionaire’s row of New York
City, where a 98-storey comprising 179 luxury apartments,
a ‘pencil-skyscraper’ and the tallest apartment tower in the
world is due to open its doors by the end of 2021.

Although capitalism continues to exert its stranglehold over
housing as privilege rather than fundamental right, there
are also examples where private buildings can respect,
address, and serve the public. Jean Nouvel’s Central Park,
Sydney, completed in 2014 presents a wholistic view on
what urban regeneration through apartment development
may accomplish. As Prof. Elizabeth Farrelly has identified,
the project presents numerous gifts to the public, identifying
“the 30,000 specially selected plants painstakingly handstapled into specially made felt envelopes by gardeners
hanging 100m above the city floor to create the world’s
tallest vertical gardens. There’s the drip-feed “fertigation”
system based on sewage recycled on-site into drinkable
water. There’s the massive, $6m cantilevered heliostat…
to reflect light into the garden below.”142 Alongside its
numerous awards and innovations, the building has now
been listed as one of the fifty most influential tall buildings
of the last half-century by the Council on Tall Buildings
and Urban Habitats. A hanging question thus remains over
what the apartment building of the 21st Century will need
to accomplish as we continue to find sustainable solutions
to house more people in increasingly denser urban settings.

03.33 - Central Park Tower, New York City in its various stages of construction
progress from 2017, 2018, 2019, 2019. The tower is due to open to its first
residents in late-2021.

Having walked along the thread of history, we can see that apartments of all shapes and
sizes manifested themselves in different forms, for different purposes, across different
cultures. Many of the features we take today as contemporary innovations, be they mixeduse developments, intergenerational living, shared communal terraces or even urban
farming gardens originate in fact from historic functional needs to live densely within
a city’s walls. Similarly, the historical trend of apartment living challenges our long-held
belief that apartments were devised primarily for the purpose of housing the urban poor.
Whilst this perception was shaped by the concerns of mass housing addressed through
the Peabody Trust or the Tenements of Brooklyn and New York in the 19th Century,
apartments were equally prized, as they are today, by the middle and upper classes of
society. There were spaces conceived with the need for convenience by merchants, who
would work in shopfronts by day, and retire to their upstairs home by night. There were
apartments where the Venetian gentry could operate in close proximity to the very heart
of government at the Doge’s Palace, across the Piazza San Marco and there were also
rooms where the rich and famous of America’s Gilded Age could be waited and served
at a moment’s notice by their concierge. Thus, we see that the idea of apartment living is
perhaps anything but an exclusive condition of our contemporary cities. Alexander Pope
may have written in 1711 that age old saying “to err is human,” but it would seem that
apartment living has equally always been a part of the human experience.

03.32 One Central Park is home both to the tallest vertical garden in the world, designed by Patric Blanc, as well as a large
heliostat designed to reflect diffuse light into a public square. At night, the heliostat transforms into a permanent light artwall.
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Apartments: A Timeline

1960
Singapore Housing
Development Board
Established
1967
Habitat ‘67, Montreal

1952
Unite d’Habitation,
Marseilles

1542
Procurate of Venice

1857
Hotel Pelham

1964
Marina City, Chicago

1875
Queen Anne’s Mansions

1951
Lake Shore Drive
Apartments, Chicago

2nd Century B.C.E
Roman Insulae

Early-11th Century C.E.
Hanging Gardens of Misr

1533
Shibam Hadramwat
‘Manhattan of the Desert’

1540
Sebastian Serlio’s
Mercanto Loggia

1829
Tremont House Hotel

1859
Ildelfons Cerda’s
Plan for Barcelona

1853
Baron Haussmann’s
Paris Redevelopment

1972
Demolition of the PruittIgoe Housing Complex

1914
Le Corbusier’s
Dom-ino Construction

1965-1976
Barbican Estate, London

1902
Ebenezer Howard’s
Garden Cities of
To-Morrow

1419 | Ming Dynasty
Fujian Tulou

2013
One Central Park, Sydney

2021
Central Park Tower
(Nordstrom Tower)
New York City

1962
Domain Park Flats,
Melbourne

1617
Gladstone’s Land

1854
The Peabody Trust
Commercial Street
Social Housing for the
Industrious Poor

1962
Blues Point Tower, Sydney

1876
The Dumbbell Apartment
Plan of New York City
1879
Albert Hall Apartments

03.34 - A Brief Timeline of Apartment Developments
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Chapter 4

From Global to Local
a cross-section of housing policies
To code or not to code?
In the preceding chapters, we have seen the pragmatic and the emotional ties to urban
density and apartment living, cast both favourably to facilitate growth and development or
with distain in lowering standards of living in our cities. Although in past epochs, many
of these developments occurred naturally and were the products of individual architects
or unique conditions, apartment design today, like much of contemporary architecture
more broadly is governed across different jurisdictions by minimum standards, codes and
guidelines. Policy making lies at the core of housing provision across most jurisdictions
as a formalised way of developing urban housing. But inevitably a question arises as to
whether better design outcomes can in fact be mandated through policies in an ultimately
capitalist society. Through codification and the drive to keep construction costs low in
American metropolitan centres for example, it has been found that “there is a tendency
to rubber-stamp structure’s that have already proven themselves, leading to a formulaic
feel.”143 The question then is perhaps twofold – hinging on whether policies can in fact
drive better design outcomes but more polemically, whether we can codify and quantify
design to guarantee positive outcomes.

04.01 Unite d’Habitation, Berlin ‘Corbusierhaus’
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A Brief Comparison
As a starting point for comparison limited in scope to English-language policies and by
the scope of this research the following apartment housing policies have been considered:
• Australia – NSW State Environmental Planning Policy No 65 Design Quality of
Residential Apartment Development and The Apartment Design Guide (NSWADG)
• Australia – Victoria Apartment Design Guidelines (VicADG)
• Singapore – Urban Redevelopment Authority Flats and Condominiums Residential
Handbook Advisory Notes and The Housing Development Board Guidelines (HDB
Guidelines)
• Canada – British Columbia Housing Guidelines and Building Standards (BC
Housing Guide)
• New Zealand – Auckland Apartment Design Manual (AADM)
• United Kingdom – London Housing Design Guide (Interim Edition) (LHDG)

Cross-Sectional Comparison of Global Apartment Design Policies & Guidelines

BC CANADA

AKL, NZ
1.0 Introduction

2.0 Site Design
2.1 To create a quality apartment development, the site design and placement of the apartment
building should be completed together. This approach will lead to a coherent residential place with
good quality buildings and open spaces, and with a consistent character and distinctive identity.

2.2 Site ecology and habitats
Part of the unique appeal of urban Auckland is its highly valued views of the natural environment
and its wide variety of native and exotic species. Urban development will bring change, but this
change should not lead to a permanent loss of ecosystems or habitat.
Avoid building on important habitat areas. The building location should be used to help protect
these.
As part of the site analysis, consider stormwater issues like flow paths, gullies, streams, floodplains
and the position of the site in the wider stormwater catchment.

2.3 Design for the Topography
The building works with the existing topography to maximise views, privacy and other site
opportunities
Retaining elements are carefully integrated as a part of the design
The design proposal maintains the important natural features within the site
The building and site design respond to the landform; minimising the extent of earthworks

2.4 Built Environment
The building and basic organisation of the development demonstrate an understanding of the
immediate street and wider neighbourhood – future or existing
The development supports and enhances route, street and open space connections
The proposal embraces the Māori cultural values related to Whakapapa and Tohu

3.0 Placing the Building
3.1 The placement of the building can impact on so many issues, that inevitably a trade-off will need
to be made. So what issues should be considered and how can they be prioritised?

3.2 Building Placement
The development has a clear network of routes and spaces through the site that are shaped by
clearly defined private and communal space
The buildings are located to contribute to a positive streetscape character, with building frontages
and entries onto the street
The design responds positively to the existing site conditions, such as views, orientation, natural
features and surrounding buildings
The building placement demonstrates a clear public front and private back

3.3 Building Separation and Outlook
There is a good standard of visual and acoustic privacy within the apartments and their private
open spaces (ground floor courtyards or above-ground balconies)
The building minimises overshadowing of private or communal outdoor spaces of adjacent
properties, including potential future development

3.4 Desinging for Privacy
All habitable rooms have a good level of privacy in relation to the street, public spaces and
neighbouring properties
The building arrangement enhances privacy for the residents and neighbours
The views from principal rooms and private open space are maximised without compromising visual
privacy

3.5 Designing for light and sun
The building is located and orientated to make the best use of sunlight to apartments and open
spaces, and provides a good balance between maximising winter sun, and providing shade from
summer sun
Daylight access is always provided in all habitable rooms and is provided wherever possible in all
other areas of apartment buildings
The development allows residents to adjust natural lighting to suit their needs

3.6 Site Access
All access points to the site are located and designed to integrate effectively with the street or
movement network beyond the site

4.0 Street to Front Door
4.1 A successful city has streets that people feel connected with. The way a street looks and feels is
determined by everything from the front of its buildings forwards.

4.2 Relating the Building to the Street
The design of the apartment frontage responds to the context of the wider street
The apartment building and any associated private spaces on the street front (e.g. a privacy strip or
setback) are located next to the street boundary
The building entrance is safe, welcoming and clearly visible from the street
The space or spaces between the building and the street are designed as an integral part of the
overall design

Naturally it is necessary to acknowledge that each policy will have variances arising
from fundamental differences in legal jurisdiction and enforceability environmental
and climatic conditions and community living habits In exploring the similarities and
differences between these six policies key themes around the overall policy structure
the approach to sustainability the approach to individual resident needs and an overview
of numerical controls have been identified and explored Through this the aim of this
comparison is to begin unpackaging the more universal question of how we can design for
housing people in dense multistorey conditions

4.3 Boundary Treatments
The design of any street or public boundary contributes to a positive, attractive and safe public
realm
The boundary treatment balances appropriate views into any adjacent public realm, while
maintaining privacy for building occupant
There is a defined edge between public, communal and private open space
There are defined transitions between areas within the development that have different functions or
owners

4.4 Safety, activity and overlooking
The apartment development is safe and secure for residents and visitors, and is perceived as such
The apartment development contributes to the safety of the surrounding public space

5.0 Outdoor Spaces
5.1 The design of the outdoor space is as important as the building. It helps to meet people’s
fundamental expectation to be able to enjoy the outside environment. The arrangement and quality
of the spaces will have a significant impact on residents and neighbours.

5.2 Communal outdoor spaces
Communal outdoor spaces are overlooked by adjacent apartments and provide for residents’
recreation
Outdoor spaces are designed to be accessible, useable and attractive for all residents
Outdoor spaces are easy to maintain and have well defined boundaries with no ambiguity or
leftover areas
Outdoor spaces provide a pleasant outlook and visual amenity for all users

5.3 Balconies and Private Outdoor spaces
All apartments have usable private open space (for dining, clothes drying etc)
Balconies and terraces are well designed, have adequate levels of privacy and are responsive to
the environment
Balconies and terraces are integrated into the overall architectural form and detail of the building
Balconies and terraces contribute to the safety and liveliness of the street by creating opportunities
for natural surveillance

5.4 Service areas
Service areas are well located in relation to street access and scheme design
The service areas are well designed and located for ease of use, encourage waste minimisation and
facilitate composting

5.5 Landscape design and biodiversity
The landscape is designed to provide opportunities for outdoor activity (particularly for families and
children), enhanced privacy, and improved outlook and views into natural and landscaped settings
The microclimate, biodiversity, air quality and solar performance are optimised within the
development
Stormwater quality is improved through plant filtration (e.g. reed beds), reducing the quantity of
water discharged off-site
Landscape design contributes to local streetscape character and the amenity of the wider area

5.6 Stormwater management
Existing topographic and natural features are preserved, including watercourses and wetlands, to
ensure the long term resilience of the ecosystem to manage stormwater
Stormwater volumes and flow rates are minimised from urban developments and the amount of
runoff managed on-site is maximised
Minimum amounts of sediment, pollutants or contaminants are discharged to the urban stormwater
drainage system, both during and after construction
The impact of residential development and associated infrastructure on natural waterways is
minimised

Using a visual starting point to illustrate the diversity of approaches a cross-sectional
‘connect-the-dots’ comparison of objectives and criteria for each of the six housing
policies has been compiled in Figure 04 02 Whilst the original intention was to find broad
themes or goals which might appear consistently prioritised in the policy documents the
diagram tells a clearly different story This network diagram (a detailed version contained
in Appendix B) demonstrates that like the term density the key aims of delivering
apartments contains a “bewildering number of definitions ” both academically and more
socially which is both inconsistent and fraught 144 Through unpackaging the location of
key ideas across the different policies ranging from urban form and context to individual
unit configurations and sizes it is interesting to observe the diverse mix of priorities which
shape the purpose of apartments

Guidance to Communal Open Space
2.1 Use the urban context report to identify locations for the communal open space which can
achieve adequate amenity and is responsive to existing uses of adjacent sites.
2.2 Provide communal open space that is usable throughout the year and in a range of weather
conditions.
2.3 Provide lighting in communal open space to support safe movement and evening use.
2.4 Provide clear delineation of public, communal and private open spaces to encourage access
and use by all residents.
2.5 Layout the communal open spaces to be usable with easy access for cleaning and
maintenance.
2.6 Integrate communal open space with internal common areas, where provided, to promote
better use of both spaces.
2.7 Integrate landscaping into communal open space to improve the outlook into and from the
communal open space.
2.8 Layout the communal open space to minimise the visual and noise impacts of building services.
2.9 Layout communal open space to create informal surveillance opportunities within the
development and from adjoining buildings.

Guidance to Solar Access to Communal Outdoor Open Space
3.1 Locate communal open space
in areas that will have minimal overshadowing from surrounding buildings.
3.2 When locating communal open space to achieve winter sun, also select the location to provide
usability and amenity.

Guidance to Landscaping
4.1 Retain significant vegetation where appropriate.
4.2 Select and locate evergreen and deciduous trees to optimise winter sunlight and summer
shading of surrounding dwellings to encourage passive cooling opportunities.
4.3 Locate and size appropriate canopy trees and other vegetation away from basements or other
obstructions to allow for future growth to protect built structures.
4.4 Consolidate deep soil areas where possible, to support healthier trees and provide adequate
growing room for larger trees between buildings.
4.5 Optimise urban heat reduction through integrating planting, stormwater management, water
sensitive urban design and selection of surface materials.
4.6 Where the deep soil standard cannot be met due to the urban context, alternative forms of
landscaping should demonstrate equivalent canopy cover.

Guidance to Building Entry and Circulation
5.1 Locate the main pedestrian entry to provide a sense of address by being clearly visible and
accessible from the street.
5.2 Provide clear sightlines from the foyer to the street so people can see both in and out when
entering or leaving the building.
5.3 Where ground floor dwellings face the street, individual entrances can assist in promoting a
sense of personal address and activate the street.
5.4 Separate the pedestrian and vehicle entries to the buildings.
5.5 Provide shelter and waiting space on the street at pedestrian entries to buildings.
5.6 Provide mail boxes and parcel post facilities close to the building entries in a well-lit and
weather protected area, with potential for informal surveillance.
5.7 Locate and arrange utility service installations to minimise their impact on the building's active
street frontage.
5.8 Provide appropriate access between street ground level and the entry lobby floor level for safe,
functional and efficient movement.
5.9 Design windows and openings in corridors to respond to the site context.

Section 2 - Building Performance
6.1 If the development is not within a Noise Influence Area
6.2 If the development is within a Noise Influence Area
6.3 Ventilation
6.4 Meet the noise requirements through an acoustic report or a standard design treatment.

Guidance to Energy Efficiency
7.1 Plan for energy efficiency of buildings and involve a specialist ESD consultant early in the design
process to make energy efficient design integral to the building form and layout.
7.2 Apply the cooling load caps for all apartments.
7.3 Reduce building cooling loads through design and construction responses.

Guidance to Waste and Recycling
8.1 Prepare a Waste Management Plan (WMP) that details how different waste streams (including
hard waste) will be stored and collected in the development.
8.2 Provide bins suitably sized to accommodate all categories of waste. Provide a waste room that
is sufficiently sized to accommodate all bins.
8.3 Nominate waste collection vehicle size, access points and movement paths.
8.4 Provide dual waste and recycling chutes (or equivalent system) in taller buildings
with openings on each floor to provide convenient access for residents.
8.5 Design waste facilities to provide adequate drainage, noise and odour controls including
1450mm provisions for a bin wash down area.

Guidance to Integrated Water & Stormwater Management
9.1 Reduce stormwater runoff from the lot to the minimum volume possible.
9.2 Apply principles of water sensitive urban design (WSUD) to reduce the volume of stormwater
runoff and to improve the quality of stormwater.
9.3 The storm water drainage system should be designed so that any overflow during heavy
rain periods is safely conveyed to the legal point of discharge (LPD) to protect public safety and
property.
9.4 Connect the apartment building to a reticulated recycled water supply (purple pipe) where
available.

Section 3 - Dwelling Amenity
Guidance to Functional Layout
10.1 Demonstrate usability and functionality of room configurations by including furniture layouts
with realistically scaled furniture and adequate circulation space.
10.2 Apartment layouts which propose irregularly shaped or atypical spaces, need to demonstrate
functionality and usability of the design with realistically scaled furniture and circulation.

Guidance to Room Depth
11.1 Increase the size and head height of windows to improve the daylight penetration into the
depth of the room.
11.2 Allow for sufficient structural floor to floor heights to achieve required ceiling heights for the
room depth.
11.3 Configure balconies to suit the orientation of the apartment and increase daylight while
controlling sunlight.

6.0 Accommodating Cars

Guidance to Windows
12.1 Design the window type, size, glazing selection, orientation and placement to respond to the
site context and to optimise daylight.
12.2 Design windows and other openings to balance privacy with daylight and outlook.
12.3 Skylights may be used to contribute to daylight but should not provide the only source of
daylight into a habitable room.

6.2 Vehicle Access

Guidance to Storage

The location and design of the site access enhances the apartment development, integrates with the
desired character of the street and is convenient, safe and pedestrian and cycle-friendly

13.1 Provide practical arrangement of storage appropriate to each space within the dwelling.
13.2 Long term storage provided externally to an apartment
can be provided in basements and car parking areas, or in a common area convenient to the
apartment.

Car parking location and design are successfully integrated into the design of the apartment
building, the overall site design and the design of the street
The building maximises opportunities for the active use of street frontages, not for vehicle access
The development provides appropriate car parking without compromising street character,
landscape quality or pedestrian amenity and safety

6.4 Surface Parking
Surface parking is integrated into the building, is designed as a positive space and does not have a
negative impact on the street

6.5 Alternative Parking Solutions
The design of the building has considered the full range of parking options
There are many options that can increase the efficiency of car parking provision and access,
including car lifts, stackers and turntables.

7.0 The Building
7.1 The term ‘apartment building’ refers to a multi-storey building that is primarily residential and
that has individual residential units (apartments), on all or most floors. In certain locations such as
town and metro centres it is not uncommon for apartment buildings to have commercial uses on the
ground and/ or lower floors.

7.2 Apartment Building Types
7.2.1 Basic Forms
The Block
A block apartment type is usually wider than it is tall. The apartments are arranged off a corridor
which can be single, or double-loaded.
The Tower
A tower apartment building has a vertical form and is generally free standing, and often has
slimmer, more elegant proportions. This building type generally has a single centralised core and a
limited number of apartments per floor.
Courtyard Apartments
A courtyard apartment building provides the ‘sides’ that enclose one or more open spaces
(courtyards) on the site. The open spaces are generally communal and should provide a high
quality landscaped environment and outlook.

7.2.2 Building Access Arrangement
Individual ‘own front door’ access
This type of access arrangement is for a dwelling that is entered into directly from the street,
courtyard or private stair. There is no communal circulation. This type of access is generally limited
to one or two levels above ground. In some instances a penthouse dwelling on a taller building may
have its own access but the cost and space requirements of this are limiting factors. The benefits of
individual access are:
Vertical Shared Access
Vertical access allows for a building that is organised around a vertical core of stairs, lifts or both.
Apartments are accessed directly off the core or from an extended circulation area around the core
that allows for additional apartments per floor.
Horizontal (corridor) access results in buildings that may be wider than they are tall.
The corridor can be placed internally, externally or around an atrium. Externally located corridor
access should be designed to avoid long runs of eight apartments or more.
Single-loaded corridor access
A single loaded corridor runs along an external (or atrium) face of the building.
Double-loaded corridor access
The double-loaded arrangement locates the corridor within the building. Apartments are accessed
off both sides of the corridor and are therefore predominantly single aspect. Corner and multilevel apartments are generally double aspect and require corridors on alternate levels. The overall
building depth is deeper than a single-loaded arrangement and solutions for a dual-fronted
building will be required.

7.2.3 Individual Apartment Types
Single aspect apartments
Single aspect apartments have three closed sides (except for the entrance) and are typically used
with a double-loaded (central) corridor access arrangement.
Double aspect apartments
Placing double aspect (open-ended) units side by side is a common form of arranging individual
apartments within a building. It has the advantage of being able to repeat apartments while also
maintaining the maximum amount of external facade.
Corner aspect apartments
Corner aspect apartments have two sides that are exterior walls. They can be considered as a
variation of single aspect apartment with one extra wall opened up. This type is often used in tower
buildings or at the ends of linear buildings.

7.3 Principal Components controlling building form
7.3.1 Building height and massing

Guidance to Natural Ventilation
14.1 Configure floorplates with corner or through apartments to achieve effective cross ventilation.
14.2 Wherever possible, provide openable windows or doors into habitable rooms to achieve
natural air flow.
14.3 Locate and design windows that are on different orientations of a dwelling to provide cross
ventilation with optimal breeze paths.
14.4 An adequately sized operable roof light in a single aspect apartment may achieve cross
ventilation where adequate air flow can be demonstrated by engineering analysis.
14.5 Demonstrate alternative effective ventilation solutions where cross ventilation is constrained,
for example, by consistently high wind conditions or heritage or adaptive reuse of existing buildings.

Guidance to Private Open Space
15.1 Configure balconies to support other internal apartment amenity objectives.
15.2 Where the urban context and site layout constrain provision of private open space,
compensate with increased areas of communal open space.

Guidance to Accessibility
16.1 Locate the main bedroom with convenient access to the adaptable bathroom.
16.2 Configure spaces to achieve clear access paths while
allowing for functional furniture arrangements.
16.3 When providing an adaptable bathroom to meet either Option A or Option B make use of the
typical configurations illustrated or demonstrate that the standard is met with an alternative layout.
16.4 When applying bathroom design option A, if the toilet cannot be located in the corner of the
room, include a nib wall adjacent to the toilet.

NSW, AUS
Design Quality Principles
Principle 1: Context and neighbourhood character
Good design responds and contributes to its context. Context is the key natural and built features
of an area, their relationship and the character they create when combined. It also includes social,
economic, health and environmental conditions.
Responding to context involves identifying the desirable elements of an area’s existing or future
character. Well designed buildings respond to and enhance the qualities and identity of the area
including the adjacent sites, streetscape and neighbourhood.
Consideration of local context is important for all sites, including sites in established areas, those
undergoing change or identified for change.
Principle 2: Built form and scale
Good design achieves a scale, bulk and height appropriate to the existing or desired future
character of the street and surrounding buildings.
Good design also achieves an appropriate built form for a site and the building’s purpose in terms
of building alignments, proportions, building type, articulation and the manipulation of building
elements.
Appropriate built form defines the public domain, contributes to the character of streetscapes and
parks, including their views and vistas, and provides internal amenity and outlook.
Principle 3: Density
Good design achieves a high level of amenity for residents and each apartment, resulting in a
density appropriate to the site and its context.
Appropriate densities are consistent with the area’s existing or projected population. Appropriate
densities can be sustained by existing or proposed infrastructure, public transport, access to jobs,
community facilities and the environment.
Principle 4: Sustainability
Good design combines positive environmental, social and economic outcomes.
Good sustainable design includes use of natural cross ventilation and sunlight for the amenity and
liveability of residents and passive thermal design for ventilation, heating and cooling reducing
reliance on technology and operation costs. Other elements include recycling and reuse of
materials and waste, use of sustainable materials and deep soil zones for groundwater recharge
and vegetation.
Principle 5: Landscape
Good design recognises that together landscape and buildings operate as an integrated and
sustainable system, resulting in attractive developments with good amenity. A positive image and
contextual fit of well designed developments is achieved by contributing to the landscape character
of the streetscape and neighbourhood.
Good landscape design enhances the development’s environmental performance by retaining
positive natural features which contribute to the local context, co-ordinating water and soil
management, solar access, micro-climate, tree canopy, habitat values and preserving green
networks.
Good landscape design optimises useability, privacy and opportunities for social interaction,
equitable access, respect for neighbours’ amenity and provides for practical establishment and long
term management.
Principle 6: Amenity
Good design positively influences internal and external amenity for residents and neighbours.
Achieving good amenity contributes to positive living environments and resident well being.
Good amenity combines appropriate room dimensions and shapes, access to sunlight, natural
ventilation, outlook, visual and acoustic privacy, storage, indoor and outdoor space, efficient
layouts and service areas and ease of access for all age groups and degrees of mobility.
Principle 7: Safety
Good design optimises safety and security within the development and the public domain. It
provides for quality public and private spaces that are clearly defined and fit for the intended
purpose. Opportunities to maximise passive surveillance of public and communal areas promote
safety.
A positive relationship between public and private spaces is achieved through clearly defined
secure access points and well lit and visible areas that are easily maintained and appropriate to the
location and purpose.
Principle 8: Housing diversity and social interaction
Good design achieves a mix of apartment sizes, providing housing choice for different
demographics, living needs and household budgets.
Well designed apartment developments respond to social context by providing housing and
facilities to suit the existing and future social mix.
Good design involves practical and flexible features, including different types of communal spaces
for a broad range of people and providing opportunities for social interaction among residents.
Principle 9: Aesthetics
Good design achieves a built form that has good proportions and a balanced composition of
elements, reflecting the internal layout and structure. Good design uses a variety of materials,
colours and textures.

LDN, UK

S NGAPORE

1.0 Shaping Good Places
1.1 Defining Places
how the design responds to its physical context, including the character and legibility of the area
and the local pattern of building, public space, landscape and topography;
how the scheme relates to the identified character of the place and to the local vision and strategy
or how bolder change is justified in relation to a coherent set of ideas for the place expressed in the
local vision and strategy or agreed locally.
how the scheme complements the local network of public spaces, including how it integrates with
existing streets and paths;
how public spaces and pedestrian routes are designed to be overlooked and safe, and extensive
blank elevations onto the public realm at ground floor have been avoided;
for larger developments, how any new public spaces including streets and paths are designed on
the basis of an understanding of the planned role and character of these spaces within the local
movement network, and how new spaces relate to the local vision and strategy for the area.

1.2 Outdoor Spaces
Development proposals should demonstrate that they comply with the borough's open space
strategies, ensuring that a review of surrounding open space is undertaken and that opportunities
to address a deficiency in provision by providing new public open spaces are taken forward in the
design process.
For developments with a potential occupancy of ten children or more, development proposals
should make appropriate play provision in accordance with the London Plan SPG, Providing for
Children and Young People’s Play and Informal Recreation.
Where communal open space is provided, development proposals should demonstrate that the
space:
• is overlooked by surrounding development;
• is accessible to wheelchair users and other disabled people;
• is designed to take advantage of direct sunlight;
• has suitable management arrangements in place.

2.0 Housing for a Diverse City
2.1 Appropriate Density
Development proposals should demonstrate how the density of residential accommodation satisfies
London Plan policy relating to public transport accessibility level (PTAL) and the accessibility of local
amenities and services, and is appropriate to the location in London

2.2 Residential Mix
Development proposals should demonstrate how the mix of dwelling sizes and the mix of tenures
meet strategic and local borough targets and are appropriate to the location in London.

3.0 From Street to Front Door
3.1 Entrance & Approach
All main entrances to houses, ground floor flats and communal entrance lobbies should be visible
from the public realm and clearly identified.
The distance from the accessible car parking space of requirement 3.3.4 to the home or to the
relevant block entrance or lift core should be kept to a minimum and should be level or gently
sloping [Lifetime Homes Criterion 2].
The approach to all entrances should preferably be level or gently sloping [Lifetime Homes Criterion
3].
All entrances should be illuminated and have level access over the threshold. Entrance doors should
have 300mm of clear space to the pull side, and clear minimum opening widths of 800mm or
825mm depending on the direction and width of approach. Main entrances should have weather
protection and a level external landing [Lifetime Homes Criterion 4].

3.2 Shared Circulation within Buildings
The number of dwellings accessed from a single core should not exceed eight per floor.
An access core serving 4

Part 1 Identifying the Context
1A Apartment Building Types
1B Local Character and Context
1C Precincts and Individual Sites
Part 2 Developing the Controls
2A Primary Controls
2B Building Envelopes
2C Building Hieght
2D Floor Space Ratio
2E Building Depth
2F Building Separation
2G Street Setbacks
2H Side and Reaer Setbacks
Part 3 Siting the Development
3A Site Analysis
Objective 3A-1 Site analysis illustrates that design decisions have been based on opportunities and
constraints of the site conditions and their relationship to the surrounding context

3B Orientation
Objective 3B-1 Building types and layouts respond to the streetscape and site while optimising
solar access within the development
Objective 3B-2 Overshadowing of neighbouring properties is minimised during mid winter

3C Public Domain Interface
Objective 3C-1 Transition between private and public domain is achieved without compromising
safety and security
Objective 3C-2 Amenity of the public domain is retained and enhanced

3D Communal and Public Open Space
Objective 3D-1 An adequate area of communal open space is provided to enhance residential
amenity and to provide opportunities for landscaping
Criteria1. Communal open space has a minimum area equal to 25% of the site (see figure 3D.3)
Criteria 2. Developments achieve a minimum of 50% direct sunlight to the principal usable part
of the communal open space for a minimum of 2 hours between 9 am and 3 pm on 21 June (mid
winter)
Objective 3D-2 Communal open space is designed to allow for a range of activities, respond to site
conditions and be attractive and inviting
Objective 3D-3 Communal open space is designed to maximise safety
Objective 3D-4 Public open space, where provided, is responsive to the existing pattern and uses of
the neighbourhood
Objective 3E-1 Deep soil zones provide areas on the site that allow for and support healthy plant
and tree growth. They improve residential amenity and promote management of water and air
quality
Criteria 1. Deep soil zones are to meet the following minimum requirements: 7% of Site Area /
Variable Minimum Dimensions on Site Area
Objective 3F-1 Adequate building separation distances are shared equitably between
neighbouring sites, to achieve reasonable levels of external and internal visual privacy
Criteria 1. Separation between windows and balconies is provided to ensure visual privacy is
achieved. Minimum required separation distances from buildings to the side and rear boundaries
are as follows: 3m (Non-Habitable / Lower Floors) to 12 m (Habitable / Upper Floors)
Objective 3F-2 Site and building design elements increase privacy without compromising access to
light and air and balance outlook and views from habitable rooms and private open space

3G Pedestrian Access and Entries
Objective 3G-1 Building entries and pedestrian access connects to and addresses the public
domain
Objective 3G-2 Access, entries and pathways are accessible and easy to identify
Objective 3G-3 Large sites provide pedestrian links for access to streets and connection to
destinations

3H Vehicle Access
Objective 3H-1 Vehicle access points are designed and located to achieve safety, minimise conflicts
between pedestrians and vehicles and create high quality streetscapes

3J Bicycle and Car Parking
Objective 3J-1 Car parking is provided based on proximity to public transport in metropolitan
Sydney and centres in regional areas
Criteria 1. For development in the following locations:
• on sites that are within 800 metres of a railway station or light rail stop in the Sydney
Metropolitan Area; or
• on land zoned, and sites within 400 metres of land zoned, B3 Commercial Core, B4 Mixed Use
or equivalent in a nominated regional centre
the minimum car parking requirement for residents and visitors is set out in the Guide to Traffic
Generating Developments, or the car parking requirement prescribed by the relevant council,
whichever is less
The car parking needs for a development must be provided off street
Objective 3J-2 Parking and facilities are provided for other modes of transport
Objective 3J-3 Car park design and access is safe and secure
Objective 3J-4 Visual and environmental impacts of underground car parking are minimised
Objective 3J-5 Visual and environmental impacts of on-grade car parking are minimised
Objective 3J-6 Visual and environmental impacts of above ground enclosed car parking are
minimised

Part 4 Designing the Building
4A Solar Access
Objective 4A-1 To optimise the number of apartments receiving sunlight to habitable rooms,
primary windows and private open space
Criteria 1. Living rooms and private open spaces of at least 70% of apartments in a building
receive a minimum of 2 hours direct sunlight between 9 am and 3 pm at mid winter in the Sydney
Metropolitan Area and in the Newcastle and Wollongong local government areas
Criteria 2. In all other areas, living rooms and private open spaces of at least 70% of apartments in
a building receive a minimum of 3 hours direct sunlight between 9 am and 3 pm at mid winter
Criteria 3. A maximum of 15% of apartments in a building receive no direct sunlight between 9 am
and 3 pm at mid winter
Objective 4A-2 Daylight access is maximised where sunlight is limited
Objective 4A-3 Design incorporates shading and glare control, particularly for warmer months

4B Natural Ventilation
Objective 4B-1 All habitable rooms are naturally ventilated
Objective 4B-2 The layout and design of single aspect apartments maximises natural ventilation
Objective 4B-3 The number of apartments with natural cross ventilation is maximised to create a
comfortable indoor environment for residents
Criteria 1. At least 60% of apartments are naturally cross ventilated in the first nine storeys of
the building. Apartments at ten storeys or greater are deemed to be cross ventilated only if any
enclosure of the balconies at these levels allows adequate natural ventilation and cannot be fully
enclosed
Criteria 2. Overall depth of a cross-over or cross-through apartment does not exceed 18m,
measured glass line to glass line

4C Ceiling Heights
Objective 4C-1 Ceiling height achieves sufficient natural ventilation and daylight access
Criteria 1. Measured from finished floor level to finished ceiling level, minimum ceiling heights are:
(Habitable Room: 2.7m / Non-Habitable Room: 2.4m / Attic: 1.8m)
Objective 4C-2 Ceiling height increases the sense of space in apartments and provides for well
proportioned rooms
Objective 4C-3 Ceiling heights contribute to the flexibility of building use over the life of the building

4D Apartment Size and Layout
Objective 4D-1 The layout of rooms within an apartment is functional, well organised and provides
a high standard of amenity
Criteria 1. Apartments are required to have the following minimum internal areas: (Studio = 35sqm
/ 1 Bedroom = 50sqm / 2 Bedroom = 70 sqm / 3 Bedroom = 90sqm) *+5sqm / extra bathroom
**+12sqm / extra bedroom
Criteria 2. Every habitable room must have a window in an external wall with a total minimum glass
area of not less than 10% of the floor area of the room. Daylight and air may not be borrowed from
other rooms.
Objective 4D-2 Environmental performance of the apartment is maximised
Criteria 1. Habitable room depths are limited to a maximum of 2.5 x the ceiling height.
Criteria 2. In open plan layouts (where the living, dining and kitchen are combined) the maximum
habitable room depth is 8m from a window.
Objective 4D-3 Apartment layouts are designed to accommodate a variety of household activities
and needs
Criteria 1. Master bedrooms have a minimum area of 10m2 and other bedrooms 9m2 (excluding
wardrobe space)
Criteria 2. Bedrooms have a minimum dimension of 3m (excluding wardrobe space)
Criteria 3. Living rooms or combined living/dining rooms have a minimum width of:
• 3.6m for studio and 1 bedroom apartments
• 4m for 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Criteria 4. The width of cross-over or cross-through apartments are at least 4m internally to avoid
deep narrow apartment layouts.

4E Private Open Space & Balconies

The height and massing of the apartment development contribute to a built form of a high standard
that is designed to respond to its context

7.3.2 Building depth
The building provides a reasonable level of daylight, natural ventilation and solar access for
apartment occupants
The building's depth is appropriate for the intended apartment type
Minimise earthworks on sloping sites through building depth and orientation

7.3.3 Building setbacks (yards)
The building responds positively to the immediate context and street environment, and the design is
informed by the existing or desired character

7.4 Primary Building Elements
7.4.1 Building Entrance
Entrances establish a desirable and strong residential identity for the development, which contribute
positively to the streetscape and integrate into the overall building facade design
The entry is a functional, accessible, safe area with good shelter and lighting

7.4.2 Building Façade
Buildings demonstrate a high architectural quality including visual richness and coherence
The apartment building makes a positive contribution to the existing or desired future street
character, and to the public realm

Objective 4E-1
Apartments provide appropriately sized private open space and balconies to enhance residential
amenity
Criteria 1. All apartments are required to have primary balconies as follows: (Studio: 4sqm / 1
Bedroom: 8sqm / 2 Bedroom: 10sqm / 3 Bedroom: 12sqm) *2.0 - 2.4 minimum width **only
widths greater than 1m counted as balcony area
Criteria 2. For apartments at ground level or on a podium or similar structure, a private open space
is provided instead of a balcony. It must have a minimum area of 15m2 and a minimum depth of 3m
Objective 4E-2 Primary private open space and balconies are appropriately located to enhance
liveability for residents
Objective 4E-3 Private open space and balcony design is integrated into and contributes to the
overall architectural form and detail of the building
bjective 4E-4 Private open space and balcony design maximises safety

4F Common Circulation and Spaces
Objective 4F-1 Common circulation spaces achieve good amenity and properly service the number
of apartments
Criteria 1. The maximum number of apartments off a circulation core on a single level is eight
Criteria 2. For buildings of 10 storeys and over, the maximum number of apartments sharing a single
lift is 40
Objective 4F-2 Common circulation spaces promote safety and provide for social interaction
between residents

7.4.3 Integrated Facades

4G Storage

The façade is designed as an integrated part of the building

Objective 4G-1 Adequate, well designed storage is provided in each apartment
Criteria 1. In addition to storage in kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms, the following storage is
provided: (Studio: 4cum / 1 Bedroom: 6cum / 2 Bedroom: 8cum / 3 Bedroom 10cum) *50% of
storage volume to be internal to the unit
Objective 4G-2 Additional storage is conveniently located, accessible and nominated for individual
apartments

7.5 Universal Design and Lifemark Standards - Accessible and Adaptable Apartments
The building and apartments are designed to be used by people of all ages and abilities

7.6 Apartment Layout
7.6.1 Apartment Mix and Designing for Familites
Apartment buildings provide a diversity of apartment types and sizes that cater for different
household requirements
Ensure that apartment developments cater for families and other large household groups. Provide
good levels of amenity both inside and outside for larger groups and children
Provide a mix of housing tenure including affordable housing.
The ground floor apartments in a development maximise the opportunity to provide for a range of
lifestyle options, particularly families with children and people with limited mobility

7.6.2 Apartment Space
The apartments are functional, well organised and have enough space to meet the needs of the
intended number of occupants
The layout is flexible and adaptable and allows for a variety of household activities
The following space for new apartment developments should be met and considered as a
minimum. The guidance provides for apartments ranging from studios to four bedroom (six person)
apartments. For occupancy greater than six people, allow approximately 10sqm per extra person.
Studio apartments, up to two persons 40sqm
One bedroom apartments, two persons 50sqm
Two bedroom apartments, four persons 75sqm
Three bedroom apartments, six persons 100sqm
Bedroom layout should provide for the following as a minimum:
- a bed space 2m long by 1.6m (minimum) wide, or - two bed spaces side-by-side 2m long by
900mm wide.
Bedroom layout should provide a wardrobe with a minimum dimension of 2m long x 0.6m deep
with adequate access space in front
(e.g. taking clothes from a wardrobe drawer or chest of drawers requires a space of 710 - 990mm).
Bedroom layouts should provide for a desk / study or dressing table space of at least 800mm wide
by 500mm deep with 500mm width access space in front. An access space from the entry door to
the foot of the bed no less than 800mm wide.
Note: Access space requirements for different elements in bedroom spaces may overlap.
A bed space should be available at the entry level of a multi-level apartment.
Convenient wheelchair access should be available between a main bedroom and the bathroom.

7.6.3 Storage and Utility Space
Provide adequate storage for everyday household items within the apartment
Suitable space is provided for a washing machine, for drying clothes, and for waste and recycling
bins within the home
Provide storage for sporting, leisure, fitness and hobby equipment in an easily accessible space
elsewhere in the apartment building
Provide readily accessible space (internal or external, depending on the circumstances) for
equipment associated with children such as pushchairs and bicycles
Bedroom wardrobes should be a minimum 600mm deep internally and 2m wide.
In addition to kitchen cupboards and bedroom wardrobes, provide internal storage facilities of
the following sizes: • Studio apartments (one to two people) 6m3 • One-bedroom apartments
(one to two people) 6m3 • Two-bedroom apartments ( three to four people) 8m3 • Three plus
bedroom apartments (five to six people) 10m3
Storage outside of apartments should be adequately sized to accommodate bicycles.
Minimum dimensions for an audio-visual unit should be 450mm deep and 900mm wide.

7.7 Sustainable Design
7.7.1 Energy Efficiency - Fixtures and Fittings

4H Acoustic Privacy
Objective 4H-1 Noise transfer is minimised through the siting of buildings and building layout
Objective 4H-2 Noise impacts are mitigated within apartments through layout and acoustic
treatments

4J Noise and Pollution
Objective 4J-1 In noisy or hostile environments the impacts of external noise and pollution are
minimised through the careful siting and layout of buildings
Objective 4J-2 Appropriate noise shielding or attenuation techniques for the building design,
construction and choice of materials are used to mitigate noise transmission

4K Apartment Mix
Objective 4K-1 A range of apartment types and sizes is provided to cater for different household
types now and into the future
Objective 4K-2 The apartment mix is distributed to suitable locations within the building

4L Ground floor apartments
Objective 4L-1 Street frontage activity is maximised where ground floor apartments are located
Objective 4L-2 Design of ground floor apartments delivers amenity and safety for residents

4M Facades
Objective 4M-1 Building facades provide visual interest along the street while respecting the
character of the local area
Objective 4M-2 Building functions are expressed by the façade

4N Roof design
Objective 4N-1 Roof treatments are integrated into the building design and positively respond to
the street
Objective 4N-2 Opportunities to use roof space for residential accommodation and open space
are maximised
Objective 4N-3 Roof design incorporates sustainability features

4O Landscape design
Objective 4O-1 Landscape design is viable and sustainable
bjective 4O-2 Landscape design contributes to the streetscape and amenity

4P Planting on structures
Objective 4P-1 Appropriate soil profiles are provided
Objective 4P-2 Plant growth is optimised with appropriate selection and maintenance
Objective 4P-3 Planting on structures contributes to the quality and amenity of communal and
public open spaces

4Q Universal design
Objective 4Q-1 Universal design features are included in apartment design to promote flexible
housing for all community members
Objective 4Q-2 A variety of apartments with adaptable designs are provided
Objective 4Q-3 Apartment layouts are flexible and accommodate a range of lifestyle needs

4R Adaptive reuse
Objective 4R-1 New additions to existing buildings are contemporary and complementary and
enhance an area's identity and sense of place
Objective 4R-2 Adapted buildings provide residential amenity while not precluding future adaptive
reuse

4S Mixed use

Improve the efficiency of water systems
Reduce reliance on artificial lighting
Maximise the efficiency of household appliances

7.7.2 Energy Efficicency - Home Management
The façade is designed as an integrated part of the building
7.7.3 Energy Efficiency - Space Heating, Cooling and the Use of Solar Energy
Optimise heat storage in winter and heat transfer in summer by incorporating passive solar design
techniques

7.7.4 Energy Efficiency - The Building 'Envelope'
Design the building envelope to ensure a healthy and comfortable environment inside the building

7.7.5 Material Selection
New developments use sustainable construction materials and methods

7.7.6 Water Conservation
The design of the building reduces the consumption of potable (drinkable) water, the quantity of
urban stormwater run-off and increases the reuse of wastewater and stormwater on-site

Objective 4S-1 Mixed use developments are provided in appropriate locations and provide active
street frontages that encourage pedestrian movement
Objective 4S-2 Residential levels of the building are integrated within the development, and safety
and amenity is maximised for residents

4T Awnings and signage
Objective 4T-1 Awnings are well located and complement and integrate with the building design
Objective 4T-2 Signage responds to the context and desired streetscape character

4U Energy efficiency
Objective 4U-1 Development incorporates passive environmental design
Objective 4U-2 Development incorporates passive solar design to optimise heat storage in winter
and reduce heat transfer in summer
Objective 4U-3 Adequate natural ventilation minimises the need for mechanical ventilation

4V Water management and conservation
Objective 4V-1 Potable water use is minimised
Objective 4V-2 Urban stormwater is treated on site before being discharged to receiving waters
Objective 4V-3 Flood management systems are integrated into site design

4W Waste management
Objective 4W-1 Waste storage facilities are designed to minimise impacts on the streetscape,
building entry and amenity of residents
Objective 4W-2
Domestic waste is minimised by providing safe and convenient source separation and recycling

4X Building maintenance
Objective 4X-1 Building design detail provides protection from weathering
Objective 4X-2 Systems and access enable ease of maintenance
Objective 4X-3 Material selection reduces ongoing maintenance costs
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1.1 Building Setbacks Respond to Existing or Preferred Urban Context
1.2 Establish setbacks to adjacent buildings and uses to ensure adequate amenity.
1.3 Establish the street frontage setback alignment of buildings to contribute to the character and
amenity of the public realm.
1.4 Establish internal setbacks to achieve daylight, privacy and outlook objectives between
dwellings within a site.
1.5 In streets where buildings have zero side setback, such as in dense urban contexts, main streets
or for podium forms within centres, continute the built form pattern.
1.6 Provide side setbacks in contexts where they contribute to the landscape character of the street.
1.7 Typically, on narrow infill sites, minimise side setbacks and face habitable rooms towards the
street and the rear of the site.
1.8 Where habitable spaces and balconies face towards side boundaries, increase side setbacks to
allow access to daylight and outlook, while maintaining privacy.
1.9 Where contexts allow for buildings in landscaped areas, configure the building setbacks to
retain existing mature trees and to accommodate deep soil areas.
1.10 Ensure building setback is responsive to the adjoining building form and height to deliver
adequate daylight, privacy and outlook for dwellings.
1.11 Avoid use of lightwells as the primary source of daylight to a habitable room.
1.12 Use building setbacks and the relationship between buildings on a site, as the primary method
of limiting views into habitable room windows and private open spaces.
1.13 When habitable room windows and private open spaces in separate dwellings directly face
each other, generally provide greater building separations than where one dwelling faces the side
of another dwelling.
1.14 Arrange building setbacks to control direct views into habitable room windows or private open
spaces from public and communal spaces, other uses or dwellings.
1.15 Use building setbacks to provide outlook and a visual connection from a dwelling to its context
and allowing for visual releif.

6.1 The arrangement and accessibility of parking, as well as its impact on the street and public
spaces, are major considerations when designing an apartment building. As such, parking should
be one of the first aspects of a development to be considered. Parking requires careful consideration
to ensure it is integrated into the overall design of the building, has a good relationship with the
street, and is functional, attractive and safe.

6.3 Car Parking

A major thread of similarity which underpins the introductory section of almost all policies
interrogated is an attempt to define bulk scale and density Singapore’s HDB guidelines
for example begins early on with gross plot ratios and maximum dwelling numbers whilst
the NSWADG is framed by Principle 2: Built Form and Scale and Principle 3: Density 145
Similarly the Auckland ADM the Victorian ADG and the London HDG all open with
principles around the urban scale identifying and focusing first on the importance of
place character and context before moving into individual unit configurations and
amenity considerations 146 Contrasting this approach however The BC Housing Guide
opens with its first goal as “providing safe and secure housing that responds to the needs
of the residents and fosters a sense of community” and relegating urban form and bulk to
a later division of its standards 147 Overall the structure of these policies beginning with
density and bulk are generally suggestive of an approach framed around the urban scale
as a starting point rather than the amenity of individual occupants or potential future
residents

VIC, AUS
Urban Context and Design Response
Section 1 - Siting and Building Arrangement

1.1 What are apartments?
1.2 Why Choose apartments?
1.3 Location of Apartment Developments
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Another common theme which appears across many policies is a commitment to
sustainability and guidelines around energy consumption – not surprising given the
significant energy consumption attributed to buildings both during construction and
during its operational life. Of particular interest is the LHDG which devotes an entire
section to climate change as part of sustainable considerations. In its wording, the
LHDG pushes for “fullest contribution to the mitigation of and adaptation to climate
change” whilst also requiring that projects must achieve net zero carbon dioxide
emissions by 2031.148
At a more arguably pessimistic spectrum, the BC Housing guideline anticipates
the inevitability of increasing temperatures, severe winds, bush fires and flooding,
choosing instead to focus on a strategy of mitigation by explaining for example
“for storms, avoid planting large trees too close to buildings, pathways or roads for
vulnerability.”149 The NSWADG recognises in its sustainability Principle 4 the triplebottom-line approach of positive environmental, social and economic outcomes in
apartment design, and advocates through guidance clauses for energy efficiency and
sustainable performance as part of ongoing operations but is broadly silent in terms
of reducing up front construction carbon emissions and intriguingly, does not mention
climate change as an active consideration.150
Unlike the LHDG, both the BC Housing Guide and to a lesser extent the NSWADG
do not immediately seek to actively encourage the use of low carbon materials or
require ongoing energy consumption to be met at higher standards over time, with
the goal of achieving carbon neutrality both in construction and in ongoing operation.
In this sense, both contexts appear to imply a ‘business as usual’ approach to the
sustainable outcomes of urban development whilst the London guide is more proactive
in supporting innovation and facilitating the eventual transition to a net zero carbon
future.

In considering the quantitative aspects of apartment design policies, it can be observed
that attempts to codify a suitable range of apartment sizes for the majority of the
population has been grouped in its widest sense as being single individual, couples
and couples with children (i.e. one person, two people, three or more people) which
in turn, is not a recent invention. In the post-War reconstruction of Great Britain,
the influential Parker Morris Committee recommended in its Homes for Today
and Tomorrow report minimum floor areas for new council housing developments
ranging between 320-930 sq. ft. (30-86 sqm) as minimum for households from one- to
six-members.151 It is apparent that this general range broadly remains relevant today,
as the contemporary policies broadly categorise four types of apartment types with
generally similar internal areas – studios, 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom, 3-bedroom units
ranging from 33 sqm (British Columbia Studio) to 110 sqm (Singapore 3-bedroom).152
The tabulated example alongside the unit configuration concepts on the subsequent
pages demonstrates a comparison on how these different jurisdictions have approached
minimum apartment standards and the typical spatial arrangement of rooms. Whilst
these layouts obviously do not represent the full scope of types available and are
not immediately related to a particular site, they nevertheless present a broadly
standardised view of apartment living. In comparing the approach to smaller units,
such as studios and one bedroom it is possible to note that they appear to be catered
for a transitional or mid-term renter mindset rather than long term homeowners. By
extension, the apparent vision for larger apartments tends to be thought of as being
arranged to suit “…the nuclear family, often known as the small family, evolved from
the bourgeois ideal. It implied a closed-off unit consisting of two parents, mother and
father, and their biological children.”153 This understanding has generally shaped how
two and three bedrooms tend to be accompanied by smaller secondary bedrooms,
designed for single beds in both a Singaporean and London context, rather than the
broad brush 10 sqm bedroom sizes typical of NSW’s guidelines.

Apartment Typology
Studio
1 Bedroom (2 person)
2 Bedroom (3 person)
2 Bedroom (4 person)
3 Bedroom (4 person)
3 Bedroom (5 person)
3 Bedroom (6 person)
4 Bedroom (5 person)
4 Bedroom (6 person)

Apartment Design Guidelines
Prescribed/Recommended Minimum Unit Internal Floor Area (sqm)
British
SEPP65
London Guide Singapore
Auckland
Columbia
35
50
70
75
90
95
107
-

37
50
61
70
74
86
95
90
99

36
45
65
90
110
115 (3 Gen)

33
49
67
86
112
-

40
50
75
100
-

04.03 Apartment Design Guidelines Table - Prescribed/Recommended Minimum Internal Unit Floor Areas
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04.04 Unit Configurations & Areas: A Brief Comparison
Singapore HDB Guidelines

London Housing Design Guide

NSW SEPP65

Australia NSW SEPP65

Studio Unit
Int. 36 sqm
Ext. -

Studio Unit
Int. 37 sqm
Ext. 4 sqm

3 Bedroom Unit
Int. 100 sqm
Ext. 19 sqm

4 Bedroom Unit
Int. 125 sqm
Ext. 19 sqm

1 Bedroom Unit
Int. 50 sqm
Ext. 8 sqm

1 Bedroom Unit
Int. 45 sqm
Ext. -

1 Bedroom Unit
Int. 50 sqm
Ext. 6 sqm

3 Bedroom Unit
Int. 90 sqm
Ext. 2 sqm (Service)

4 Bedroom Unit
Int. 113 sqm
Ext. 2 sqm (Service)

2 Bedroom Unit
Int. 75 sqm
Ext. 10 sqm

2 Bedroom Unit
Int. 65 sqm
Ext. -

2 Bedroom Unit
Int. 70 sqm
Ext. 8 sqm

3 Bedroom Unit
Int. 90 sqm
Ext. 9 sqm

4 Bedroom Unit
Int. 101 sqm
Ext. 9 sqm

London Housing Design Guide

HDB Guidelines

Studio Unit
Int. 35 sqm
Ext. 4 sqm
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Also a Mindset Question

2700
300
2700
2600
300
2600

400
2700
2700
300
2700

1855: STATURE

1745: EYE HEIGHT

1855: STATURE

1745: EYE HEIGHT

2440

300

900

1710: STATURE

2440

London Housing Design Guide

1610: EYE HEIGHT

1710: STATURE

1610: EYE HEIGHT

2700

1855: STATURE

1745: EYE HEIGHT

1855: STATURE

1745: EYE HEIGHT

2700

1855: STATURE

1710: STATURE

1610: EYE HEIGHT

1710: STATURE

1610: EYE HEIGHT
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1710: STATURE

Australia Victoria Apartment Guidelines

New Zealand Auckland Design Guide

Singapore Housing Development Board Guidelines

1745: EYE HEIGHT

1855: STATURE

1745: EYE HEIGHT

Australia NSW SEPP65

1610: EYE HEIGHT

1710: STATURE

1610: EYE HEIGHT

2700

04.05 Unit Minimum Internal Heights: A Brief Comparison

Whilst this section represents only a brief and surface scratching exercise of these
apartment housing policies, it is immediately apparent that a degree of comparative
numerical standardisation exists across multiple jurisdictions, particularly in the
definition of internal areas and minimum floor to ceiling heights. The explored
policies also seek to generally approach apartment housing using a top-down urban
design basis, first controlling the context and site before moving into more specific
consideration of individual resident needs and amenity. Whilst minimum individual
amenity needs, such as storage, natural light and ventilation are also addressed and
controlled by policies, the degree of detail and flexibility in providing these amenities
fluctuates greatly.
Taking these observations on board, it is perhaps possible to begin unravelling some
of the underlying problems inherent in the approach to the design and delivery
of apartment housing when compared to other housing types. Firstly, the majority of
policies are structured around the primacy of delivering density in the explanation
of context. Guidance on the appropriate form, be they qualitative objectives
or quantitative controls do not, broadly seek to unpackage the context in a wholistic
manner, considering specific demographic needs, and linking housing more
broadly to community and commercial facilities (or needs) within a particular site.
Simultaneously, the broad standardisation of minimum unit sizes and amenities
suggests a process geared towards standardisation for a selected pre-determined type
of resident, rather than encouraging adaptable options which might suit a more diverse
cross-section of our city inhabitants. When we look at the question of sustainability,
except for the London HDG, it is evident that mitigation and a business-as-usual
approach has been taken, once again geared to the minimum effort to deliver housing.
Although the critique of the documents above may sound like a directed attack
on policy, the problems highlighted are, to a certain extent, not something which
can be immediately resolved by simply lifting minimum quantitative standards or
reshuffling the location of objectives and clauses to make them more prominent.
It is evident that there is a form of broadly agreed minimum standard, evidenced by the
numerical controls which were consistent across vastly different global jurisdictions.
At one level, whether these minimums constitute sufficient minimums, remains to be
interrogated. On another level however, the problems outlined here suggest a broader
issue of mindset. Apartment design centred around the primacy of floor space yield and
standardisation implies a continued belief that they are transitional forms of housing,
designed for investment with short turnovers of occupants, rather than longer term
options for housing people and fostering engaging communities. Ending here with
the problems of policy as a mindset question rather than a technocratic one, we might
return to the original question for this chapter which has been answered at least in part.
Whilst standards can be a source of encouraging change and uplifting minimums,
there are no guarantees to the success of individual projects or indeed a guarantee
of ‘good’ design outcomes. What is significant and which will be unpackaged further
in the subsequent chapters is the how we can overcome the problems of policy and
begin to shift our mindset, towards better wholistic outcomes in delivering liveable
apartments.

Canada British Columbia Housing Design Standards
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Chapter 5

Conversations on Housing
Introduction
Policy, history, and community now converge in this section through
three conversations on the topic of apartment housing. Each interview
centres around key themes which run in parallel to the chapters in this
research project, opening with the challenge to each interviewee to the
near impossible challenge of seeking a definition of ‘urban density,’
before moving into an exploration of the preconceptions and context of
density and NIMYism. The conversations then proceed to diverge to
the specialisation of each individual before returning to conclude with
asking for a ‘magic wand solution’ – asking each guest to identify three
key changes they would like to see, to enable better density in our cities.
With Prof. Elizabeth Farrelly, critic and urbanist, the conversation
focused on the historical context of density versus sprawl and the
contemporary problems of neoliberal greed in driving apartments not
as a form of home, but merely as investment. Speaking to practising
architect Katherine Sundermann, the interview explored alternative
models of apartment housing tenure, focusing particularly on the Third
Way model, and considering how apartment housing cooperatives and
long-term tenure can help diversify and improve housing affordability.
The final interview, conducted with architect and City Counsellor
Prof. Philip Thalis, examines the problem of policies and how
architecture and advocacy can go hand in hand to shape better
architecture and better cities. The three interviews provide a brief
snapshot in time, a current cross-section of opinions on the good, the
bad, and the ugly of urban density today.

05.01 The mundane monotony of a typical Sydney apartment block.
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Prof. Elizabeth Farrelly

Author & Columnist, Sydney Morning Herald

HC: This term ‘density’ – it is a word that we have been
hearing more and more often but what does it actually mean
in the context of cities and development?
EF: That is actually a very difficult question because
density, at a technical level, it is actually difficult to define,
even though we attempt to define it in a number of different
ways – defined in terms of people per hectare or apartments
per hectare. This sounds simple, but it is actually all about
how you measure a hectare – do you include streets, roads,
public spaces, parks and the like? When you do a density
study of any kind, it becomes virtually impossible to
compare because everyone has different ways of measuring
those things and they are ultimately become very different
units of measurement.
This problem is often compounded by the fact that these
definitions are not clearly stated. This is further obscured
by the enormous political, controversy and emotion which
is invested in it. People are really fearful of density –
I think it is a mistaken fear but it is intensely felt and so
it becomes very difficult to have a clear discussion about
what density is and what it is about in itself. Most people
think that density means ‘towers’ and therefore they hate
it. I think it is a very difficult as to what it is, and it would
be helpful if we could all have a more sensible discussion
about it.

Date		

27 March 2021

Abbreviations
		

EF - Elizabeth Farrelly
HC - Hugo Chan

HC: You have mentioned already this fear that people
have about density which calls to mind this rise of so-called
NIMBYism (Not In My Back Yard) thinking. How did all of
this negative association come about and how has this fear
built up in the public’s perception?
EF: People are often fearful for both good and bad
reasons, -what I mean by that is for reasonable reasons and
unreasonable ones. NIMBYism is a growing phenomenon
and it can be unreasonable although sometimes it is.
It is unreasonable because it involves citizens doing what
I believe they should not be doing – that they are fighting
exclusively for their own corner and being left to fight for
their own corner. For example, I recently talked to people
in Double Bay who were upset about developments in their
village area was to be increased from three to six storeys
and my feeling was: “I would be more persuaded if you
were also fighting for Bankstown which has forty storeys.”
I think that as citizens it is our responsibility to be arguing
from a much broader and altruistic point of view about the
good of the city as a whole and not just for ourselves.
At the same time, I understand why people feel that
way, because we do all love our own neighbourhoods.
But I believe this is also because we have all been so
traumatised by a combination rampant, let rip development
throughout Metropolitan Sydney and that people feel they
are not being listened to and have been ridden rough shot
over by governments who actually do not care about what
people think. A lot of people feel hurt, upset, fearful and
angry about what is being lost and destroyed as well as a
sense that what is coming to replace what they love is often
worse. Again, it is a very difficult and emotional response
and in some ways it is often an emotional response to
density, even though it is not necessarily helpful.

HC: Another preconception that seems to be present is this
constants contrast between suburbia and the city – the quiet
versus the noisy – the dispersed versus the dense – that one
is better than the other. Once again where has this come
from - that we must leave the CBD after hours and live out in
the suburbs? How has this grown to become the norm in our
culture over the last fifty years?
EF: The history of the suburban sprawl – the diaspora – is
also very interesting because in Australia we tend to think
of suburbs pretty much as our own invention, which of
course they are not. The idea that a CBD is a tall centre,
surrounded by a great puddle of suburbia is essentially
a North American city model, and Australia was a fairly
early adopter. The origin of suburbs comes out of various
urban theorists, the most notable being Ebenezer Howard’s
who wrote the book The Garden City in 1902 and actively
promoted it. He proposed the diagrammatic plan which is
often discussed in terms of cities like Canberra, which is
intensely suburban, but it does not have the same sense of
the city centre at its heart.

I think America really took up the idea and made it more
extreme but behind all of that were social theories from
people like William Wilberforce, the anti-slavery, socialist
campaigner in the 18th Century who argued strongly
against dense city living. Wilberforce based his ideas on
what he perceived as the evils of the city– he thought that
women, and it is hard to disagree with this, were spiritually
and morally superior to men and therefore, we should take
women and children out of the city and be domiciled out
of the centre, to draw men out of the city centre at night,
reducing the susceptibility of men to evils like music halls,
theatre, gambling and call girls. The idea was essentially
to use women as bait in the suburban house so that men
would be drawn back to the suburbs at night. The effect
of this was to create a zoning distinction between work
and domestic life but also a gender distinction because
work was principally male and thus suburbs became
principally female. It was a very interesting, retrograde but
understandable push to try to improve human behaviour.
HC: How does this kind of living in suburbia become
juxtaposed against cities which are actually dense– cities
like Barcelona and Paris? What are these cities doing well?
EF: These cities rely on the recognition of the whole city as
partly a place to work and make money but also a place in
which to dwell. They perceive the city as a habitat, the city
as a human habitat, not just for important men in suits, but
ordinary people who happen to be drifting around the place
living their life, or looking after their children, or going to
school, or teaching or whatever it is they may do – they
see all of this as equally legitimate inner city behaviours
which need to be treated with genuine respect and dignity.
From that, it follows that we start dealing differently with
pedestrians where we treat pedestrian traffic as actual
traffic, and that it needs to be accommodated with dignity
and respect. The same applies to slower forms of transport
such as cycling, which is not, just about getting from A to
B and not just about making money but also about having
a life in the city.
Mostly the cities doing this well are European cities, but
it is not because they are European, it is because they
have a different city model to the North American one.
The difference is the recognition of diversity of use,
diversity of human type which is accommodated and
translated into different typologies. My personal favourites
is the ‘Knightsbridge typology,’ not because it is wealthy
05.02 Diagram from Ebenezer Howard’s 1902 book Garden Cities of Tomorrow,
demonstrating the principle of separating populations into what became our
modern conception of ‘suburbia’.
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05.03 Apartments of Cadogan
Square, Knightsbridge. Note the
defining of the green square to the
right, framed by the streets which go
around the four sides. Apartments
primarily face out over the street
towards the square.

but because it is beautiful and relatively dense – places
like Cadogan Square and Chelsea in inner west London
are neighbourhoods of six and eight storeys which have
a beautiful large scale, tartan grid. A garden is defined
on four sides by public streets usually fenced off and
they are large enough to support mature trees, but they
are surrounded by buildings which appear to be terrace
houses but are often built as apartment buildings which
accommodates different classes of people who have access
to the park. Consequently, there is privilege to those who
live there, there is quite a high density, and there is also a
public benefit of a beautiful park. I think of it as a civilised
model and many European cities have quite dense urban
fabric which are not tower based models.
HC: Apartments have been a part of Sydney’s fabric for
some time, in places such as Potts Point but do you feel that
our preconceptions of apartment living, and denser urban
living are now changing? Or are we still kind of hoping to
live in the suburbs?
EF: The answer to this is quite dynamic and the jury is still
out. I think after a decade of intense apartment building
in the 2000s in Sydney, there was a sense that living in
the city centre was quite cool and a lot of people were
selling large suburban houses in places like Hunters Hill
or Coogee and moving into the city because it had become
interesting and edgy. I think that this has started to reverse

again, because we had such a large uncontrolled glut of
apartment building which is still going on – I look out my
window and I can see ten and twenty and thirty storey
apartments going up. An enormous proportion of these
apartments, even ones required to have a mixture of larger
three or four bedroom units nearly all have gone back with
amendments to the Council to be reapproved with one and
two bedroom apartments. These units are often mean and
nasty, with only windows in one direction, so they have
no cross ventilation or sun. Their space standards are bare
minimum with eight foot ceilings. They are okay, in that
you could live in them for a few years if you had a good job
and you wanted to be near the city and felt that was cool,
but you would not think of it as a home.
At the moment, the market is telling us precisely this, the
prices of houses are rocketing ahead, and houses at auction
sell for 30% above the price guide or more. Conversely,
apartments are clearly not rising at the same value and the
reason is nobody really wants to live there. This is a lost
opportunity because we should have insisted on quality
apartments comparable with Rome or New York where
people feel dignified and recognise that apartment living
is a reasonable thing to do and not just for twenty-year-olds
but also for downsizers who may think this is a very good
option and could do it in a way which makes them feel
comfortable. I think we have absolutely missed that bus
which is a great shame.
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HC: In NSW our apartments are broadly controlled by the
provisions of SEPP65 which has been in force for almost
twenty years. In that time, how do you feel apartment design
has been reshaped, and has it been for better or for worse?

HC: Given this lack of good governance, where do you
see the role of the architect as potentially reshaping the
conversation around housing? Or can architects affect
change at all? Does it need to come from somewhere else?

EF: I suppose it can be difficult because we cannot predict
what it would have been like without that policy, but with
similar economic conditions and social ‘fashionability’ of
apartment dwelling which drove some of this and shifted
the developer push into brown field rather than green field
sites. Although I realise as I say this we are still doing
urban sprawl, which we should not be doing at all, but
I think an awful lot of that policy’s effect is regrettable,
particularly the bare minimum standards. Things like
horrible plastic cladding which we have now had the huge
fuss of bad building and buildings falling down, bursting
into flame, which is all bad enough and needs control, but it
is not just that. People do not really want to live in a plastic
covered building. You cannot come home to that and say:
“oh it is lovely to be home.” You might come home and
say: “oh that has collapsed, and I need to go to sleep and
get to work tomorrow.”

EF: I am inclined to think as a general rule that architecture
and architects are not very powerful because they are so
governed by developers who are usually their bosses but
also by the governments at various levels, who are making
or not making the rules which shape everything including
financial rules. I actually think that Australia has always
been a speculative culture through its two hundred years
of colonisation and that neo-liberal habits, policies and
ideologies have only exacerbated those tendencies but not
invented them - our inclination to just sell up and move
out, make a profit. There are a number of abstract financial
policies which play into this story quite strongly – policies
including negative gearing and a refusal to propose any
form of capital gains tax. Of course, at the moment, with
a near zero interest rate, lending has simply become crazy.

The COVID-19 pandemic has made it quite clear, once you
have to spend a lot more time in a place that it really is
not delightful, you have no sense of being looked after by
your architectural surrounds which is fundamental, people
deserve that. You should be able to open your windows
and feel genuine delight in the physical nature of a place –
this should be a fundamental human right, especially in a
country such as Australia. Sadly, a majority of apartments
have unusable balconies, and sometimes no balconies at all
with low ceilings and second and third bedrooms which
until recently could have no windows at all and are just
hidden by a sliding glass door into a living room. This is
thoroughly uncivilised – you are not away from cooking
smells, you are not away from your kids being noisy,
you cannot get away and it becomes a very oppressive
environment.
The extent to which these things can be addressed under
the policy is difficult to say. I think the policy is responsible
for is this dreadful, bland, sameness all over Sydney like
every neighbourhood looking the same. I am here in
Lewisham and I could easily be looking at my windows
out to Blacktown or Chatswood. The apartments all look
the same made more depressing because the sameness is
also not very good. A lot of this I think comes down to bad
governance which I think has to do with the administration
of the planning act. It is not just the design policy, but also
the absolute failure to impose proper planning rules which
we desperately need.

Having said this however, it is true that when you look
back at apartment buildings from the 1960s and 1970s,
which we customarily think of as rudimentary and quite
austere, but now, they feel, compared to what is built to
day for the so-called investor market, benign, generous and
benevolent. There are storage cupboards and splashbacks
to the sink, so that you do not get water everywhere when
you turn on the tap. The minimalism which was conceived
as an aesthetic has now become used by developers as an
excuse to squish and reduce everything further still so that
you can get showers with no shower screens and the toilet
paper gets wet every time you bathe. It is like asking “oh
my god, really, do we have to deal with this?” Minimalism
was a very nice look when it began but it relies on a lot of
space and as soon as you squash it up, it just becomes very
nasty.
I honestly think that we have allowed ourselves to fall into
building slums. Intensifying and exacerbating all of this
is our planning approach. People have forgotten that the
whole principle behind tower buildings was to consolidate
floor space from a large space into a single tower block in
the middle, in order to have parkland surrounding it. That
way, people in an apartment building would have the spin
off benefit of mature gardens around them. Now we seem
to have shaved off gardens altogether so that you end up
with towers in Redfern, which are twenty plus stories and
only six or seven metres apart, so you have people starring
into each other’s rooms in mean little apartments, looking
into other mean little apartments. There is nothing wrong
with looking out at other people, but it is depressing when
you cannot get away from this closeness all the time and
there is no relief from it.
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HC: You have also mentioned how minimum standards which
we tried to impose to prevent things from getting worse than
they are – what might be an alternative approach so that we
can actually generate or start to think about better design
outcomes for apartment buildings? I suppose another way of
framing this question is what can compel the developer and
architect to do more than the minimum standards?
EF: Firstly, I do not believe in incentive zoning of any kind
whatsoever - doing this is like bargaining with a threeyear-old. The minute you do that, everything is up for
grabs which means that there must be clear rules. But we
have made the minimum standards too low. I do not think
anyone should live with an eight foot (2.4 metre) ceiling.
I also do not think that any bedroom should have no
windows, or any bathroom for that matter. You also should
not have to live with cooking smells so that if you roast a
chicken, you need to live with the smell for the next three
days. That is really not right. Those are the sorts of issues
which we are supposed to have government for.
I think that we have allowed the minimum standards to
slip too low and the reason is that simply we have allowed
developers to argue the case that if the standards are not
as low as that, they cannot turn around a profit and they
will simply go away and do it in Melbourne instead. This
is simply not true. They will not go to Melbourne instead
because people are desperate to build in Sydney and we
can see this happening now, buildings still being built
despite the glut, despite COVID-19, despite everything,
and you cannot even hire a crane in Sydney. Governments
have to recognise that planning is actually a parenting
role, which must be done well. This means you need rules
which are not bendy. This is not like “Yes, you have to eat
your greens. Oh you can skip it for today, that’s fine, eat
your greens tomorrow.” The minute you do this, you fall
over. What needs to be said is “These are public health and
dignity rules and we will insist on that. If you don’t follow
them, you cannot build in the city.” It needs to be as simple
as that and absolutely clear. It does not matter if you are
James Packer, you still cannot do that. It does not matter,
even with all the money and influence a person may have,
the answer is simply no. I believe in very simple and very
clear rules which are not bent, ever.

HC: How do you think we could start shaping better
communities as a result of these enforced rules? Do you see
the building of community say in Barcelona and Paris as
organic or is there a way we can start integrating attributes
into design to create a ‘good’ environment?

HC: If you could ‘wave a magic wand’ so to speak, what
are the immediate changes that you feel need to happen –
whether this is how we design, in how policies are made, in
governance, to enable better apartment and density for the
city?

EF: I absolutely believe there is a perfect opportunity now
with COVID-19 to re-conceive how we live in Sydney or
any city and to start to understand our lives differently so
that we actually start to live in a global city as though it is a
series of villages. We often talk about a city of villages but
to actually do that. If we could change one thing, it would
be to encourage people to walk 80% of their movements
and travel. We have sufficient density to encourage and
support local shopping and to encourage and support
people working from home, which everyone wants to do
at least part of the time. I think as soon as you allow these
things to happen, people will make communities, because
that is actually what we do as human beings.

EF: The first thing I would do is rethink government. I
would at least abandon elections, or at the very least
election funding. I might publicly fund elections which are
capped so that you cannot pork barrel. This would reduce
the degree to which politicians owe favours to rich people
who run the place, because that is very destructive.

Sadly, we live with this idea that you live in one building
and in your car, drive an hour to another building and
spend your day working in some airconditioned godforsaken space and then you do the same to get home and
that this is called ‘life’. This idea is actively undermining
what humans do naturally, which is to make community.
But if you allow people this opportunity where a person
can work three days from home, where they walk the kids
to childcare and then you have a meeting in a café and
then stop to buy the vegetables for dinner along the way –
you will be in the street, you will start to meet people and
talk to people and when you are doing all of this by foot,
you start to see space differently, you see your neighbours
differently and your community builds inevitably. We
need to let these things happen, rather than destroying
places with ten lane motorways. We could have saved A$
35 billion not building WestConnex and that would have
bene better. Think of the money, think of what that could
have been spent on otherwise, think of how that money
could have been used to encourage little neighbourhoods
and community markets and childcare centres. People just
have to think a little bit smaller, a little bit less aggressively
and reduce the idea that we are here only to make a lot of
money out of everything. What we want is not to make a
lot of money out of everything, what we want is to make
enough money to have a decent life and that should not be
that hard. We have to be a lot gentler with ourselves and
our neighbourhoods.
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The second thing I would do is to reconceive it so that
government would understand itself has having only one
job - defending the public interest. In every planning
decision that would be made, the first question would be
to find where the public interest lies. They would then do
things like, where there is an opportunity to develop public
land and public space, for example near Central Station
in Sydney, they would not ask: “how many towers can we
build and how much money can we make?” They would
say, “where does the public interest really lie? Yes, it would
be good to make some money out of this and revenue, but
it is also good surely to make some public space – maybe
a park or maybe because it needs to be carbon neutral or
carbon negative?” This way, we can get some genuine
public good out of this type of development and require
the government to be far more hands on about development
and to make plans and draw out street layouts so that the
delight of a little street grid is guaranteed from the start. To
do little things like plant trees, provide street furniture, all
of the public amenities done up front, and then developers
can develop within that armature. I would increase the
control of government and decrease the role of developers
in deciding all of those decisions around public space.

Once we do this, we will be more likely to accommodate
my third change which is to encourage pedestrian life by
actually designing little town centres. When I say little, I
do not mean small, they can be dense – eight or ten stories,
using models and patterns which work, like Surrey Hills,
Cadogan Square, Barcelona. There are many examples of
successful reasonably high density mixed use places which
supports urban life. I would design that as government
as the predominant thing. People may still drive to the
supermarket or the larger public park but most of your life
should be lived more locally. The joy of that and the good
health of that would spin off in people’s lives and then
provide a strong community building aspect.
So I think there are three key changes:
• Kill election funding,
• Make planning hands-on, accountable and publicly
minded, and,
• Encourage small scale local centres and pedestrian
life.
Most of this is not particularly architectural, most of this is
to do with the parameters that shape the architecture, but
within that, I would not have any rules – apart from the
minimum standards and issues such as overshadowing. I
would not have any aesthetic rules governing architecture.
I believe architects should be in charge of aesthetics for
their buildings.
HC: Excellent Elizabeth, thank you very much for your time.
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Katherine Sundermann
Associate Director, MGS Architecture

HC: Katherine, thank you very much for joining me for this
interview today via zoom. I would like to start by asking
you to define the term ‘density’ and what it means within the
context of our cities.
KS: Density means having a choice of job options, it means
being close to family and friends, it means being able to
access public transport and to have shops and services
nearby. I’m always trying to subvert the question in that a
lot of people think of density as being something that they
experience when they walk around a neighbourhood and
that potentially it is a negative thing, but I think the flipside of that is that if you are living in a denser area, you
are much closer to things that help you thrive in an urban
environment.
HC: So would you be linking density to the idea of community
and challenging, particularly over the last fifty years, this
notion of suburbs spread out, as opposed to places being
close together and tight-knit?
KS: Yes that’s right, this comes back to my own experience
of having grown up in a regional area of Australia and then
coming to Melbourne and living in an inner city area. In
a way the suburbs make absolutely no sense because you
are not close to anything in terms of jobs and services or
public transport and amenities, yet you also do not have the
benefits of being in a rural area where you have access to
open space – to the expanse of trees and fresh air. It is an
interesting question because when we look at Australian
cities, between 80% - 90% of them are suburbs, so what
do we do with these areas and how can they transform and
improve over time?
I also do not want to be flippant about suburbs, because it
is a place where the majority of Australians live and grew
up in, and we hold a strong memory of these places. These
are places which we do have to work with and make better
over time.
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HC: You touched on the fact that a lot of Australians grew
up in a suburban context and in a way has shaped some of
the preconceptions that we have about living densely and
living in towers or apartments. So how do you think some
of these negative preconceptions have come about and
what do you think we can do to start changing some of these
preconceptions?
KS: I think it comes down to some of history associated
with the European settlement of Australia where many
people at the time had come from cities such as London
which were dense, crowded, unpleasant and essentially
germ ridden places. They have come to Australia and
suddenly with this expansive space, the number one thing
they did not want was people living with each other so with
this space, they kept spreading out and was at the time seen
as a very beneficial thing.
Then there is also a very Anglo-Saxon idea of being very
suspicious about people who live in apartments and this
goes back to the turn of the Century and the 1920s-30s
where apartments were associated with housing for
bachelors or working women or migrants. As a result,
there is this suspicion about who is living there and why.
So currently, people who choose to live in apartments in
Australia are broadly those who have already experienced
it in other places, particularly Europe and Asia where
apartments are more aligned with their way of living and
those people can see the benefits of living in apartments.
The second part of your question was about shifting some
of these preconceptions – I think people need to experience
it firsthand to understand the benefits. So whether this is
living somewhere internationally where you can see that
or places where you can start to see and experience some
incredible case studies in our urban environments. One
example of this is The Nightingale Housing project in
Melbourne where they built The Commons and Nightingale
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One – each of those projects have been available for visit
once a week and so, even being able to walk through that
environment, to ask questions of residents, to understand
and see that it can be a very positive thing to live in a dense
urban environment will help I think, to shift some of these
existing negative preconceptions we have about apartment
living.
HC: More recently as you know, both Victoria and New
South Wales have begun this process of standardising and
creating minimum requirements for apartment living. Do you
see some of these standards as having had a positive or
negative impact?
KS: I am personally very, very supportive of minimum
standards and I think that it is great to compare Victoria
and New South Wales in that regard. The Better Apartment
Standards for Victoria came out a few years ago but
unfortunately they are basically a watered down version of
the Apartment Design Guide (ADG) in New South Wales.
Where the ADG has minimum separation requirements
for example, no such thing exists in Victoria so we are still
seeing some substandard results.
When thinking about creating a great city as an architect,
a lot of people think that it is about creating a one off
exception, which will be something valuable for the city
but I actually think that we should first get the general
base up to a decent level and then the experimentation and
innovation can happen on a case-by-case basis.
It is interesting to look at the Netherlands as an example
of how they can do both because they can do quite strict
minimum standards, particularly around ceiling heights but
you can actually negotiate provided you can demonstrate
a better design outcome. One example is SuperLofts
which is a model developed by Marc Koehler Architects
in Amsterdam where they are using a modular structure
in terms of how the apartment grid is laid out – a 2.5m x
2.5m structure, which is below the standard ceiling height
of 2.7m. But in that instance, they were able to show that
each resident could in fact customise and have a different
layout which is often in a U-Shaped space, allowing for two
double height spaces at either end, broken up by a portion
which is 2.5m high. In one sense they are breaking the
planning rules, but they are obviously showing that they
have created a result which is better than the minimum
standard. So I think this would be the ideal, which is hard
to achieve, but definitely worth pursuing.

I know that the ADG in New South Wales gets a lot of
criticism from architects but I really think that if you walk
around a new neighbourhood in Melbourne compared to a
neighbourhood in Sydney, I would very much prefer to live
in somewhere like Green Square (Sydney) than somewhere
like Thornbury (Melbourne) where we have a lot of very
poor quality side-by-side development of apartments.
HC: You’ve mentioned some of the shortcomings in the
Victorian apartment design guidelines, so what do you think
are some of the other key issues or problems at the moment
which is having an adverse impact on the delivery of quality
apartments?
KS: I think one major shortfall which we do not have is
we do not use FSR (floor space ratio) very frequently in
Victoria. What this means is that the planning system,
which is designed around flexibility and around building
envelopes which respond to building contexts on a site
by site basis, creates some idea where if levels are simply
stepped back, they will not be as visible which in a way
is very much about being afraid of density. This creates
buildings which are not only more expensive to build
in terms of a less efficient structure, but it also creates
potential for more areas of water ingress from a poorly
constructed external skin.
The building envelope approach also tends to compromise
the functionality as it results in very deep floor plates
on lower levels, without a practical use for the back of a
building, other than car parking. We have a system where it
is heavily dependent on a site-by-site basis, with developers

05.04 New generation apartment buildings from the 2000s in Docklands,
a newly developed suburb of Melbourne.
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on each site trying to out compete the next to fit as many
apartments as they can, with as much floor space on a site
as possible. Alternatively, if we had an FSR constraint,
working in tandem with the NSW ADG setback controls
for example, we would be able to better control how many
apartments we can actually fit onto a site, so that there is no
competition between sites. This way, we could also begin to
fix the land value of a site, which is a key issue in Victoria
because the current system enables a lot of speculation
where one developer can come in and propose and obtain
approval for a building envelope, with no intention of ever
building it, simply to sell it onto the next developer who
inevitably wants to squeeze in more apartments to make
a profit.
This is why I feel that having clear standards working
alongside density controls in place can actually be
quite valuable and start to facilitate creating spaces and
neighbourhoods which have higher amenity.

HC: You’ve brought up this key issue of developers investing
heavily in the apartment sector and in many ways, this
perpetuates a mindset that a ‘house’ is a ‘home’ whereas an
apartment is often an ‘investment’ or a ‘commodity.’ Where
and how do you see policy and architects as possibly trying
to change this preconception, now that apartments are
increasingly becoming more prevalent as a form of housing?
KS: That is a very good question because I do wonder
how much architects are able to influence these things. It
is worth mentioning that things are already shifting, the
investor grade apartments which was targeted at foreign
and local investment has been on the decline, even preCOVID, where it was becoming harder to sell these
apartments because people want something better. We are
now seeing developers shift towards apartments targeted
towards owner-occupiers which is already lifting the bar
slightly, because people are more discerning about spatial
quality if you are planning to live there, rather than just
purchasing it to rent out.

What is also happening is a different kind of investor
coming in – you may have heard of the build-to-rent
housing model, whether it is by housing providers or
superfund investors who are looking to do this as a more
stable long-term project. When I first looked at the buildto-rent model, I was excited because I thought that this
would by default lead to higher amenity and higher quality
housing as these investors would be expected to hold and
maintain these for at least ten years, and ideally for thirty
or forty years and also want to ensure that you would want
to minimise the time when apartments are unoccupied,
which you would achieve by providing a higher level of
amenity and creating a sense of community. I thought this
would lead to better outcomes but when I visited some of
these projects, they can be very much hit-and-miss. They
still rely on minimum standards so for example I visited
one student housing project where some units were actually
below ground level.
It is hard to say how architects can drive that change. The
only example I can return to is Nightingale, because that
was formed by a group of architects who became fed up
with the speculative situation and decided to literally take
control and become the developer themselves essentially. I
think this is part of the answer – we have narrowed down
our perspective of what we are involved in, in the sense that
we are just waiting around for a phone call for a new project
from a developer, but instead, we can be more proactive
in finding who might finance a project, who are partners
with the right capabilities in project management to deliver
a project like Nightingale. I know that the Nightingale
team now teach at the University of Melbourne a course
called the Nightingale night school which is about training
the next generation of architects to understand project
feasibility. Through understanding the models of finance
and cost, we may be able to shift mindsets and designs
towards delivering better outcomes for the inhabitants of
these projects.
At the same time, there are much larger things which are
happening in policy which architects can latch onto and
become proactive in. Assemble Communities have been
working on some affordable build-to-rent projects for
example, something in the region of five thousand units
in the next few years – so one other aspect as an architect
is being aware of who your client is and helping to enable
affordable housing options.

05.05 Left | Kalkbreite Cooperative Housing by architects Müller Sigrist
Architekten in Zurich provides an alternative to our traditionally black and white
notions of mortgage home ownership or short term rental.
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HC: Of course one of the projects which you worked on was
for the City of Sydney’s alternative housing ideas competition
which is currently being used to shape the city’s 2050 vision.
As part of that, can you start by explaining the ‘Third Way’
project which you worked on?
KS: That project came from going in and observing and
staying in a series of housing cooperatives in Zurich,
Switzerland. It is quite interesting because we do have
housing cooperatives in Australia, but they are typically in
rural areas and tend to be a fringe phenomenon. In Zurich,
housing cooperatives make up 20% of all housing options
and it is a very sophisticated cooperative organisation
structure which delivers apartment projects with say two
hundred or even one thousand dwellings over several
buildings. These start to create a comfortable middle
ground between private expensive development and
affordable and social housing – the cooperatives provide
housing for people on moderate incomes to housing that
is more affordable but all with an equal level of design
quality. These cooperatives also have a greater sense of
community and have higher sustainability values as well.
Simply going there and visiting some of these Zurich
cooperatives made us think about: “What would happen
if we introduced this to Sydney? Would it actually work?”
So again, this comes back down to architects and their
understanding of financial feasibility – we took a basic
financial feasibility study of these projects in Zurich and
applied the model to Inner Sydney. A key element of that
model is that rather than purchasing land, we would take
out a long term ground lease from a local government
area, and then, we would essentially create a version of
affordable build-to-rent housing. All of the inhabitants
would be members of the housing cooperative but they
would not have a great burden of time and energy they
would need to put into manage the housing, but they would
be able to participate in a garden committee for example,
which would determine funding and make a place feel like
home.
One of the key things this project attempts to address is
not only about making a place for living feel like home,
but also to make renting feel like home. We have this
situation where we have a long-term tenure and you can
move between models over time. You may start off in a
three bedroom unit but then your children move out and
you can downsize but within the same development. You
are then starting to create a long term connection to that
place over time.
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HC: How does this model start to enable us to fit in between
our traditional models of private – mortgage funded
development versus government run rental subsidised
housing? What are the key initiatives which can enable and
propel this ‘third way’ housing model in Australia?
KS: If you imagine even when you are building a Nightingale
project, you still need all of the money to purchase the land
– there is a huge cost up front. However, if you start to
think of housing not as a one-off development and start
to think of it as a long term business, you start to spread
these costs over a twenty to thirty year period. So, you are
able to access cheaper finance, you pay less interest and
you can start engaging with other types of social impact
finances who are willing to invest because they know
they can get a return on investment over time. So with the
Third Way model, we are looking at providing ‘cost rent’
– you are not making a profit but you are factoring in the
ground lease of the land, the cost of construction and then
averaging that out over a twenty year period to work out
how much everyone needs to pay on a daily basis. It turned
out that the rental amount was about 30% below average
rental values in inner Sydney, so again it is providing a
third way between private and affordable housing, because
it is cheaper than private rental, but it is also possibly more
expensive and more flexible than government affordable
housing.
HC: In terms of how it starts to create a sense of community, in
the way you saw in the case study projects in Zurich, do you
feel and why do you think that people start to become more
engaged in this type of housing – more than they would if
they just lived in a Strata-titled apartment where all they had
to do, if they wanted to, is pay for their quarterly rates?
KS: Yes definitely, there is a fair amount of research
into how a sense of community can be created and there
are a few key elements. One of these is that residents’
values have to be aligned which is something we saw in
Nightingale, where the residents chose to live there for the
higher sustainability values, for that particular sense of
community – so the sense of cohesion is very strong there.
Secondly, tenure duration is also important. With rental
housing, people often come and go all the time, but if you
start looking at introducing purchase deposits on a housing
cooperative, essentially you provide a commitment to
living there for a longer period of time.

Another really important element in creating community
is keeping the community size down which is actually also
an architectural question. You do not really want ideally
to have more than twenty or thirty dwellings within one
building all sharing one core. So even if you have a larger
building, you could design in multiple cores, each allowing
you to start having relationships with your immediate
residents. Providing shared spaces is another important
element – this can just be open space, but it can also be
other common spaces where people can use to start
building a community.
HC: As the last question for this interview, with what I like to
call ‘wave the magic wand’ my question is what would you
like to change, be it policy, be it design approach, right now
as a critical challenge to improve the provision and quality
of apartments in our urban environment?
KS: I think the question of density is core to this. I see there
being huge issues, well documented issues of continuing to
provide new housing development in greenfield areas. So,
if my magic wand was to be waved, it would be to have a
plan for transitioning away from that. Then, we would start
thinking about creating a gradient of density relative to
how far away you are from public transport. Around a train
station we might start to see denser developments, which
would start to drop down as you moved further out. This
in itself would completely reshape the city and it can only
happen if you can stop providing cheap endless greenfield
housing on the urban fringe.
Number two for me in Victoria is strengthening our
apartment design standards. We need to create more
certainty in terms of planning. One major barrier that I
have seen in these alternative housing models including the
Third Way housing model is that if we try to compete with
speculative developers whose only goal is to maximise
how much they can build on a site, then we cannot ever
bear the risk of purchasing a parcel of land or enter into
a long term lease arrangement. We need to have greater
generosity in terms of providing separation between
developments and creating open spaces for better amenity
to be achieved. I think enabling these alternative models
like Nightingale and the Third Way which already exist
globally in different formats, but in these other countries,
all of these models have been supported by government
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initiatives, so what is government going to do to support
these models? For example, this could be about giving
preferential treatment to access government land for sale
and other incentives to help establish these models and
over time, this will improve design quality because these
models, at their core, are comprised of elements which turn
the focus back towards the inhabitants.
HC: I think I would like to follow up with one last question,
given the past year, where COVID-19 has been prevalent
and impacted all our lives in terms of how we live, work and
interact. One of its key changes has been forcing all of us to
stay at home, probably for a lot longer than we have bene
accustomed to. What do you think are the issues which have
come up through being locked in our homes, particularly in
apartments?
KS: It is funny because during the last lockdown, I was in
a converted warehouse unit, but I overlooked a relatively
new – ten year old apartment building, built before the new
controls in Victoria came in. As we were in the lockdown,
everyone progressively moved out. You could see vacant
apartment, vacant apartment, vacant apartment. So I think
this made it very clear – during COVID-19, people are
upgrading to higher amenity apartments, given that the
pressure on rents have fallen and people are moving out
of the city. Anything where there is not enough light, not
enough ventilation, not enough open space has become
apparent, and vacant. I think having greater allowance for
communal space will go a long way – such as Nightingale,
which actually thrived during lockdown in that the
inhabitants children could all play together in the common
roof gardens and on another night, they had a DJ playing on
one of the balconies so that everyone else could socialise
in their balconies. Having that kind of ability to have these
small, tight-knit community sizes and greater sense of
commitment to living collectively has really helped them
to flourish during the pandemic.
HC: That’s all the question from me so thank you very much
Katherine for your time.
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fell into the size of your house and the size of the lot. By the
twentieth century, we start to see boarding houses, some
apartment buildings but essentially, there were no terrace
houses built between about 1914-1970, when architects ‘rediscovered’ the terrace house typology. Sydney architects
like Don Gazzard, Ken Woolley and Andrew Anderson
started to popularise the time. Prior to this, the terrace
had been completely stigmatised, replaced by the free
standing single house. Behind all of this was a lot of social
engineering questions which were happening in Australia
at the time.

HC: Thank you Philip for taking the time to sit down with me
to have this conversation about density and in particularly
– high rise residential architecture. I would like to start by
asking you, how would you define the term ‘density’ within
our built environment context?

HC: Building on this point around density I also want to ask
you about some of the preconceptions around density – due
undoubtedly in part to the quality of housing provision which
has led to a form of NIMBYism. How did some of these
preconceptions come about and what is the context for this?

HC: Another preconception that seems to be present is
this constant contrast between suburbia and the city – the
quiet versus the noisy – the dispersed versus the dense –
that one is better than the other. Where do you think these
preconceptions come from?

PT: The two most common measures for density are
typically either people per hectare or volume of building
and that is usually measured by a floor space ratio (FSR).
There are of course many provisions that you need to look
at for each of those two measures. People per hectare
generally relies on the typology of building, for example
a warehouse structure has a large volume, but very few
people generally work inside them whereas an office block
for example used to have a metric of twenty square metres
per person. Similarly, in the residential context you can
have very large houses, say 400 sqm with only two people
living in them and on the other end of the spectrum we
have boarding houses with rooms of 25 sqm also with two
people living in them.

PT: When you go to public meetings and local panels you
will often get a feeling that people feel anything over three
storeys is ‘high-rise,’ which is quite ridiculous. I think this
stems from the fact that the private house on an isolated
block of land has become normative, even though it is not
the real history of housing in Australia. When you look
at the history of housing in Australia, most housing in
the late 19th Century was in the form of rented terrace
housing. Home ownership in Australia only began rising in
the 1920s, peaking in the 1960s and has been on a decline
since.

PT: They are very ideologically driven. When you look
back at the Strickland Building – one of the City of
Sydney’s trophy high-density workers housing projects, it
was heavily criticised by the architects and the planners
who were all adherents to the principles of the garden
suburb movement. Garden cities never really existed
in Australia, but the garden suburb certainly did. These
suburbs are mostly the result of property speculators, old
inner city suburbs like Haberfield and Rosebery were built
on the back of heavy public investment into Sydney’s old
tramline system which provided a connection to the city.

What also occurred in this period was the stigmatisation
of urban housing and the over valorisation of house and
land, coupled with suburbanisation, fuelled substantially
by ideological proponents and real estate speculators. In
19th Century Sydney, housing for the city broadly fell into
either: a detached cottage or villa, and a semi-detached
house or terrace house. The only variation in this generally

At the same time, there were other individuals such as the
Australian First World War historian Charles Bean, who
was a huge proponent of suburbanisation. These people
were quite naked in their criticisms of apartment living.
One report of the era pointed out for example that in
Germany, after three generations of living in apartments

Our office operates using a metric of dwellings per hectare,
as there is often a variation in the unit mix for every project,
as well as the number of people who ultimately live in each
apartment, which also changes over time. In two of our
recent schemes for example we have 455 dwellings per
hectare, which is a net size, excluding public spaces. In our
calculations, public spaces which are the streets and parks,
account for about 25% - 50% of urban area. Generally,
the higher the density of occupation of private spaces, the
higher the amount of public space is required.

05.07 Typical terrace houses of Surry Hills, once a form of worker housing and
now a highly sought after inner city housing model providing privacy and density.
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people had become sterile. Essentially, this was outright
propaganda and it was heavily political – in high density
areas where workers could congregate, it would ferment
revolution, whereas if you dispersed them and kept them
contented in suburbia looking after their gardens, they
would not socialise and bring socialism to Australia. So, it
was quite political and very ideological.
HC: Increasingly today, what do you think is starting to
change in terms of apartment living become more accepted
and what are some of the advantages of living in a dense
urban environment as opposed to these ideas of the garden
suburb?
PT: Remembering that 19th Century Sydney was actually
quite dense, the resurgence of this is more of a return
to density. It is a return to the city being inhabited at
a walking scale based around public transport. Sydney in
the 19th Century was very progressive in its public transport
network, ironically perhaps, this started to decline after the
opening of the Harbour Bridge.
Obviously there are many advantages to denser living
starting with a reduction in urban sprawl. Already we
have lost Sydney’s food bowl in the metropolitan area,
which was some of the most proximate and luscious land
in New South Wales. Eating further into our farmland
exacerbates problems of food transport – we cannot bring
fresh food into the city if they need to be transported over
great distances and nor is this sustainable in the long term.
We are also losing a lot of ecologically rich and valuable
land, we are building in flood plains and destroying existing
natural habitats and forests because of the suburban sprawl
is continuing a voracious consumption of land. When you
look closely at Sydney, there is absolutely no reason why we
need to subdivide another centimetre form the periphery.
The new Western Sydney Aerotropolis risks being a Trojan
horse for sprawl and indeed I would also say that the
Greater Sydney Commission’s vision of the ‘Three-Cities
Model’ is similarly a Trojan horse for continuing urban
sprawl. The best parts of metropolitan Sydney in terms of
environment, amenity, facilities and transport are in fact
our harbour, the inner city and the beaches which has all
been locked out of development, largely due to the power
of vested interests, with very few exceptions, where certain
developers have used their political sway.

05.08 Railway Square, Sydney in the early 1900s, home to one of the largest
tram networks in the world, before it was fully dismantled in favour of the
independence the automobile promised.
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HC: We have discussed this issue around suburban sprawl as
well as the questionable quality of our dense developments
which brings us into SEPP65 – the NSW policy document
which governs apartment design. In the nearly twenty years
since it has been in force, how do you feel apartment design
has been reshaped, and has it been for better or for worse?
PT: I think it has generally been a positive document but
there is a lot to say about it. It is the only policy alongside the
Apartment Design Guide (ADG) which actually attempts
to define good design and actually attempts to have good
design at the core of planning. Most planning does not
actually mention good design and is in fact antithetical to
good design. So, in some respects, the apartment policy
has a very positive dimension, but it also occurred at a
point when Sydney went through its most intense period of
urban development in the city’s history.
It is true that some people say “Oh SEPP65 is fantastic,
just imagine what it would be like if we did not have it…”
but I think these people are walking around with their eyes
shut. If you look at developments in Grandville, if you look
at buildings in Wentworth Point or walk around Mascot,
Wolli Creek, Canterbury Road – I could go on – you see
these ponderous, terrible buildings whose bulk is simply
devastating in the city and the internal amenity is equally
devastating. These buildings often have gargantuan
footprints relative to their perimeter and provision of public
amenity. Whether they would have been worse without

SEPP65, is arguable. When you compare our buildings to
those in Melbourne, you may think “Thank God we have
the ADG,” where until recently you could have bedrooms
with no windows, living rooms the width of corridors, so
it has prevented some of the worst side of unregulated
development but because it was tied to Sydney’s most
voracious period of growth, I do not believe it has been
enough. I think it has been good, but not nearly enough.
HC: Building on this point, what do you think have been some
of the key shortcomings in the policy and the design guide
which have led to some of the problems you have raised?
PT: When you look at the urban housing across the
centuries, the basic model is two rooms deep. You look at
what is being built in Europe today, and individual units are
seldom more than ten to twelve metres deep. Our SEPP65
policy allows for up to eighteen metres, theoretically a
maximum for glass to glass, but very rarely implemented.
Another issue is that the policy does not have a footprint
control on towers which is something our office has been
advocating and we were actually surprised to find out
that this has now been implemented along South Dowling
Street near Victoria Park, where buildings cannot have a
footprint larger than 750 sqm, including external walls,
balconies and all other building elements. Since then, we
have been also advocating for moving towards a 600 sqm
footprint, which we believe is more appropriate and our

office have actually completed several projects now which
have footprints smaller than that. Critics of this move for
a maximum footprint will say that it is uneconomic, but
we have proven on several projects that they are simply
lying. Projects in Burwood and Newcastle for example
have no more than four or six units per floor, meaning we
can maximise the number of corner apartments to improve
amenity for all units. Our project in Newcastle had a
footprint of 530-580 sqm and when you compare that to
the towers in Sydney Olympic Park or Parramatta where
we see apartment towers with 1200-1500 sqm building
footprints which are twenty or thirty storeys high, it is
simply an appalling urban construct, an appalling amenity
construct and an appalling energy construct.
HC: Sitting on top of these problems is of course also
the issue of housing affordability. What role do you see
architects playing in advocating for better apartments and
more affordable apartments?
PT: We are far too weak and essentially we are not at the
table. I believe this is a failing on us as a profession overall
but also alongside the other built environment practitioners
– planners, landscape architects, engineers. We are all
quite culpable in not advocating more and simply seeing
things as a business. As a result of this we have all left it
up to the developers who have easy access to the planning
bureaucracy, creating a very uneven playing field.
At the City of Sydney, we have been selling land owned by
the city to affordable housing providers at discounted rates,
but this is a very limited strategy. At the same time, we are
in the process of finalising the alternative housing strategy,
which was developed out of a competition a few years
ago and which will be integrated into policy for the City’s
2050 Vision. This policy will develop new strategies for
retention of public land to encourage more affordable and
diverse housing which is also to be scalable and replicable
as a model across Australia at large. This is our modest
aspiration.

HC: And as part of this policy development, what do you
also see as some of the other pressing and critical challenges
facing the provision of high density housing and continued
urbanisation in Sydney and Australia at large?
PT: (TS: 19:55) I think there is a major question of about
the form of high-density housing. When you look across
Sydney’s skyline, you see so many of these town centres
with twenty, thirty, forty storey towers and the only limit
seems to be the aircraft height plane. But I think there is
a question about the number of towers we are building.
Personally, I believe that the street wall scale of five to
seven storeys is a very sustainable density and form of
urbanism. This has been proven by history and in cities
around the world. Cities in Asia tend to be denser, but they
are contexts where geographical constraints play a larger
role compared to most Australian cities and they are also
experiencing acute population growth at a much higher
rate than even London, Berlin or Paris in the 19th Century.
Our office was not always an advocate for residential
towers but in realising how quickly the city is changing
and growing, we have also changed how we approach this
issue. We are strong advocates for limitations on the size
and number of towers within developments to provide
better design outcomes.
Another issue around growth has been the fatal issue
of where our government has decided to locate density.
Everyone generally understands why we place apartments
near railway stations, but to also do it along some of our
main roads, where there is actually very little amenity
is completely indefensible. It should be obvious that
we should place the highest density in places of highest
amenity, so near parklands, with access to rivers and the
water, rather than reserving all of these precious sites for
single dwelling and low density housing. I think this is
exacerbating a deeply inequitable society and is also the
result of extremely poor planning, which also reveals the
lack of advocacy by all of us as custodians of the city.

05.09 Typical apartment towers at
Wolli Creek station, Sydney.
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HC: I would like to turn now to my last question which is
to end hopefully positively on what the future could be –
if you could ‘wave a magic wand’ so to speak, what are
the immediate changes that you feel need to happen –
whether this is how we design, in how policies are made, in
governance, to enable better apartment and density for the
city?
PT: (TS: 22:30) The biggest problem in Sydney is simply
that land values are far too high. That is a fatal problem,
which is because our taxation system is wrong and we
do not tax individual houses, even though we should
be, through land tax. We do not have what is called
inclusionary zoning, which is public benefit component
taxation on development sites, so that when a site’s density
is increased or up-zoned, you would immediately have
to give affordable housing, public space and the like. We
believe that an equitable development model should strive
to accomplish this and our office has been testing a few
of these projects at the moment, even though there is very
little political appetite to encourage this.
Affordability continues to be a major crisis in Australia’s
cities and that is because the policies of the last few decades
have caused this. It is a problem of our own making.
We only need to look back to the 1960s to see when the
NSW Housing Commission was building 50,00 – 60,000
dwellings in that period, a huge number as a proportion of
total housing construction. I went to a school growing up
where one-third of the school’s students lived in housing
commission developments, in a time when the commission
provided housing to the bottom 30% of income earners.
Today, public housing is nothing more than a form of
crisis housing for the most vulnerable members of society
and this is a direct result of chronic underinvestment in
construction of public and affordable housing.

When it comes to being an architect, one of the issues of
course is that after a project achieves planning approval,
the site is simply sold, or the drawings are passed on to
someone else meaning we lose all control over the quality
and SEPP65 becomes completely toothless. What we need
is a nexus between the planning system and the Office of
the Building Commissioner to ensure a wholistic approach
and continuity of quality in delivery of apartments. I think
we also need good architects building a greater percentage
of our buildings, because these buildings will become part
of our urban fabric for the next 100 years and they will
have the greatest number of people living in them. Unlike
a house, which you can customise over time, if you make
a mistake on an apartment, it becomes a liability not only
for the current occupant but for all future occupants for
the entire life of a building which goes into the quality
of construction but also the architectural approach to
ensure design quality in terms of ventilation, daylight,
size of building and the like. All of these factors and our
responsibility as architectural profession I do not believe is
explained or articulated clearly enough at the moment and
this is something we can all do to assist in delivering better
outcomes for the city.
HC: Thank you Philip for your time in having this conversation
with me today.
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Chapter 6

Apartment Design
Reconsidered
An Attempt at Synthesis
In both Chapter 4 and 5, a tentative conclusion was reached that policy in and of itself,
with its guidelines, its objectives and its numerical standards was not necessarily enough
to facilitate the design of human habitats and in particular apartment living environments.
In many ways the existing policies we provide set up minimum guidelines which provide
housing but what they have broadly failed to do is provide desirable spaces for inhabitation
and dwelling. Ultimately, this is in part because building for density purely based on
numerical controls can be fraught, and is in part, a failure to acknowledge that “urban
density is not a property of buildings or people but of spatial relations between them;
between buildings, between people and also between people and buildings.”154 What is
needed therefore is not more codes or policies, but an external perspective which seeks to
approach apartment housing from an experiential and inhabited oriented approach, rather
than the existing high-level top-down guidance around urbanism and building.
Moving away from trying to provide a numerical guideline or a design policy, the seven
propositions presented here, as an attempt at synthesis of the ideas explored in this project
so far, are a call for a shift in mindset towards an experience oriented, spatially aware
approach to apartment design, that housing is not a commodity or object, but a thought and
an action. Each of the proposed mindset shifts, with their associated principles are centred
around addressing a particular status quo problem. From the presumption that apartments
can simply be built and inhabited, to the continued preconception that apartments are
developed as transitional housing forms for investments. I would venture to suggest that
innovation, if it is to take place, is not to do with building more spacious or colourful
buildings – these are surface questions. Rather, this research has shown that the tools for
innovation are already present, in existing manners of lateral thinking and understanding
both of architecture and of the human experience of the home. This attempt at synthesis is
therefore not an exercise in proposing some new criteria or guideline. Rather, as the term
synthesis implies, the propositions seek to bring together a broad line of concepts already
prevalent in our design processes and design thinking to encourage a shift in mindset and
encourage a more wholistic, thoughtful and critical approach to apartment design to affect
change and hopefully, to create homes rather than houses.

06.01 Montpellier Apartments by Sou Fujimoto Architects
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Seven Propositions
The Seven Propositions have been developed to address seven existing problems with the
perception of apartments today and challenge the status quo. These propositions are not an
attempt to find the utopian solution to apartment living, but recognises that many of our existing
problems, preconceptions and concerns can in fact, be addressed through a mindset shift
using existing tools, policies, and guides. Each of the Seven Propositions are shaped with a
key intention, a short summary and occasionally further secondary principles to guide how
we might start to re-contextualise, re-shape and ultimately re-think our approach to apartment
living in cities to facilitate better approaches to urban density and apartment design.

Status Quo /
A Problematic
Perception

Proposition

Apartments as
investment products

Home
not
House

To shift the mindset of apartment housing from being purely
an investment-oriented exercise into one where apartments are
recognised equally as places to call home.

The primacy of floor
space yield

Somewhere
not
Anywhere

To enable apartment typologies which go beyond the yield but
considers the needs specific to a locality in order to help shape
better places and communities.

Top-down planning
of housing policy

Micro
to Macro

Modernist mantra
that Firmness +
Utility = Beauty.

Beauty
in Diversity

Mitigation and
offset as sustainable
solution

Ecocentrism
not
Egocentrism

One size fits all
provides for all

Build and they will
come and form
community

Adaptation
not
Standardisation

Thresholds and
Territoriality

7 Propositions
to Re-Thinking
Urban Density

Intention
Mindset Shift

SOMEWHERE
not
ANYWHERE

HOME
not
HOUSE

To reorientate how we develop housing in our cities so that we
start with considering the needs of an individual who inhabits the
apartment, and the layering of relationships which upscale into
the scale of the city.
To reframe the distorted mantra that function is the only end of
architecture and recognise that the three Vitruvian principles of
Firmitas (Integrity), Utilitas (Utility), Venustas (Beauty) operate
collectively to deliver diversity in our urban habitats.

ECOCENTRISM
not
EGOCENTRISM

BEAUTY in
DIVERSITY

To reinforce the idea that sustainability in the age of climate
change needs to go further than mitigation, but needs to deliver
something more, taking into account the tripartite model of
ecological, socio-cultural and economic terms.
To provide flexibility beyond the ‘one-size fits all’ model
and recognise that apartment housing can be a whole-of-life,
intergenerational experience which relies upon inevitable changes
over time to suit different needs and abilities across different
stages of our lives.

ADAPTATION
not
STANDARDISATION

To define the layered spatial demarcation between the home as a
place of personal security, individual autonomy and privacy, the
neighbourhood as a place of collective community and the city as
the public sphere of society.

MICRO
to
MACRO

THRESHOLDS
and
TERRITORIALITY

06.02 The Seven Propositions to Re-Thinking Urban Density
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Home, not House
Intention
To shift the mindset of apartment housing from being purely an investment-oriented
exercise into one where apartments are recognised equally as places to call home.
Status Quo Problem

Mindset Shift

Perhaps the greatest challenge to re-thinking how we
approach apartments is to shift the mindset away from
apartments being a place for investment, a building which
only provides shelter temporarily. Rethinking the design of
apartments requires us to shift this mindset and recognise
the loaded meaning of ‘home’. The home is a place which
provides us security both physically and psychosocially, it
provides us with control and autonomy and is the grounding
which allows us to branch out as individuals into the
community. Recognising that the design of apartments is
the design of a home, be it for an individual starting life in
the city, an elderly couple downsizing from their suburban
house or a young professional family, the home is so much
more than something temporary and anything but merely a
simple source for shelter.

Ultimately, addressing these three issues reminds us
that core to the perception of home is its ability to offer
“ontological security…[which] that suggests that people
need more than just adequate sustenance and shelter to live
happy and fulfilled lives.”155 A home affords individuals
a degree of control, personalisation, and territory,
transforming a neutral space into a defined and marked
space, leading to a particularised identity for each unit
which speaks to its inhabitant. Underpinning this is the
tripartite conception of home, previously introduced in
Chapter 2 and which is re-appraised here:
- Home as Haven
Creating a private space where individuals feel
they have security both in a physical and a psychosocial sense. This may be established physically
by the spatial organisation of an apartment as
offering protection from the elements but also
offering a sense of warmth and security. Beyond
this however, psycho-social security also relates to
questions of housing tenure and ownership, and the
ability for inhabitants to find stability to grow roots
in a neighbourhood.
- Home as Autonomy
Enabling self-sufficiency through providing control
to an individual over their territory of the home
facilitates their enjoyment of this space in comfort,
peace, privacy and without the interference of
others.
- Home as Socio-Cultural Grounding
By providing the security and stability required
for individuals to grow roots, as well as autonomy
to individualise and demarcate their own space,
the home can become the starting point for an
individual to form broader, long-term connections
with their neighbourhood, fostering social
interaction and over time, a sense of community.156

We have seen in the discourse on density that apartments
are often excluded as a valid form of ‘home’ in our cultural
mindset because they are still perceived as:
- Impermanent:
Temporary housing for young professionals or
key workers, rather than a genuine place for
long-term settling or the starting of a family.
The impermanence of inhabitants also means
that communities are seldom formed in housing
developments as people do not stay for long periods
to foster relationships with neighbours.
- Crowded:
Over-crowded spaces with a perceived lack
of privacy resulting in uncomfortable and
psychologically insecure living spaces. Building
only to minimum standards which result in ‘shoebox’ or ‘tinder-box’ sized units seen as little more
than hotel rooms than homes.
- Controlled:
Apartments purchased and built traditionally as
investment properties rather than as properties to
be homes, meaning that they are by their nature
designed to have rapid turnovers of community.
Controls on expressing individuality within
apartment spaces means they remain as bland
boxes, rather than autonomous spaces for selfsufficiency and privacy.

Through integrating these three elements into urban
housing, we can begin to shift the mindset of apartments
away from being just a place of shelter, profit or transient
living. Rather, apartments can become a place where
individuals choose to dwell, where inhabitants are given
the stability and the freedom to settle and establish a home
and a community.
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SOCIO-CULTURAL
GROUNDING
A place of embedded
social and cultural
experiences

A tripartite
conception of
HOME

AUTONOMY
A place of
self-sufficiency
and individuality

HAVEN
A place which
offers physical
and psychological
safety

06.03 The Tripartite Conception of Home
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Somewhere, not Anywhere
Intention
To enable apartment typologies which go beyond the yield but considers the
needs specific to a locality in order to help shape better places and communities.
Status Quo Problem
The idea of the home is so much more powerful as a verb than as a noun. Proceeding homewards
means we ultimately reach a destination we can proudly call our home and that should be core to the
creation of place. We have seen that a major component of the discourse around provision of apartments
is concerned not with the typology and the spatial quality, but rather the yield – the financial gain.
Discussions around the density of apartment living has been often centred around units per hectare,
or people per square kilometre. The idea that these are places where people live, where people wish to
settle, have a family, or grow old in, that is, to have a life in, is seldom a concern, if even contemplated.
The consequence of this thoughtlessness is that design of apartments simply stops at the building’s
doorstep, without a care or concern for the civic, the social, the public role which supports and facilitates
the growth and sustainability of a community.

INDIVIDUAL
Local conditions,
perceptions,
behaviours
and needs

ENVIRONMENTAL
Physical and ambient
environment community facilities
and infrastructure

Mindset Shift
A tripartite
conception of
DENSITY

A revised approach to urban density thus requires us to think beyond the quantitative metrics of people
per unit of area and instead, focus on the experience of urban living. A tripartite conception of density
moves us towards this wholistic approach, centring the understanding of apartment density within
consideration of the individual, the environmental and the socio-political:157

Individual

Environmental

Socio-Political

Who
Engaging with the local perceptions of density and the needs and
characteristics of a particular neighbourhood.
SOCIO-POLITICAL
Quantitative
metrics, policies and
guidelines to meet
future urban needs

Where
Recognising and working with the qualities of the physical and ambient
environment to facilitate density change, such as the enhancement of
existing and future community facilities and infrastructural needs.
How
Policies and guidelines to meet anticipated needs for the community,
coupled with quantitative metrics – floor space, public space, social mix.

This tripartite concept of density recognises that being at home means the capacity to find belonging
to a particular place, not achieved through the construction of another anonymous tower which might
exist in a generic part of town, identical to the next cookie cutter apartment complex. Essential to
growing the working definition of urban density requires us to go beyond the quantitative and to begin
considering the unique attributes of a place, grounds an apartment within a particular site with the hope
of embedding it within a locality to foster a better sense of community, a community which inhabitants
wish to be a part of, rather than simply live temporarily before moving on. Density is more than just a
number. Density is a place to dwell, rather than merely a space to occupy.
06.04 The Tripartite Conception of Density
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Micro to Macro
Intention:
To reorientate how we develop housing in our cities so that we start with considering
the needs of an individual who inhabits the apartment, and the layering of
relationships which upscale into the scale of the city.
MICRO TO MACRO

Status Quo Problem
Across the spectrum of planning policies, the general approach is always to begin with the scale of
the city – the precinct, the site yield, the overarching form. We have seen already how housing can be
codified and quantified – made logical, repeatable, and pragmatic. Whilst architecture’s response to its
broader environment is undeniably important and contemplating the compositional form or yield of a
site is logical, it can have the unintentional consequence of leading us further and further away from the
fundamental purpose of housing – to provide homes for individuals.

INDIVIDUAL

CITY

Mindset Shift
Reversing the top-down approach to apartment thinking we can begin to recognise that density is
in fact “…multi-scalar: for any location there is an internal density, a net density, a walkable density
and a metropolitan density.”158 The proposition of micro to macro asks us to re-orientate how we
develop housing in our cities, to start with the inhabitant and their needs and aspirations as the basis for
understanding urban density. As the American architect Louis Kahn reminds us poetically:
“The plan is a society of rooms. The rooms relate to each other to strengthen their own unique
nature. The auditorium wants to be a violin. Its envelope is the violin case. The society of room is
the place where it is good to learn, good to work, good to live.”159
Working with this in mind, micro-to-macro frames the approach to residential living in seven layers,
from the individual out to the city, recognising that each element adds a layer of complexity to the
experience of the built environment, but ultimately returning to a basic question – what does it mean
for a person to feel at home?

Element

Private Realm

The Individual
The Object
The Room

Social Realm

The Unit
The Building
The Precinct
The City

PRECINCT

OBJECT

Recognition
Simply put – what does it mean for a person to feel at home?
Furnishings of a room, from a chair to a bed, from a fork to a wardrobe, shapes
the mood, the scale, the character, and function of a room.

BUILDING

ROOM

A room, considered in its totality, informs the personality and the life of a
space.

The enfilade of rooms creating a layering of spaces to suit the conditions of
comfort, peace, and privacy.

UNIT

The convergence of multiple typologies of units, forming a cross-section of the
community.
Supporting the community of housing, the locality provides the resources and
the infrastructure as a system of facilities.

The vibrancy and diversity of a dense urban environment, a network of systems
– technical, social, cultural which makes up the city.
06.05 The Seven Layers of Scale from Micro to Macro
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Beauty in Diversity
Intention:
To reframe the distorted mantra that function is the only end of architecture
and recognise that the three Vitruvian principles of Firmitas (Integrity),
Utilitas (Utility), Venustas (Beauty) operate collectively to deliver diversity in
our urban habitats.
Status Quo Problem

Mindset Shift

It was the modernist architect Louis Sullivan who enshrined for us the principle that “form
ever follows function,” and after a century under capitalism, this Modernist creed subsumed
Vitruvian beauty under the primacy of utility.160 Through this process, the design of mass housing
has foregone variety in favour of efficiency, vibrancy and diversity traded in favour of efficiency
and economic gain. As a result, the status quo approach “…might be called ‘attack of the onesize-fits-all’…Buildings that present a bland, uniform front rise in communities where structures
were for decades, even centuries, beautiful and culturally distinct.”161 To return housing to its
primary aim of providing homes and communities, we must recognise that utility is not the sole
purpose of design and function is not its only consideration. We must return beauty and diversity
to the heart of design thinking.

Restoring the tripartite concept of integrity, utility and beauty in architecture first
established by Vitruvius is not something that can be addressed by policy or quantitative
regulation. When we look at the city, the street or individual buildings, it is immediately
apparent that encouraging and including the intersectional nature of a diversity community
in the evolution of urbanisation is a key in cultivating variety, depth, and beauty in the
city. Diversity, in this context, goes beyond the structural design of residential buildings
– be it the materiality, the typology and the visual order, but is also focused on nurturing
conditions to foster the diversity of a community – people of all socio-economic and
cultural identities.

VENUSTAS

3 Pillars of
Architecture

FIRMITAS

UTILITAS

This stands in direct opposition to our existing status quo of the functionalist, monocultural developments which are so often isolationist and homogenous in nature, without
any broad consideration of the potential needs of different individuals or communities
at large. Indeed, as Jane Jacobs observed, “Flourishing city diversity, of the kind that
is catalysed by the combination of mixed primary uses, frequent streets, mixture of
building ages and overheads, and dense concentration of users, does not carry with it the
disadvantages of diversity conventionally assumed by the planning pseudoscience.”162 In
this sense, Jacobs’ vision of a delightful human habitat arising from diversity hinges upon
the opposite of a functionalist mindset. The compartmentalisation of uses – residential,
retail, commercial, civic – segregated within a city for Jacobs, does not offer the vibrancy
and diversity needed for a city to flourish. A spatially functional organisation, a system
of modularity and repetition might offer efficiency in both time and cost, but ultimately
becomes predictable, homogenous and cold.
Beauty then, in our built environment is not something which design can so easily seek to
codify and standardise but requires “…a degree of unplanned spontaneity, of chaos and
excitement, where people encounter unknown others, and the identities of communities
are open and organic…the needs for privacy, for contact with nature and to control spatial
boundaries must be part of any higher density aspiration.”163 What is needed is a balance
struck between three elements: the rigidity of minimum standards to ensure structural
integrity, partnered with the pragmatism of satisfying functional needs and finally, the
opportunity for our environments to be free and flexible in being altered and adapted to
suit the aspirations of a particular community. To return in conclusion then to another oft
quoted modernist phrase that “less is more,” in our context, this may just happen to mean
less utilitarianism and less efficiency to encourage more variety and more diversity.

06.06 The Vitruvian Tripartite Concept of Architecture
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Ecocentrism, not Egocentrism
Intention:
To reinforce the idea that sustainability in the age of climate change
needs to go further than minimisation, but needs to deliver something
more, taking into account the tripartite model of ecological,
socio-cultural and economic terms.
Mindset Shift

Status Quo Problem
Most housing policies today contain some form of
performance standard related to sustainability, be they
thermal comfort requirements, energy consumption
criteria or other measures to minimise and mitigate waste.
Yet these standards are often geared towards minimums,
baselines which if met, are supposed to guarantee
some form of essential, minimal comfort, ecological
performance, and housing quality. But in an age of climate
crisis, to simply act in the name of resilience, mitigation and
minimisation is fundamentally, insufficient, and ineffective.
Problematically, our broad approach to sustainability
today remains resolutely placed within an anthropocentric,
or perhaps more aptly named, EGO-centric mindset –

how do we resist worsening climate effects to preserve MY
lifestyle, how will we mitigate impacts to provide ME with
comfortable living conditions, how will I avoid the worst of
what climate change will bring to maintain MY comfort?
Thus, to begin to shift our mindset beyond this egocentric
approach to sustainability, we must remove ourselves from
the centre of sustainability’s goal and instead, frame the
question wholistically – from the global and ecological
perspective of the habitat in which we all live. In short, we
must learn to think about designing for the benefit of the
Earth and not just for the people who share it with trillions
of other living organisms.

ECOLOGICAL

SOCIO-CULTURAL

3 Pillars of
Sustainable
Development

The concept of an ecocentric approach to our built
environment is nothing new and has traditionally
underpinned many indigenous and first nations cultures’
approaches to working with nature, as opposed to our
contemporary pretence of abusing our environmental
resources. Working with our land ethically, as ecologist
Aldo Leopold described in 1949, involves “…enlarging
the boundaries of the community to include soils, waters,
plants and animals… it affirms their right to continued
existence, and, at least in spots, their continued existence
in a natural state.”164 Similarly, an approach outside of
human needs underpins the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals, the key global convention which
drives much of policy today and which acknowledges that
our existence ought to be “in harmony with the Earth’s
carrying capacity.”165 Thus, an ecocentric approach
requires us to realise that nature, and the environment
holds an intrinsic value, beyond economic exploitation,
and that nature is inherently worthy of protection, without
privileging humans above the all other organisms on which
we share this Earth.166
How we approach sustainability with an ecocentric
mindset returns us to the tripartite concept of sustainable
development – environment – society – economics. This
approach recognises the realities of both economic and
socio-cultural imperatives which drive development,
but simultaneously, enables us balance this against
sustainability in wholistic terms. This eco-effective attitude
“…sees commerce as the engine of change and honours
its need to function quickly and productively. But it also
recognises that if commerce shuns environmental, social
and cultural concerns, it will produce a large-scale tragedy
of the commons, destroying valuable natural and human

resources for generations to come.”167 It is a recognition
that the environment has and deserves equal attention in
the process of development, that our actions participate
with the environment, not seek to exploit it exclusively for
selfish gain.168 Often, this may require risk and enduring
the ridicule of sceptics. One prominent example is the
vertical garden, once denigrated as a literal form of green
washing buildings, projects from Sydney to Milan are now
supported by a growing body of post-occupancy studies
which find that such vertical forests have been effective
in absorbing urban pollution, created micro-habitats for
birds and animals, whilst also providing passive cooling
to reduce the ‘heat island effect’ and naturally dispersing
noise through vegetative insulation.169 Whilst such changes
may take years or even decades to prove effective, they are
nevertheless fundamental steps in shifting our perception
of economic development as a right, to ecologically
sustainable development as a responsibility underpinned
by principles of regenerative design.170 Through this lens,
providing apartments through a cradle-to-cradle approach
means juggling between the tripartite elements of
sustainability to ensure not only resilience and adaptability
(see proposition ‘adaptation, not standardisation’), but also
enshrines the ability to facilitate a better way of building,
a more thoughtful way of living and enabling us to
collectively thrive in the future.171

ECONOMICAL

06.07 The Triple-bottom-line Pillars of Sustainable Development
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Adaptation, not Standardisation

Thresholds and Territoriality

Intention:
To provide flexibility beyond the ‘one-size fits all’ model and recognise that
apartment housing can be for whole-of-life and whole of use - an intergenerational
experience which relies upon inevitable changes over time to suit different needs
and abilities across different stages of our lives.

Intention:
To define the layered spatial demarcation between the home as a place of
personal security, individual autonomy and privacy, the neighbourhood as a
place of collective community and the city as the public sphere of society.

Status Quo Problem

Mindset Shift

Status Quo Problem

Mindset Shift

The mantra of mass-produced housing today is the
‘one-size fits all’ model, where standardisation and
economic efficiency takes primacy.172 Where once
mass production was regarded as an economic
and efficient means of providing reliable housing
for the masses, it has today, become an excuse to
be lazy. It has become a means to maximise profit
with the minimal amount of effort. The design
of housing at its core should not be governed
by balance sheets, but ought to be governed
by the needs of the people it houses. As these
needs change over time and from individual to
individual, so too should our homes adapt with
us, ultimately providing an intergenerational
experience in service as ‘whole of use – whole of
life.’

Our buildings and our homes are not inflexible monuments frozen in
time. They have lives which are as dynamic and as changing as our
own, and just as we may change clothes as we grow up, so too must
our homes change with us as we age, start a family and age in place.
Adaptation is about a recognition that apartment housing is not so
black-and-white as the two narratives often sold to us by developers
and often envisaged by planners: that high-rise dwelling is the place
for young single professionals and that suburban houses are the
family idyll.173 Apartments can easily be the space for families, just
as they can be for young professionals, share homes for students, or
elderly couples down-sizing – the diversity of inhabitants mirrors
the diversity of our society at large.

To misquote the film, Field Of Dreams, “If
you build it, they will come.” Simply building
housing might result in occupation but it does
not guarantee the formation of communities
and is, in many ways, a failure to appreciate the
emotional complexity we ascribe to the concept
of the home and the layers which separate the
private, the social and the public realm. Indeed, it
has been observed that the boundary of home, as
a place of autonomy and privacy is perhaps, “the
most culturally significant spatial demarcation.”176
Paradoxically perhaps, we must also note that
“The private arises from the public, because only
by excluding the public from a living environment
can the private prevail as a counter-world.”177
Thus, to nurture a community of inhabitants,
particularly in a dense urban environment requires
more than simply building but rather, an approach
which provides a layered demarcation between
the home, the community and the city.

There exists an inseparable symbiosis of public and private realms
which is something which we constantly interact and engage with
as we inhabit and traverse the spaces which make up our home and
our communities. This public-private binary exists because one is
always necessary in defining the boundary of the other:
“Private interior space is seen as the domain of the individual,
of freedom, and of distance form societal rules and public
outdoor space, yet at the same time it came about because of the
very public it provides distance from. Ergo, the public is what
creates privacy. By definition, the duality of public and private
requires both, creating two poles that, through their tension and
mutual conditionality, form a basic principle of shared social
life.”178

Thus, the principle of a whole of use – whole of life approach to highdensity apartments is a recognition that apartments are capable of
being inhabited by individuals from as far wide a spectrum as any
other part of our community and our cities. In this sense, the whole
of life – whole of use embodies in its core, the ideas of universal
design, which in its broadest sense, “means the design of products,
environments, programmes and services to be usable by all people,
to the greatest extent possible...”174 The housing provided in our
apartments should not be a limiting standardised flat pack of unit
types, but an adaptive model which allows us to live in a place which
can change over time to suit our changing needs and abilities across
different stages of our lives. This diversity arising from adaptability
can be seen as “…a cradle-to-cradle conception, it may have many
uses, and many users, over time and space.”175 By providing an
increased level of flexibility and choice is a core component in the
path towards providing better high-density housing which caters to
a wider spectrum of society, meaning that adaptation ought to take
primacy over standardisation. The ancient riddle of the Sphinx once
enquired: what creature uses four legs in the morning, two legs at
noon and three legs at sunset? - and for the architect at least, the
answer to this should be - a wholistic adaptable housing strategy.
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Ultimately, the core of establishing thresholds and defining
territoriality is a return to the fundamental human need to feel
safe both in a private context and within the community spaces we
share. Giddens notes significantly that “…the need for a sense of
security, emerges early on in life and is greater than the physical
needs such as to satisfy hunger and thirst.”179 The ability to feel
secure and not disoriented within our home is something which was
examined previously in the tripartite concept of the home, but is
here extended to encompass the shared community spaces and the
interface between our home and the public realm. In this context,
“territoriality is the relationship of an individual or group to a
physical space and has the positive connotation of striving to control,
personalise and mark space…[through this] it turns a neutral space
into a defined, personalised, and marked space, leading to regulation
and thus to an identity for the space.”180 Only by creating a visible,
layered and defined identity for a space, with an opportunity for
inhabitants to participate and personalise, do communities begin to
form and ultimately transforms a space into a place for engagement
and socialisation.
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Chapter 7

Not Epilogue,
But Prologue
Housing is not a Commodity
The current status quo of apartment developments and their questionable quality can
perhaps be summarised by three major events which occurred within the space of
three months as this conclusion was being drafted. On Thursday, 24 June 2021, the
world awoke to the tragedy of the Surfside Condominium building collapse in Miami,
Florida. As the days passed, the death toll was finally confirmed at 97 individuals,
with ongoing investigations pointing towards fundamental structural issues with
concrete leading to degradation and cracking over time.181 Scarcely two months
later, Grenfell Tower re-entered the news with a government release stating that the
building was to be demolished in early 2022, presented as a fait accompli to bereaved
families and former residents and with an uncertain future about whether the social
housing residents will ever be allowed back into to the exclusive inner city borough.182
Simultaneously, in Milan, Italy, yet another major cladding fire, reminiscent of
Grenfell took place, consuming the eighteen storey Torre del Moro, with the silver
lining being that all residents were evacuated safely.183 Though these events are
separate and isolated, they nevertheless represent both a crisis in confidence and a
crisis in quality in the delivery of mass urban housing in a time when global urban
populations are only expected to grow.
Compounding this crisis in housing and growth is the further problem of our cities’
contributions to the impending climate catastrophe. Since 2010, where over 50% of the
world’s population occupy urban areas, which accounts for less than 2% of the earth’s
surface, these areas, including towns and cities, are responsible for concentrating
80% of global economic output, between 60-80% of energy consumption and
approximately 75% of CO2 emissions.184 Whilst it would be easy to simply say that
cities are therefore the problem and that de-urbanisation is the solution, it is also
known that this is not the case. It has been observed that carbon emissions can rise
where there is little increase in urbanisation, or that emissions stay stable despite
rapid urbanisation, suggesting that ultimately, cities are not inherently the driver of
climate change, but certain systems of consumption and production, are responsible.185
From this, it would seem that regardless of our housing choices, we inevitably lie
within a constant state of anxiety – torn between insecure housing tenures, unsafe
buildings or wasteful energy consumption.

07.01 Green Wall Facade, Central Park Apartments, Sydney, Australia
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When I commenced this research project, the premise was
that there were systemic issues of policy which needed to
be addressed in the design of apartments. As this project
delved further, the question arose more and more about
the purpose and the reason for housing. As we have seen,
the spectre of speculative housing since the 19th Century
has permeated our society, creating a perception that the
apartment as a typology is a financialised commodity and
above all else, is separate from other housing options as a
credible form of quality human habitat. The belief that the
rationalisation of production in housing can mediate the
tension between construction cost, housing affordability
and liveable environments is something which we have
struggled with throughout the last century of rapid
urbanisation and global growth in cities. Since the 1920s,
when Walter Gropius first outlined the theoretical principle
of Systematische Vorabeit fur rationellen Wohnungsbau
(System for Rationalisation of Housing Production) and
postulated “The idea of total synthesis, of a unity of art,
industry, and society was his life’s philosophy, and the
basis of his theoretical approach…to prefabrication.”186
Architects and designers following in these Modernist
footsteps have sought to contemplate how housing can be
produced for the masses in our cities. Sadly, at its worst
and at the behest of neoliberal capitalism, these idealistic
attempts at rationalisation have resulted in the urban
sprawls of our suburbs, filled with repetitious houses
devoid of personality or the cold investor grade products of
cookie-cutter minimum standard apartments.
It is perhaps true that I have painted a very depressing
picture of the state of urbanism and in particular apartment
living through these recent events and statistics. In coping
with our uncertain future, particularly in the face of all
these problems, my variant on Hamlet’s age-old line
might run “to build, or not to build…” The answer to that
question is simple: to build, but to build better and to build
with care.

At this critical juncture of the global urban transition, we
can fall back on laissez faire planning and practices and
continue to let the market and other forces drive urban
growth - Or we can seize the moment of a global social
ferment to imagine new socially inclusive futures for the
21st century. The United Nations aptly points out that as
population growth continues, “It is crucial to recognise
that cities must also be part of the solution to climate
change. Urbanization offers many opportunities to develop
mitigation and adaptation strategies to deal with climate
change especially through urban planning and design.”187
At the same time however, top-down planning policies
imposed on communities of people, devoid of choice and
implemented with ruthless efficiency to coerce people
into urban environments “…will not deliver the urban
renaissance or revive communities, but will only strengthen
the intrusive micro-management of our daily lives.”188
To build better and with care in this unfolding century
compels people to care more about their cities across all
levels of involvement – be they politicians and civil servants
driving policy, community groups and neighbours actively
pushing for desired outcomes, or architects and designers
sensibly advising their clients. Collective responsibility is
needed for us to shift our thinking away from the narrow
mindedness of apartments today and towards something
better.
In reaching the end of this research project, I return to
the title of this chapter, aptly named (for me at least),
not epilogue, but prologue. This is because this project
has, I suspect, uncovered more problems than solutions
to the current issues of apartment living. From tracing
the historical thread of apartments through the ages, to
the unpacking of polarised discourse between cities and
suburbs to the exploration of policies around the world,
this project has but barely begun to highlight the vastly
complex issue of urban apartment living and has only tried
to gently push design thinking with seven propositions to
challenge seven preconceptions. With this however, whilst
there is still so much more which can be said, I would like
to end with one last lesson in the hope that we can all work
to affect positive change:
Housing is not an object.
Housing is not a commodity.
Housing is a social act to foster diversity and community.
Housing is to create a place for people to call home.

Opposite Page
07.02 Global urban population density of cities in 2014.
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